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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) 
) 

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT ) 
(Shearon Harris Nuclear ) 
Power Plant) )

Docket No. 50-400

DECLARATION OF DR. GORDON THOMPSON 
IN SUPPORT OF ORANGE COUNTY'S SUMMARY 

AND SWORN SUBMISSION REGARDING CONTENTION 
TC-2 (INADEQUATE PREVENTION OF CRITICALITY) 

I, Gordon Thompson, declare as follows: 

1. I am the executive director of the Institute for Resource and Security Studies (IRSS), a 
nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation based in Massachusetts. Our office is located at 27 
Ellsworth Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139. IRSS was founded in 1984 to conduct technical 
and policy analysis and public education, with the objective of promoting peace and 
international security, efficient use of natural resources, and protection of the environment.  

2. I received an undergraduate education in science and mechanical engineering at the 
University of New South Wales, in Australia. Subsequently, I pursued graduate 
studies at Oxford University and received from that institution a Doctorate of 
Philosophy in mathematics in 1973, for analyses of plasmas undergoing 
thermonuclear fusion. During my graduate studies I was associated with the fusion 
research program of the UK Atomic Energy Authority.  

3. During my professional career, I have performed technical and policy analyses on a 
range of issues related to international security, energy supply, environmental 
protection, and sustainable use of natural resources. Since 1977, a significant part of 
my work has consisted of technical analyses of safety and environmental issues 
related to nuclear facilities. These analyses have been sponsored by a variety of 
nongovernmental organizations and local, state and national governments, 
predominantly in North America and Western Europe. Drawing upon these analyses, 
I have provided expert testimony in legal and regulatory proceedings, and have served 
on committees advising US government agencies. A copy of my resume is appended 
as Attachment A to the Declaration of Dr. Gordon Thompson (February 12, 1999), 
which is attached as Exhibit 2 to Orange County's Supplemental Petition to Intervene 
(April 5, 1999).
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4. I have reviewed the December 23, 1998, license amendment application filed by 
Carolina Power and Light (CP&L) for an amendment to Facility Operating License 
No. NPF-63, which seeks permission to activate spent fuel storage pools C and D at 
the Shearon Harris nuclear power plant. I have also reviewed the NRC's Federal 
Register notice for the proposed license amendment, the Final Safety Analysis Report 
for the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, and the Final Environmental Statement 
related to the operation of Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2 
(NUREG-0972, October 1983). In addition, I reviewed various correspondence and 
technical documents relating to the proposed license amendment and to risks of spent 
fuel storage, which are identified in Orange County's contentions.  

5. I participated in the preparation of Orange County's contentions regarding the 
proposed license amendment. Following admission of Contention TC-2, Inadequate 
Criticality Prevention, I was principally responsible for evaluating whether CP&L's 
License Amendment Application conforms to the requirements of General Design 
Criterion 62 and applicable NRC Staff guidance.  

6. In making my evaluation, I conducted an extensive review of documents related to 
criticality prevention at Harris and in general, including correspondence between 
CP&L and the NRC Staff, criticality studies performed by or for CP&L, NRC Staff 
and licensee documents regarding proposed spent fuel storage pool expansion 
applications, Licensee Event Reports of criticality-related occurrences, NRC Staff and 
industry guidance documents and related correspondence, the rulemaking history of 
GDC 62, and other publicly available information regarding spent fuel storage and 
criticality prevention. I also participated in preparing for depositions of CP&L and 
NRC Staff witnesses regarding contention TC-2, and in reviewing the deposition 
testimony of these witnesses. In addition, I was deposed by both CP&L and the 
NRC Staff.  

7. I am responsible for all of the technical factual assertions contained in Orange 
County's Detailed Summary Of Facts, Data And Arguments On Which Orange 
County Intends To Rely At Oral Argument To Demonstrate The Existence Of A 
Genuine And Substantial Dispute Of Fact With The Licensee Regarding The 
Proposed Expansion Of Spent Fuel Storage Capacity At The Harris Nuclear Power 
Plant, With Respect To Criticality Prevention Issues (Contention TC-2), including 
Appendices A, B, and C, submitted to the Licensing Board on January 4, 2000 
(hereinafter "Summary"). As I have attested in signing the Summary, the technical 
factual assertions therein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and all 
expressions of technical opinion therein are based on my best professional judgment.  

I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true and correct.  

Executed on January 4, 2000. (.. ,

Gordon Thompson



CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 2

Letter from Brian K. Grimes of the NRC Staff to All 
Power Reactor Licensees (April 14, 1978)
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ENCLOS','RE 2 

• J" • •O UNITED .S TAT ES 

r r -NUCLEAR REGULA V"RY COMMISSION 

VWASHINGTON 3 C. 20555 

-...- .,•,•ril 14, 1978 

To All Power Reactor Licensees 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed for your information and possible future use is the NRC 

guidance on spent fuel pool modifications, entitled "Review and 

Acceptance of Spent Fuel Storage and Handling Applications". This 

document provides (1) additional guidance for the type and extent.  

of information needed by the NRC Staff to perform the review of 

licensee proposed modifications of an operating reactor spent fuel 

storage pool and (2) the acceptance criteria to be used by the 

NRC Staff in authorizing such modifications. This includes the 

information needed to make the findings called for by the Commission 

in the Federal Register Notice dated September 16, 1975 (copy enclosed) 

with regard to authorization of fuel pool modifications prior to the 

completion of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement, "Handling 

and Storage cf Spent Fuel from Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors".  

The overall design objectives of a fuel storage facility at a reactor 

complex are governed by various Regulatory Guides, the Standard 

Review Plan (NUREG-75/087), and various industry standards. This 

guidance provides a compilation in a single document of the pertinent 

portions of these applicable references that are needed in addressing 

spent fuel pool modifications. No additional regulatory requirements 

are imposed or implied by this document.  

Based on a review of license applications to date requesting authorization 

to increase spent fuel storage capacity, the staff has had to request 

additional information that could have been included in an adequately 

documented initial submittal. If in the future you find it necessary 

to apply for authorization to modify onsite spent fuel storage 

capacity, the enclosed guidance provides the necessary information 

and acceptance criteria utilized by the NRC staff in evaluating these 

applications. Providing the informaticn needed to evaluate the 

matters covered by this document would likely avoid the necessity 

for NRC questions and thus significantly shorten the time required 

to process a fuel pool modification amendment.  

Sincerely, 

Brian K. Grimes, Assistant Director 
for Engineering and Projects 

Division of Operating Reactors 

Enclosures: 
I. NRC Guidance 
2. Notice



ENCLOSURE NO. 1

OT POSITION FOR REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE OF 
SPENT FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING APPLICATIONS 

I. BACKGROUND 

Prior to 1975, low density spent fuel storage racks were designed with 
a large pitch, to prevent fuel pool criticality everrif the pool 
contained the highest enrichment uranium in the light water reactor 
fuel assemblies. Due to an increased demand on storage space for 
spent fuel assemblies, the more recent approach is to use high density 
storage racks and to better utilize available space. In the case of 
operating plants the new rack system interfaces with the old fuel pool 
structure. A proposal for installation of high density storage racks 
may involve a plant in the licensing stage or an operating plant. The 
requirements of this position do not apply to spent fuel storage and 
handling facilities away from the nuclear reactor complex.  

On September 16, 1975, the Commission announced (40 F. R. 42801) its 
intent to prepare a generic environmental impact statement on handling 
and storage of spent fuel from light water power reactors. In this 
notice, the Commission also announced its conclusion that it would not 
be in the public interest to defer all licensing actions intended to 
ameliorate a possible shortage of spent fuel storage capacity pending 
completion of the generic environmental impact statement.  

The Commission directed that in the consideration of any such proposed 
licensing action, an environmental impact statement or environmental 
impact appraisal shall be prepared in which five specific factors in 
addition to the normal cost/benefit balance and environmental stresses 
should be applied, balanced and weighed.  

The overall design objectives of a fuel storage facility at the reactor 
complex are governed by various Regulatory Guides, the Standard Review 
Plan, and industry standards which are listed in the reference section.  
Based on the reviews of such applications to date it is obv.ious that 
the staff had to request additional information that could be easily 
included in an adequately documented initial submittal. It is the 
intent of this document to provide guidance for the type and extent of 
information needed to perform the review, and to indicate the acceptance 
criteria where applicable.  
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II. REVIEW DISCIPLINES 

The objective of the staff review is to prepare (1) Safety Evaluation 
Report, and (2) Environmental Impact Appraisal. The broad staff 
disciplines involved are nuclear, mechanical, material, structural, 
and environmental.  

Nuclear and thermal-hydraulic aspects of the review include the poten
tial for inadvertant criticality in the normal storage and handling of 
the spent fuel, and the consequences of credible accidents with respect 
to criticality and the ability of the heat removal"system to maintain 
sufficient cooling.  

Mechanical, material and structural aspects of the review concern the 
capability of the fuel assembly, storage racks, and spent fuel pool 
system to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earth
quakes, tornadoes, flood, effects of external and internal missiles, 
thermal loading, and also other service loading conditions.  

The environmental aspects of the review concern the increased thermal 
and radiological releases from the facility under normal as well as 
accident corditions, the occupational radiation exposures, the genera
tiorn of radioactive waste, the need for expansion, the commitment of 
material and nonmaterial resources, realistic accidents, alternatives 
to the proposed action and the cost-benefit balance.  

The information related to nuclear and thermal-hydraulic type of 
analyses is discussed in Section III.  

The mechanical, material, and structural related aspects of informa
tion are discussed in Section IV.  

The information required to complete an environmental impact assess
ment, including the five factors specified by the Commission, is 
provided in Section V.

II-'
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III. NUCLEAR AND THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Neutron Multiplication Factor 

To include all credible conditions, the licensee shall calculate 

the effective neutron multiplication factor, kff, in the fuel 

storage pool under the following sets of assum• corditions: 

1.1 Normal Storage 

a. The racks shall be designed to contain the most reactive 

fuel authorized to be stored in the facility without any 

control rods or any noncontained* burnable poison and.the 

fuel shall be assumed to be at the most reactive point in 

its life.  

b. The moderator shall be assumed to be pure water at the 

temperature within the fuel pool limits which yields the 

largest reactivity.  

c. The array shall be assumed to be infinite in lateral extent 

or to be surrounded by an infinitely thick water reflector 

and thick concrete," as appropriate to the design.  

d. Mechanical uncertainties may be treated by assuming "worst 

case" conditions or by performing sensitivity studies and 

obtaining appropriate uncertainties.  

e. Credit may be taken for the neutron absorption in structural 

materials and in solid materials added specifically for 

neutron absorption, provided a means of inspection is estab-.  

lished (refer to Section 1.5).  

1.2 Postulated Accidents 

The double contingency principle of ANSI N 16.1-1975 shall be 

applied. It shall require two unlikely, independent, concurrent 

events to produce a criticality accident.  

Realistic initial conditions (e.g., the presence of soluble 

boron) may be assumed for the fuel pool and fuel assemblies. The 

"chNoncontained" burnable poison is that which is not an integral part of 

the fuel assembly.  

**It should be noted that under certain conditions concrete may be a more 

effective reflector than water.
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postulated accidents shall include: (1) dropping of a ruel 
element on top of the racks and any other achievable abnormal 
location of a fuel assembly in the pool; (2) a dropping or tip
ping of the fuel cask or other heavy objects into the fuel pool; 
(3) effect of tornado or earthquake on the deformation and rela
tive position of the fuel racks; and (4) loss of all cooling 
systems or flow under the accident conditions, unless the cooling 
system is single failure proof.  

1.3 Calculation Methods 

The calculation method and cross-section values shall be verified 
by comparison with critical experiment data for assemblies similar 
to those for which the racks are designed. Sufficiently diverse 
configurations shall be calculated to render improbable the 
"cancellation of error" in the calculations. So far as practi
cable the ability to correctly account for heterogeneities (e.g., 
thin slabs of absorber between storage locations) shall be 
demonstrated.  

A calculational bias, including the effect of wide spacing between 
assemblies shall be determined from the comparison between calcu
lation and experiment. A calculaLion uncertainity shall be 
determined such that the true multiplication factor will be less 
than the calculated value with a 95 percent probability at a 95 
percent confidence level. The total uncertainity factor on keff 
shall be obtained by a statistical combination of the calcula
tional and mechanical uncertainties. The k value for the 
racks shall be obtained by summing the calcBSIted value, the 
calculational bias, and the total uncertainty.  

1.4 Rack Modification 

For modification to existing racks in operating reactors, the 
following information should be provided in order to expedite the 
review: 

(a) The overall size of the fuel assembly which is to be stored 
in the racks and the fraction of the total cell area which 
represents the overall fuel assembly in the model of the 
nominal storage lattice cell; 

(b) For H 0 + stainless steel flux trap lattices; the nominal 
thickhess and type of stainless steel used in the storage 
racks and the thermal (.025 ev) macroscopic neutron absorp
tion cross section that is used in the calculation method 
for this stainless steel; 

(c) Also, for the H 0 + stainless steel flux trap lattices, the 
change of the cilculated neutron multiplication factor of
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infinitely long fuel assemblies in infinitely large arrays 
in the storage rack (i.e., the t of the nominal fuel storage 
lattice cell and the changed 1) for: 

(1) A change in fuel loading in grams of U23 s, or equiva
lent, per axial centimeter of fuel assembly where it is 
assumed that this change is made by increasing the 
enrichment of the U23 5 ; and, 

(2) A change in the thickness of stainless steel in the 
storage racks assuming that a decrease in stainless 
steel thickness is taken up by an inctease in water 
thickness and vice versa; 

(d) For lattices which use boron or other strong neutron absorb
ers provide: 

(1) The effective areal density of the boron-ten atoms 
(i.e., B51 atoms/cm2 or the equivalent number of boron
ten atoms for other neutron absorbers) between fuel 
assemblies.  

(2) Similar to Item C, above, provide the sensitivity of 
the storage lattice cell t to:.  

(a) The fuel loading in grams of U2 3 S, or equivalent, 
per axial centimeter of fuel assembly, 

(b) The storage lattice pitch; and, 

(c) The areal density of the boron-ten atoms between 
fuel assemblies.  

1.5 Acceptance Criteria for Criticality 

The neutron multiplication factor in spent fuel pools shall be 
less than or equal to 0.95, including all uncertainties, under 
all conditions 

(1) For those facilities which employ a strong neutron absorbing 
material to reduce the neutron multiplication factor for the 
storage pool, the licensee shall provide the description of 
onsite tests which will be performed to confirm the presence 
and retention of the strong absorber in the racks. The 
results of an initial, onsite verification test shall show 
within 95 percent confidence limits that there is a suffi
cient amount of neutron absorber in the racks to maintain 
the neutron multiplication factor at or below 0.95. In 
addition, coupon or other type of surveillance testing shall 
be performed on a statistically acceptable sample size on a
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periodic basis throughout the life of the racks to verify 
the continued presence of a sufficient amount of neutron 
absorber in the racks to maintain the neutron multiplication 
factor at or below 0.95.  

(2) Decay Heat Calculations for the Spent Fuel 

The calculations for the amount of thermal energy that will 
have to be removed by the spent fuel pool cooling system 
shall be made in accordance with Branch Technical Position 
APCSB 9-2 entitled, "Residual Decay Energy for Light Water 
Reactors for Long Term Cooling." This Branch Technical 
Position is part of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG 75/087).  

(3) Thermal-Hydraulic Analyses for Spent Fuel Cooling 

Conservative methods should be used to calculate the maximum 
fuel temperature and the increase in temperature of the 
water in the pool. The maximum void fraction in the fuel 
assembly and between fuel assemblies should also be calculated.  

Ordinarily, in order not to exceed the design heat load for 
the spent fuel cooling system it will be necessary to do a 
certain amount of cooling in the reactor vessel after reactor 
shutdown prior to moving fuel assemblies into the spent fuel 
pool. The bases for the analyses should include the estab
lished cooling times for both the usual refueling case and 
the full core off load case.  

A potential for a large increase in the reactivity in an H2 0 
flux trap storage lattice exists if, somehow, the water is 
kept out or forced out of the space between the fuel assem
blies, conceivably by trapped air or steam. For this reason, 
it is necessary to show that the design of the storage rack 
is such that this will not occur and that these spaces will 
always have water in them. Also, in some cases, direct 
gamma heating of the fuel storage cell walls and of the 
intercell water may be significant. It is necessary to 
consider direct gamma heating of the fuel storage cell walls 
and of the intercell water to show that boiling will not 
occur in the water channels between the fuel assemblies.  
Under postulated accident conditions where all non-Category 
I spent fuel pool cooling systems become inoperative, it is 
necessary to show that there is an alternate method for 
cooling the spent pool water. When this alternative method 
requires the installation of alternate components or signifi
cant physical alteration of the cooling system, the detailed 
steps shall be described, along with the time required for 
each. Also, the average amount of water in the fuel pool 
and the expected heat up rate of this water assuming loss of 
all cooling systems shall be specified.  
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(4) Potential Fuel and Rack Handling Accidents 

The method for moving the racks to and from and into and out 
of the fuel pool, should be described. Also, for plants 
where the spent fuel pool modification requires different 
fuel handling procedures than that described in the Final 
Safety Analysis Report, the differences should be discussed.  
If potential fuel and rack handling accidents occur-, the 
neutron multiplication factor in the fuel pool shall not 
exceed 0.95. These postulated accidents shall not be the 
cause of the loss of cooling for either the spent fuel or 
the reactor.  

(5) Technical Specifications 

To insure against criticality, the following technical speci
fications are needed on fuel storage in high density racks: 

1. The neutron multiplication factor in the fuel pool 
shall be less than or equal to 0.95 at all times.  

2. The fuel loading (i.e., grams of uranium-235, or 
equivalent, per axial centimeter of assembly) in fuel 
assemblies that are to be loaded into the high density.  
racks should be limited. The number of grams of 
uranium-235, or equivalent, put in the plant's tech
nical specifications shall preclude criticality in the 
fuel pool.  

Excessive pool water temperatures may lead to excessive loss 
of water due to evaporation and/or cause fogging. Analyses 
of thermal load should consider loss of all pool cooling 
systems. To avoid exceeding the specified spent fuel pool 
temperatures, consideration shall be given to incorporating 
a technical specification limit on the pool water tempera
ture that wpuld resolve the concerns described above. For 
limiting values of pool water temperatures refer to 
ANSI-N210-1976 entitled, "Design Objectives for Light Water 
Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power 
Stations," except that the requirements of the Section 
9.1.3.III.1.d of the Standard Review Plan is applicable for 
the maximum heat load with normal cooling systems in 
operation.
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IV. MECHANICAL, MATERIAL, AND STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 

(1) Description of the Spent Fuel Pool and Racks 

Descriptive information including plans and sections showing the 
spent fuel pool in relation to other plant structures shall be 
provided in order to define the primary structural aspects and 
elements relied upon to perform the safety-related functions of 
the pool and the racks. The main safety function of the spent 
fuel pool and the racks is to maintain the spent fuel assemblies 
in a safe configuration through all environmental and abnormal 
loadings, such as earthquake, and impact due to spent fuel cask 
drop, drop of a spent fuel assembly, or drop of any other heavy 
object during routine spent fuel handling.  

The major structural elements reviewed and the extent of the 
descriptive information required are indicated below..  

(a) Support of the Spent Fuel Racks: The general arrangements 
and principal features of the horizontal and the vertical 
supports to the spent fuel racks should be provided indi
cating the methods of transferring the loads on the racks to 
the fuel pool wall and the foundation slab. All gaps 
(clearance or expansion allowance) and sliding contacts 
should be indicated. The extent of interfacing between the 
new rack system and the old fuel pool walls and base slab 
should be discussed, i.e., interface loads, response spec
tra, etc.  

If connections of the racks are made to the base and to the 
side walls of the pool such that the pool liner may be 
perforated, the provisions for avoiding leakage of radio
active water of the pool should be indicated.  

(b) Fuel Handling: Postulation of a drop accident,.and quanti
fication of the drop parameters are reviewed under the 
environmental discipline. Postulated drop accidents must 
include a straight drop on the top of a rack, a straight 
drop through an individual cell all the way to the bottom of 
the rack, and an inclined drop on the tcp of a rack. In
tegrity of the racks and the fuel poOl due to a postulated 
fuel handling accident is reviewed under the mechanical, 
material, and structural disciplines. Sketches and suffi
cient details of the fuel handling system should be provided 
to facilitate this review.
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(2) Applicable Codes, Standards and ýpecifications

Construction materials should conform to Section III, Subsec
tion NF of the ASME* Code. All Materials should be selected to 
be compatible with the fuel pool environment to minimize corro
sion and galvanic effects.  

Design, fabrication, and installation of spent fuel racks of 
stainless steel material may be performed based. upon the AISCXX 
specification or Subsection NF requirements of Section III of the 
ASME B&PV Code for Class 3 component supports. Once a code is 
chosen its provisions must be followed in entirety. When the 
AISC specification procedures are adopted, the yield stress 
values for stainless steel base metal may be obtained from the 
Section III of the ASME B&PV Code, and the design stresses de
fined in the AISC specifications as percentages of. the yield 
stress may be used. Permissible stresses for stainless steel 
welds used in accordance with the AISC Code may be obtained from 
Table NF-3292.1-1 of ASME Section III Code.  

Other materials, design procedures, and fabrication techniques 
will be reviewed on a case by case basis.  

(3) Seismic and Impact Loads 

For plants where dynamic input data such as floor response spec
tra or ground response spectra are not available, necessary 
dynamic analyses may be performed using the criteria described in 
Section 3.7 of the Standard Review Plan. The ground response 
spectra and damping values should correspond to Regulatory Guide 
i.60 and 1.61 respectively. For plants where dynamic data are 
available, e.g., ground response spectra for a fuel pool sup
ported by the ground, floor response spectra for fuel pools 
supported on soil where soil-structure interaction was considered 
in the pool design or a floor response spectra for a fuel pool 
supported by the reactor building, the design and analysis of the 
new rack system may be performed by using either the existing 
input parameters including the old damping values or new.param
eters in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.60 and 1.61. The use 
of existing input with new damping values in Regulatory Guide 
1.61 is not acceptable.  

Seismic excitation along three orthogonal directions should be 
imposed simultaneously for the design of the new rack system.  

•American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel 

Codes, Latest Edition.  

"**American Institute of Steel Construction, Latest Edition.
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The peak response from each direction should be combined by 
square root of the sum of the squares. If response spectra are 
available for a vertical and horizontal directions only, the same 
horizontal response spectra may be applied along the other hori
zontal direction.  

The effect of submergence of the rack system on the damping and 
the mass of the fuel racks has been under study by the NRC.  
Submergence in water may introduce damping from two sources, (a) 
viscous drag, and (b) radiation of energy away from the submerged 
body in those cases where the confining boundaries are far enough 
away to prevent reflection of waves at the boundaries. Viscous 
damping is generally negligible. Based upon the findings of this 
current study for a typical high density rack configuration, wave 
reflections occur at the boundaries so that no additional damping 
should be taken into account.  

A report on the NRC study is to be published shortly under the 
title "Effective Mass and Damping of Submerged Structures 
(UCRL-52342)," by R. G. Dong. The recommendations provided in 
this report on the added mass effect provide an acceptable basis 
.for the staff review. Increased damping due to submergence in 
water is not acceptable without applicable test data and/or 
detailed analytical results.  

Due to gaps between fuel assemblies and the walls of the guide 
tubes, additional loads will be generated by the impact of fuel 
assemblies during a postulated seismic excitation. Additional 
loads due to this impact effect may be determined by estimating 
the kinetic energy of the fuel assembly. The maximum velocity of 
the fuel assembly may be estimated to be the spectral velocity 
associated with the natural frequency of the submerged fuel 
assembly. Loads thus generated should be considered for local as 
well as overall effects on the walls of the rack and the sup
porting framework. It should be demonstrated that the consequent 
loads on the fuel assembly do not lead to a damage of'the fuel.  

Loads generated from other postulated impact events may be accept
able, if the following parameters are described in the report: 
the total mass of the impacting missile, the maximum velocity at 
the time of impact, and the ductility ratio of the target material 
utilized to absorb the kinetic energy.  

(4) Loads and Load Combinations: 

Any change in the temperature distribution due to the proposed 
modification should be identified. Information pertaining to the 
applicable design loads and various combinations thereof should 
be provided indicating the thermal load due to the effect of the 
maximum temperature distribution through the pool walls and base
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slab. Temperature gradient acr(:s the rack structure due to 
differential heating effect between a full and an empty cell 
should be indicated and incorporated in the design of the rack 
structure. Maximum uplift forces available from the crane should 
be indicated including the consideration of these forces in the 
design of the racks and the analysis of the existing pool floor, 
if applicable.  

The specific loads and load combinations are acceptable if they 
are in conformity with the applicable portions of Section 
3.8.4-11.3 of the Standard Review Plan.  

(5) Design and Analysis Procedures 

Details of the mathematical model including a description of how 
the important parameters are obtained should be provided includ
ing the following: the methods used to incorporate'any gaps 
between the support systems and gaps between the fuel bundles 
and the guide tubes; the methods used to lump the masses of the 
fuel bundles and the guide tubes; the methods used to account for 
the effect of sloshing water on the pool walls; and, the effect 
of submergence on the mass, the mass distribution and the effec
tive damping of the fuel bundle and the fuel racks.  

The design and analysis procedures in accordance with Section 
3.8.4-11.4 of the Standard Review Plan are acceptable. The 
effect on gaps, sloshing water, and increase of effective mass 
and damping due to submergence in water should be quantified.  

When pool walls are utilized to provide lateral restraint at 
higher elevations, a determination of the flexibility of the pool 
walls and the capability of the walls to sustain such loads 
should be provided. If the pool walls are flexible (having a 
fundamental frequency less than 33 Hertz), the floor response 
spectra corresponding to the lateral restraint point at the 
higher elevation are likely to be greater than those at the base 
of the pool. In such a case using the response spectrum approach, 
two separate analyses should be performed as indicated below: 

(a) A spectrum analysis of the rack system using response spectra 
corresponding to the highest support elevation provided that 
there is not significant peak frequency shift between the 
response spectra at the lower and higher elevations; and, 

(b) A static analysis of the rack system by subjecting it to the 
maximum relative support displacement.  

The resulting stresses from the two analyses above should be 
combined by the absolute sum method.
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In order to determine the fle>:ibility of the pool wll it is 
acceptable for the licensee to use equivalent mass and sziffness 
properties obtained from calculations similar to those described 
"Introduction to Structural Dynamics" by J. M. Biggs published by 
McGraw Hill Book Company. Should the fundamental frequency of 
the pool wall model be higher than or equal to 33 Hertz, it may 
be assumed that the response of the pool wall and the corres
ponding lateral support to the new rack system are identical to 
those of the base slab, for which appropriate floor response 
spectra or ground response spectra may already'exist.  

(6) Structural Acceptance Criteria 

When AISC Code procedures are adopted, the structural acceptance 
criteria are those given in Section 3.8.4.11.5 of the Standard 
Review Plan for steel and concrete structures. For stainless 
steel the acceptance criteria expressed as a percentage of yield 
stress should satisfy Section 3.8.4.11.5 of the Standard Review 
Plan. When subsection NF, Section III, of the ASME B&PV Code is 
used for the racks, the structural acceptance criteria are those 
given in the Table below.  

For impact loading the ductility ratios utilized to absorb kinetic 
energy in the tensile, flexural, compressive, and shearing modes 
should be quantified. When considering the effects of seismic 
loads, factors of safety against gross sliding and overturning of 
racks and rack modules under all probable service conditions 
shall be in accordance with the Section 3.8.5.11-5 of the Stand
ard Review Plan. This position on factors of safety against 
sliding and tilting need not be met provided any one of the 
following conditions is met: 

(a) it can be shown by detailed nonlinear dynamic analyses that 
the amplitudes of sliding motion are minimal, and impact 
between adjacent rack modules or between a rack-module and 
the pool walls is prevented provided that the factors of 
safety against tilting are within the values permitted by 
Section 3.8.5.11.5 of the Standard Review Plan.  

(b) it can be shown that any sliding and tilting motion will be 
contained within suitable geometric constraints such as 
thermal clearances, and that any impact due to the clear
ances is incorporated.  

(7) Materials, Quality Control, and Special Construction Techniques: 

The materials, quality control procedures, and any special con
struction techniques should be described. The sequence of in
stallation of the new fuel racks, and a description of the pre
cautions to be taken to prevent damage to the stored fuel during
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TABLE

Load Combination 

Elastic Analysis Acceptance Limit

D+L

D +L + E 

D + L + To

D + L + To + E 

DO+ L + Ta + E 

Do+ L + Ta + E

Normal limits of NF 3231.la 

Normal limits of NF 3231.la 

1.5 times normal limits or the 
lesser of 2 Sy and &u 

1.5 times normal limits or the 
leser of 2 Sy and Su 

1.6 times normal limits or the 
lesser of 2 Sy or Su 

Faulted condition limits of 
NF 323l.Ic

Limit Analysis

1.7 (D + L) Limits of XVII-4000 of Appendix XVII 
of ASME Code Section III

1.7 (D + L + E)

1.3 (D + L + To) 

1.3 (D + L + E + To) 

1.1 (D + L + Ta + E) 

Notes: I. The abbreviations in the table above are those used in 
Section 3.8.4 of the Standard Review Plan where each term 
is defined except for Ta which is defined as the highest 
temperature associated with the postulated abnormal design 
conditions.  

2. Deformation limits specified by the Design Specification 
limits shall be satisfied, and such deformation limits 
should preclude damage to the fuel assemblies.  

3. The provisions of NF 3231.1 shall be ammended by the 
requirements of the paragraphs c.2, 3, and 4 of the 
Regulatory Guide 1.124 entitled "Design Limits and Load 
Combinations for Class I Linear-Type Component Supports."
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the construction phase should be provided. Methods for struc
tural qualification of special poison materials utilized to 
absorb neutron radiation should be described. The material for 
the fuel rack is reviewed for compatibility inside the fuel pool 
environment. The quality of the fuel pool water in terms-of the 
pH value and the available chlorides, fluorides, boron, heavy 
metals should be indicated so that the long-term integrity of the 
rack structure, fuel assembly, and the pool liner can be evaluated.  

Acceptance criteria for special materials such as poison materials 
should be based upon the results of the qualification program 
supported by test data and/or analytical procedures.  

If connections between the rack and the pool liner are made by 
welding, the welder as well as the welding procedure for the 
welding assembly shall be qualified in accordance with the appli
cable code.  

If precipitation hardened stainless steel material is used for 
the construction of the spent fuel pool racks, hardness testing 
stould be performed on each rack component of the subject material 
to verify that each part is heat treated properly. In addition, 
the surface film resulting from the heat treatment should be 
removed from each piece to assure adequate corrosion resistance.  

(8) Testing and Inservice Surveillance 

Methods for verification of long-term material stability and 
mechanical integrity of special poison material utilized for 
neutron absorption should include actual tests.  

Inservice surveillance requirements for the fuel racks and the 
poison material, if applicable, are dependent on specific design 
features. These features will be reviewed on a case by case 
basis to determine the type and the extent of inservice surveil
lance necessary to assure long-term safety and integrity of the 
pool and the fuel rack system.
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V. COST/BENEFIT ASSESSMENT 

1. Following is a list of information needed for the environmental 
Cost/Benefit Assessment: 

1.1 What are the specific needs that require increased storage 
capacity in the .spent fuel pool (SFP)? Include in the response: 

(a) status of contractual arrangements, if any, with fuel
storage or fuel-reprocessing facilities, 

(b) proposed refueling schedule, including the expected number 
of fuel assemblies that will be transferred into the SFP at 
each refueling until the total existing capacity is reached, 

(c) number of spent fuel assemblies presently stored in the 
SFP, 

(d) control rod assemblies or other components stored in the 
SFP, and 

(e) the additional time period that spent fuel assemblies would 
be stored onsite as a result of the proposed expansion, and 

(f) the estimated date that the SFP will be filled with the 
proposed increase in storage capacity.  

1.2 Discuss the total construction associated with the proposed 
modification, including engineering, capital costs (direct and 
indirect) and allowances for funds used during construction.  

1.3 Discuss the alternative to increasing the storage capacity of 
the SFP. The alternatives considered should include: 

(a) shipment to a fuel reprocessing facility (if avail'able)-, 

(b) shipment to an independent spent fuel storage facility, 

(c) shipment to another reactor site, 

(d) shutting down the reactor.  

The discussion of options (a), (b) and (c) should include a cost 
comparison in terms of dollars per KgU stored or cost per assembly.  
The discussion of (d) should include the cost for providing 
replacement power either from within or outside the licensee's 
generating system.
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1.4 Discuss whether the commitment of m3terial resources (e.g., 
stainless steel, boral, B C, etc.) 4ould tend to significantly 
foreclose the alternativet available with respect to any other 
licensing actions designed to ameliorate a possible shortage of 
spent fuel storage capacity. Describe the material resources 
that would be consumed by the proposed modification.  

1.5 Discuss the additional heat load and the anticipated maximum 
temperature of water in the SFP which would result from the 
proposed expansion, the resulting increase in evaporation rates, 
the additional heat load on component and/or plant cooling water 
systems and whether there will be any significant increase in 
the amount of heat released to the environment.  

V.2. RADIOLOGICAL EVALUATION 

2. Following is a list of information needed for radiological 
evaluation: 

2.1 The present annual quantity of solid radioactive wastes gen
erated by the SFP purificat-,n system. Discuss the expected 
increase in solid wastes which will result from the expansion of 
the capacity of the SFP.  

2.2. Data regarding krypton-85 measured from the fuel building ven
tilation system by year for the last two years. If data are not 
available from the fuel building ventilation system, provide 
this data for the ventilation release which includes this system.  

2.3 The increases in the doses to personnel from radionuclide con
centrations in the SFP due to the expansion of the capacity of 
the SFP, including the following: 

(a) Provide a table showing the most recent gamma isotopic 
analysis of SFP water identifying the principal radio
nuclides and their respective concentrations.  

(b) The models used to determine the external dose equivalent 
rate from these radionuclides. Consider the dose equiva
lent rate at some distance above the center and edge of the 
pool respectively. (Use relevant experience if necessary).  

(c) A table of recent analysis performed to determine the 
principal airborne radionuclides and their respective 
concentrations in the SFP area.  

(d) The model and assumptions used to determine the increase, 
if any, in dose rate from the radionuclides identified in 
(c) above in the SFP area and at the site boundary.
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(e) An estimate of the increase in the annual man-rem burden 
from more frequent changing of the demineralizer resin and 
filter media.  

(f) The buildup of crud (e.g., "8Co, 60 Co) along the sides of 
the pool and the removal methods that will be used to 
reduce radiation levels at the pool edge to as low as 
reasonably achievable.  

(g) The expected total man-rem to be received by personnel 
occupying the fuel pool area based on all operations in 
that area including the doses resulting from (e) and (f) 
above.  

A discussion of the radiation protection program as it affects 
(a) through (g) should be provided.  

2.4 Indicate the weight of the present spent fuel racks that will be 
removed from the SFP due to the modification and discuss what 
will be done with these racks.  

V.3 ACCIDENT EVALUATION 

3.1 The accident review shall consider: 

(a) cask drop/tip analysis, and 

(b) evaluation of the overhead handling system with respect to 
Regulatory Guide 1.104.  

3.2 If the accident aspects of review do not establish acceptability 
with respect to either (a) or (b) above, then technical specifica
tions may be required that prohibit cask movement in the spent 
fuel building.  

3.3 If the accident review does not establish acceptability with 
respect to (b) above, then technical specifications may be 
required that: 

(1) define cask transfer path including control of 

(a) cask height during transfer, and 

(b) cask lateral position during transfer 

(2) indicate the minimum age of fuel in pool sections during 
movement of heavy loads near the pool. In special cases 
evaluation of consequences-limiting engineered safety 
features such as isolation systems and filter systems may 
be required.
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3.4 If the cask drop/tip analysis as iin 3.1(a) above is promised for 
future submittal, the staff evaluation will include a conclusion 
on the feasibility of a specification of minimum age of fuel 
based on previous evaluations.  

3.5 The maximum weight of loads which may be transported over spent 
fuel may not be substantially in excess of that of a single fuel 
assembly. A technical specification will be required to this 
effect.  

3.6 Conclusions that determination of previous Safety Evaluation 
Reports and Final Environmental Statements have 'not changed 
significantly or impacts are not significant are made so that a 
negative declaration with an Environmental Impact Appraisal 
(rather than a Draft and Final Environmental Statement) can be 
issued. This will involve checking realistic as well as con
servative accident analyses.
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0.J" ' iS. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIu..  
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH December 1981 

Division 1 
So u DRAFT REGULATORY GUIDE AND VALUE/IMPACT STATEMENT Task CE 913-5 

=*' *Contact: C. Schulten (301)443-52r0O 

PROPOSED REVISION 2* TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.13 79 

SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITY DESIGN BASIS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

General Design Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Handl C nah adioactivity 

Control," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for N cl.ebr gbwer Plants," 

to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Productioi n(nd tiization Facilities," 

requires that fuel storage and handling systems* de~s r§ed to ensure adequate 

safety under normal and postulated accident ponY6l , It also requires that 
these systems be designed (1) with a capabilibVto 'permit appropriate periodic 

inspection and testing of components im p)rtA to safety, (2) with suitable 
shielding for radiation protection,.1-) wt appropriate containment, confine

ment, and filtering systems, (4) 41th a residual heat removal capability having 
reliability and testability - aV'ref.edts the importance to safety of decay 

heat and other residual heat¶,emoVal, and (5) to prevent significant reduction 

in fuel storage coolant inventory under accident conditions. This guide 

describes a method ac~ceptable to the NRC staff for implementing Criterion 61.  

B. DISCUSSION 
4.  

W ig g "up ANS-57.2 of the American Nuclear Society Subcommittee 

ANS-50 hdeveloped a standard that details minimum design requirements for 

*The substantial number of changes in this proposed revision has made it', 
impractical to indicate the changes with lines in the margin.  

This regulatory guide and the associated value/impact statement are being issued in draft form to irrvolve •j 
the public in the early stages of the development of a regulatory position in this area. They have not 
received complete staff review and do not represent an official NRC staff pnsition.  

Public comments are being solicited on both drafts, the guide (including any implementation schedutC) and 
the value/Impact statement. Comments on the value/impact statement should be accompanied by supporting 
data. Comments on both drafts should be sent to the Secretary of the Commission. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, was.`ngton, D.C. 20555, Attention: Docketing and Service Branch, byAAR 5 182 
Requests for single copies of draft guides (which may be reproduced) or for placement on an automatic 
distribution list for single copies of future draft guides in specific divisions should be made in 
witing to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention: Director, 
Di-vision of Technical Information and Document Control.
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spent fuel storage facilities at nuclear power stations. This standard was 

approved by the American National Standards Committee N18, Nuclear Design 

Criteria. It was subsequently approved and designated ANSI N210-1976/ANS-57.2, 

"Design Objectives for Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at 

Nuclear Power Stations," by the American National Standards Institute on 

April 12, 1976.  

Primary facility design objectives are: 

a. To prevent loss of water from the fuel pool that would uncover fuel, 

b. To protect the spent fuel from mechanical damage, and 

c. To provide the capability for limiting the potential offsite exposures 

in the event of significant release of radioactivity from the fuel.  

If spent fuel storage facilities are not provided with adequate protective 

features, radioactive materials could be released to the environment as a result 

of either loss of water from the storage pool or mechanical damage to fuel within 

the pool.  

1. LOSS OF WATER FROM STORAGE POOL 

Unless protective measures are taken to prevent the loss of water from a 

fuel storage pool, the spent fuel could overheat and cause damage to fuel cladding 

integrity, which could result in the release of radioactive materials to the 

environment. Equipment failures in systems connected to the pool could also 

result in the loss of pool water. A permanent coolant makeup system designed 

with suitable redundancy or backup would prevent the fuel from being uncovered 

should pool leaks occur. Further, early detection of pool leakage and fuel 

damage can be made using pool-water-level monitors and pool radiation monitors 

that alarm locally and also at a continuously manned location to ensure timely 

operation of building filtration systems. Natural events such as earthquakes 

or high winds can damage the fuel pool either directly or by the generation of 

missiles. Earthquakes or high winds could also cause structures or cranes to 

fall into the pool. Designing the facility to withstand these occurrences without 

significant loss of watertight integrity will alleviate these concerns.
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2. MECHANICAL DAMAGE TO FUEL

The release of radioactive material from fuel may occur as a result of 

fuel-cladding failures or mechanical damage caused by the dropping of fuel 

elements or objects onto fuel elements during the refueling process and at 

other times.  

Plant arrangements consider low-probability accidents such as the dropping 

of heavy loads (e.g. , a 100-ton fuel cask) where such loads are positioned or 

moved in or over the spent fuel pool. It is desirable that cranes capable of 

carrying heavy loads be prevented from moving into the vicinity of the stored 

fuel.  

Missiles generated by high winds also are a potential cause of mechanical 

damage to fuel. This concern can be eliminated by designing the fuel storage 

facility to preclude the possibility of the fuel being struck by missiles 

generated by high winds.  

3. LIMITING POTENTIAL OFFSITE EXPOSURES 

Mechanical damage to the fuel might cause significant offsite doses unless 

dose reduction features are provided. Dose reduction designs such as negative 

pressure in the fuel handling building during movement of spent fuel would 

prevent exfiltration and ensure that any activity released to the fuel handling 

building will be treated by an engineered safety feature (ESF) grade filtration 

system before release to the environment. Even if measures not described are 

used to maintain the desired negative pressure, small leaks from the building 

may still occur as a result of structural failure or other unforeseen events.  

The staff considers Seismic Category I design assumptions acceptable 

for the spent fuel pool cooling, makeup, and cleanup systems. Tornado protection 

requirements are acceptable for the water makeup source and its delivery system, 

the pool structure, the building housing the pool, and the filtration-ventilation 

system. Regulatory Guide 1.52, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for 

Post Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration 

and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," and Regulatory 

Guide 1.140, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Normal Ventilation 

Exhaust System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
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Power Plants," provide guidelines to limit potential offsite exposures through 

the filtration-ventilation system of the pool building.  

Occupational radiation exposure is kept as low as is reasonably achievable 

(ALARA) in all activities involving personnel, and efforts toward maintaining 

exposures ALARA are considered in the design, construction, and operational 

phases. Guidance on maintaining exposures ALARA is provided in Regulatory 

Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant to Ensuring That Occupational Radiation 

Exposures at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be As Low As Is Reasonably Achievable." 

C. REGULATORY POSITION 

The requirements in ANSI N210-1976/ANS-57.2, "Design Objectives for Light 

Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power Stations,"' are 

generally acceptable to the NRC staff as a means for complying with the require

ments of General Design Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Handling and Radio

activity Control," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50 as related to light-water reactors (LWRs), 

subject to the following clarifications and modifications: 

1. In lieu of the example inventory in Section 4.2.4.3(1), the example 

inventory should be that inventory of radioactive materials that are predicted 

to leak under the postulated maximum damage conditions resulting from the 

dropping of a single spent fuel assembly onto a fully loaded spent fuel pool 

storage rack. Other assumptions in the analysis should be consistent with 

those given in Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Safety Guide 25), "Assumptions Used for 

Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident 

in the Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water 

Reactors." 

2. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.3, boiling of 

the pool water may be permitted only when the resulting thermal loads are 

properly accounted for in the design of the pool structure, the storage racks, 

and other safety-related structures, equipment, and systems.  

*Copies may be obtained from the American Nuclear Society, 555 North Kensington 

Avenue, La Grange Park, Illinois 60525
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filtration system, the ESF fuel storage building ventilation should provide and 

maintain a negative pressure of at least 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) water gauge within 

the fuel storage building.  

8. In addition to the requirements of Section 6.3.1, overhead handling 

systems used to handle the spent fuel cask should be designed so that travel 

directly over the spent fuel storage pool or safety-related equipment is not 

possible. This should be verified by analysis to show that the physical 

structure under all cask handling pathways will be adequately designed so that 

unacceptable damage to the spent fuel storage facility or safety-related 

equipment will not occur in the event of a load drop.  

9. In addition to the references listed in Section 6.4.4, Safety Class 3, 

Seismic Category I, and safety-related structures and equipment should be 

subjected to quality assurance programs that meet the applicable provisions 

of Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel 

Reprocessing Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50. Further, these programs should obtain 

guidance from Regulatory Guide 1.28, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements 

(Design and Construction)," endorsing ANSI N45.2, and from the applicable provi

sions of the ANSI N45.2-series standards endorsed by the following regulatory 

guides: 

1.30 (Safety Guide 30) "Quality Assurance Requirements for the 

Installation, Inspection, and Testing of Instrumentation and 

Electric Equipment" (N45.2.4).  

1.38 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, 

Storage, and Handling of Items for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 

Plants" (N45.2.2).  

1.58 "Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspection, Examination, 

and Testing Personnel" (N45.2.6).  

1.64 "Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power 

Plants" (N45.2.11).
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3. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.3, the fuel 
storage pool should be designed (a) to prevent tornado winds and missiles 
generated by these winds from causing significant loss of watertight integrity 
of the fuel storage pool and (b) to prevent missiles generated by tornado winds 
from striking the fuel. These requirements are discussed in Regulatory 
Guide 1.117, "Tornado Design Classification." The fuel storage building, 
including walls and roof, should be designed to prevent penetration by tornado
generated missiles or from seismic damage to ensure that nothing bypasses the 
ESF-grade filtration system in the containment building.  

4. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.5.1, provisions 
should be made to ensure that nonfuel components in fuel pools are handled below 
the minimum water shielding depth. A system should be provided that, either 
through the design of the system or through administrative procedures, would 
prohibit unknowing retrieval of these components.  

5. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.1.12.10, the 
maximum potential kinetic energy capable of being developed by any object handled 
above stored spent fuel, if dropped, should not exceed the kinetic energy of 
one fuel assembly and its associated handling tool when dropped from the height 
at which it is normally handled above the spent fuel pool storage racks.  

6. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.2.3.1, an inter
face should be provided between the cask venting system and the building ventila
tion system to minimize personnel exposure to the "vent-gas" generated from 
filling a dry loaded cask with water.  

7. In addition to meeting the requirements of Section 5.3.3, radioac
tivity released during a Condition IV fuel handling accident should be either 
contained or removed by filtration so that the dose to an individual is less 
than the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. The calculated offsite dose to an 
individual from such an event should be well within the exposure guidelines 
of 10 CFR Part 100 using appropriately conservative analytical methods and 
assumptions. In order to ensure that released activity does not bypass the
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"Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions" (N45.2.10).

1.88 "Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plant 

Quality Assurance Records" (N45.2.9).  

1.94 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection, 

and Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel During 

the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants" (N45.2.5).  

1.116 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection, 

and Testing of Mechanical Equipment and Systems" (N45.2.8).  

1.123 "Quality Assurance Requirements for Control of Procurement of 

Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants" (N45.2.13).  

10. The spent fuel pool water temperatures stated in Section 6.6.1(2) 

exceed the limits recommended by the NRC staff. For the maximum heat load during 

Condition I occurrences with normal cooling systems in operation and assuming 

a single active failure, the pool water temperature should be kept at or below 

60'C (140'F). Under abnormal maximum heat load conditions (full core unload) 

and also for Condition IV occurrences, the pool water temperature should be 

kept below boiling.  

11. A nuclear criticality safety analysis should be performed in accord

ance with Appendix A to this guide for each system that involves the handling, 

transfer, or storage of spent fuel assemblies at LWR spent fuel storage facilities.  

12. The spent fuel storage facility should be equipped with both electrical 

interlocks and mechanical stops to keep casks from being transported over the 

spent fuel pool.  

13. Sections 6.4 and 9 of ANS-57.2 list those codes and standards referenced 

in ANS-57.2. Although this regulatory guide endorses with clarifications and 

modifications ANS-57.2, a blanket endorsement of those referenced codes and
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standards is not intended. (Other regulatory guides may contain some such 

endorsements.) 

D. IMPLEMENTATION 

The purpose of this section is to provide information to applicants regard

ing the NRC staff's plans for using this regulatory guide.  

This proposed revision has been released to encourage public participation 

in its development. Except in those cases in which an applicant proposes an 

acceptable alternative method for complying with specified portions of the 

Commission's regulations, the method to be described in the active guide 

reflecting public comments will be used in the evaluation of applications for 

construction permits and operating licenses docketed after the implementation 

date to be specified in the active guide. Implementation by the staff will in 

no case be earlier than June 30, 1982.
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APPENDIX A 

NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY 

1. SCOPE OF NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY ANALYSIS 

1.1 A nuclear criticality safety analysis should be performed for each system 

that involves the handling, transfer, or storage of spent fuel assemblies at 

light-water reactor (LWR) spent fuel storage facilities.  

1.2 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should demonstrate that each LWR 

spent fuel storage facility system is subcritical (keff not to exceed 0.95).  

1.3 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should include consideration of 

all credible normal and abnormal operating occurrences, including: 

a. Accidental tipping or falling of a spent fuel assembly, 

b. Accidental tipping or falling of a storage rack during transfer, 

c. Misplacement of a spent fuel assembly, 

d. Accumulation of solids containing fissile materials on the pool 

floor or at locations in the cooling water system, 

e. Fuel drop accidents, 

f. Stuck fuel assembly/crane uplifting forces, 

g. Horizontal motion of fuel before complete removal from rack, 

h. Placing a fuel assembly along the outside of rack, and 

i. Objects that may fall onto the stored spent fuel assemblies.  

1.4 At all locations in the LWR spent fuel storage facility where spent 

fuel is handled or stored, the nuclear criticality safety analysis should 

demonstrate that criticality could not occur without at least two unlikely, 

independent, and concurrent failures or operating limit violations.  

1.5 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should explicitly identify spent 

fuel assembly characteristics upon which subcriticality in the LWR spent fuel 

storage facility depends.
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1.6 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should explicitly identify design 

limits upon which subcriticality depends that require physical verification at 

the completion of fabrication or construction.  

1.7 The nuclear criticality safety analysis should explicitly identify operating 
limits upon which subcriticality depends that require implementation in operating 

procedures.  

2. CALCULATION METHODS AND CODES 

Methods used to calculate subcriticality should be validated in accordance 

with Regulatory Guide 3.41, "Validation of Calculational Methods for Nuclear 

Criticality Safety," which endorses ANSI N16.9-1975.  

3. METHOD TO ESTABLISH SUBCRITICALITY 

3.1 The evaluated multiplication factor of fuel in the spent fuel storage 

racks, ks, under normal and credible abnormal conditions should be equal 

to or less than an established maximum allowable multiplication factor, ka; 

i.e., 

k < ka s -- a 

The factor, ks, should be evaluated from the expression: 

k= k + Aksb + Ak + Ak ks sn sb u sc 

where 

k sn = the computed effective multiplication factor; k sn is calculated 

by the same methods used for benchmark experiments for design 

storage parameters when the racks are loaded with the most 

reactive fuel to be stored,
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Aksb the bias in the calculation procedure as obtained from the 
comparisons with experiments and including any extrapolation to 

storage pool conditions, 

Ak = the uncertainty in the benchmark experiments, and 

Aksc the combined uncertainties in the parameters listed in para

graph 3.2 below.  

3.2 The combined uncertainties, Aksc, include: 

a. Statistical uncertainty in the calculated result if a Monte Carlo 

calculation is used, 

b. Uncertainty resulting from comparison with calculational and experimental 

results, 

c. Uncertainty in the extrapolation from experiment to storage rack condi

tions, and 

d. Uncertainties introduced by the considerations enumerated in para

graphs 4.3 and 4.4 below.  

3.3 The various uncertainties may be combined statistically if they are 

independent. Correlated uncertainties should be combined additively.  

3.4 All uncertainty values should be at the 95 percent probability level with 

a 95 percent confidence value.  

3.5 For spent fuel storage pool, the value of k should be no greater than 0.95.  a 

4. STORAGE RACK ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS 

4.1 The spent fuel storage rack module design should be based on one of the 

following assumptions for the fuel:
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a. The most reactive fuel assembly to be stored at the most reactive 

point in the assembly life, or 

b. The most reactive fuel assembly to be stored based on a minimum 

confirmed burnup (see Section 6 of this appendix).  

Both types of rack modules may be present in the same storage pool.  

4.2 Determination of the most reactive spent fuel assembly includes considera

tion of the following parameters: 

a. Maximum fissile fuel loading, 

b. Fuel rod diameter, 

c. Fuel rod cladding material and thickness, 

d. Fuel pellet density, 

e. Fuel rod pitch and total number of fuel rods within assembly, 

f. Absence of fuel rods in certain locations, and 

g. Burnable poison content.  

4.3 The fuel assembly arrangement assumed in storage rack design should be 
the arrangement that results in the highest value of ks considering: 

a. Spacing between assemblies, 

b. Moderation between assemblies, and 

c. Fixed neutron absorbers between assemblies.  

4.4 Determination of the spent fuel assembly arrangement with the highest value 

of ks shall include consideration of the following: 

a. Eccentricity of fuel bundle location within the racks and variations 

in spacing among adjacent bundles, 

b. Dimensional tolerances, 

c. Construction materials, 

d. Fuel and moderator density (allowance for void formations and temper

ature of water between and within assemblies),
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e. Presence of the remaining amount of fixed neutron absorbers in fuel 

assembly, and 
f. Presence of structural material and fixed neutron absorber in cell 

walls between assemblies.  

4.5 Fuel burnup determination should be made for fuel stored in racks where 
credit is taken for burnup. The following methods are acceptable: 

a. A minimum allowable fuel assembly reactivity should be established, 
and a reactivity measurement should be performed to ensure that each 
assembly meets this criterion; or 

b. A minimum fuel assembly burnup value should be established as deter
mined by initial fuel assembly enrichment or other correlative 
parameters, and a measurement should be performed to ensure that each 
fuel assembly meets the established criterion; or 

c. A minimum fuel assembly burnup value should be established as deter
mined by initial fuel assembly enrichment or other correlative param
eters, and an analysis of each fuel assembly's exposure history should 
be performed to determine its burnup. The analyses should be performed 
under strict administrative control using approved written procedures.  
These procedures should provide for independent checks of each step 
of the analysis by a second qualified person using nuclear criticality 
safety assessment criteria described in paragraph 1.4 above.  

The uncertainties in determining fuel assembly storage acceptance criteria 
should be considered in establishing storage rack reactivity, and auditable 
records should be kept of the method used to determine the fuel assembly storage 
acceptance criterion for as long as the fuel assemblies are stored in the racks.  

Consideration should be given to the axial distribution of burnup in the 
fuel assembly, and a limit should be set on the length of the fuel assembly 
that is permitted to have a lower average burnup than the fuel assembly average.
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5. USE OF NEUTRON ABSORBERS IN STORAGE RACK DESIGN

5.1 Fixed neutron absorbers may be used for criticality control under the 

following conditions: 

a. The effect of neutron-absorbing materials of construction or added 

fixed neutron-absorbers may be included in the evaluation if they 

are designed and fabricated so as to preclude inadvertent removal by 

mechanical or chemical action.  

b. Fixed neutron absorbers should be an integral, nonremovable part of 

the storage rack.  

c. When a fixed neutron absorber is used as the primary nuclear criticality 

safety control, there should be provision to: 

(1) Initially confirm absorber presence in the storage rack, and 

(2) Periodically verify continued presence of absorber.  

5.2 The presence of a soluble neutron absorber in the pool water should not 
normally be used in the evaluation of k However, when calculating the 

effects of Condition IV faults, realistic initial conditions (e.g., the 

presence of soluble boron) may be assumed for the fuel pool and fuel 

assemblies.  

6. CREDIT FOR BURNUP IN STORAGE RACK DESIGN 

6.1 Consideration should be given to the fact that the reactivity of any given 

spent fuel assembly will depend on initial enrichment, 2 3 5U depletion, amount 

of burnable poison, plutonium buildup and fission product burnable poison 

depletion, and the fact that the rates of depletion and plutonium and fission 

foroduct buildup are not necessarily the same.
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6.2 Consideration should be given to the practical implementation of the spent 
fuel screening process. Factors to be considered in choosing the screening 
method should include: 

a. Accuracy of the method used to determine storage rack reactivity; 
b. Reproducibility of the result, i.e., what is the uncertainty in the 

result? 

c. Simplicity of the procedure; i.e., how much disturbance to other 
operations is involved? 

d. Accountability, i.e., ease and completeness of recordkeeping; and 
e. Auditability.
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DRAFT VALUE/IMPACT STATEMENT

1. PROPOSED ACTION 

1.1 Description 

Each nuclear power plant has a spent fuel storage facility. General Design 

Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Handling and Radioactivity Control," of Appendix A, 

"General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic 

Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities," requires that fuel storage 

and handling systems be designed to ensure adequate safety under normal and 

postulated accident conditions. The proposed action would provide an acceptable 

method for implementing this criterion. This action would be an update of 

Regulatory Guide 1.13, "Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis." 

1.2 Need for Proposed Action 

Since Regulatory Guide 1.13 was last published in December of 1975, addi

tional guidance has been provided in the form of ANSI standards and NUREG 

reports. The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has requested that this guide 

be updated.  

1.3 Value/Impact of Proposed Action 

1.3.1 NRC 

The applicants' basis for the design of the spent fuel storage facility 

will be the same as that used by the staff in its review of a construction permit 

or operating license application. Therefore, there should be a minimum number 

of cases where the applicant and the staff radically disagree on the design 

criteria.  

1.3.2 Government Agencies 

Applicable only if the agency, such as TVA, is an applicant.
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1.3.3 Industry 

The value/impact on the applicant will be the same as for the NRC staff.  

1.3.4 Public 

No major impact on the public can be foreseen.  

1.4 Decision on Proposed Action 

The guidance furnished on the design basis for the spent fuel storage facility 

should be updated.  

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH 

The American Nuclear Society published ANS-57.2 (ANSI N210), "Design Objectives 
for Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power Stations." 
Part of the update of Regulatory Guide 1.13 would be an evaluation of this standard 
and possible endorsement by the NRC. Also, recommendations made by Task A-36, 
which were published in NUREG-0612, "Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power 

Plants," would be included.  

3. PROCEDURAL APPROACH 

Since Regulatory Guide 1.13 already deals with the proposed action, logic 
dictates that this guide be updated.  

4. STATUTORY CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 NRC AUTHORITY 

Authority for this regulatory guide is derived from the safety requirements 
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, through the Commission's regulations, 
in particular, General Design Criterion 61 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.
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4.2 Need for NEPA Assessment 

The proposed action is not a major action as defined by paragraph 51.5(a)(10) 

of 10 CFR Part 51 and does not require an environmental impact statement.  

5. CONCLUSION 

Regulatory Guide 1.13 should be updated.
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"UNITED STATES 
J,3J .NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20-5OMI 

GUIDANCE ON THE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR 

CRITICALITY ANALYSIS OF FUEL STORAGE 

AT LIGHT-WATER REACTOR POWER PLANTS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This document defines the NRC Reactor Systems Branch guidance for the assurance of 
criticality safety in the storage of new (unirradiated or fresh) and spent (irradiated) fuel at light
water reactor (LWR) power stations. Safety analyses submitted in support of licensing actions 
should consider, among other things, normal operation, incidents, and postulated accidents that 
may occur in the course of handling, transferring, and storing fuel assemblies and should 
establish that an acceptable margin exists for the prevention of criticality under all credible 
conditions.  

This guidance is not applicable to fuel storage in casks, nor does it consider the mechanical, 
chemical, thermal, radiological, and other aspects of the storage of new and spent fuel. The 
guidance considers only the criticality safety aspects of new and spent LWR fuel assemblies 
and of fuel that has been consolidated: that is, fuel with fuel rods reassembled in a more closely 
packed array.  

The guidance stated here is based, in part, on (a) the criticality positions of Standard Review 
Plan (SRP) Section 9.1 1 (Ref. 1) and SRP 9.1.2 (Ref 2). (b) a previous NRC position paper 
sent to all licensees (Ref. 3), and (c) past and present practices of the staff in its safety 
evaluation reports (SERs) The guidance also meets General Design Critenon 62 (Ref 4).  
which states: 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system shall be prevented by physical 
systems or processes, preferably by use of geometncally safe configurations 

The pnncipal objective of this guidance is to clarify and document current and past staff 
positions that may have been incompletely or ambiguously stated in SERs or other staff 
documents A second purpose is to state staff positions on recently proposed storage 
configurations and characteristics in spent fuel rerack or ennchment upgrade requests (for 
example, multiple-region spent fuel storage racks, checkerboard loading patterns for new and 
spent fuel storage. credit for burnup in the spent fuel to be stored, and credit for non-removable 
poison inserts) Although these statements are not new staff positions. this document compiles 
them in a single paper In addition, a recently approved staff position for pressurized-water 
reactors (PWRs) would allow partial credit for soluble boron in the pool water (Ref 5) 

The guidance stated here !s applicable to both PWRs and boiling-water reactors (BWRs) The 
most notable difference between PWR and BWR fuel storage facilities is the larger size of the 
fuel assemblies and the presence of soluble boron in the spent fuel pool water of PWRs 

908o240102 990619 
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The determination of the effective multiplication factor, k,,, for the new or spent fuel storage 
racks should consider and clearly identify the following: 

a. fuel rod parameters, including: 

1. rod diameter 

2. cladding material and cladding thickness 

3. fuel rod pellet or stack density and initial uranium-235 (U-235) enrichment of 
each fuel rod in the assembly (a bounding enrichment is acceptable) 

b. fuel assembly parameters, including: 

1. assembly length and planar dimensions 

2. fuel rod pitch 

3. total number of fuel rods in the assembly 

4. locations in the fuel assembly lattice that are empty or contain nonfuel material 

5. integral neutron absorber (burnable poison) content of vanous fuel rods and 
locations in fuel assembly 

6. structural materials (e.g., grids) that are an integral part of the fuel assembly 

The criticality safety analysis should explicitly address the treatment of axial and planar 
variations of fuel assembly characteristics such as fuel ennchment and integral neutron 
absorber (burnable poison), if present (e.g., gadolinia in certain fuel rods of BWR and PWR 
assemblies or integral fuel burnable absorber (IFBA) coatings in certain fuel rods of PWR 
assemblies).  

Whenever reactivity equivalencing (i.e., burnup credit or credit for imbedded burnable 
absorbers) is employed, or if a correlation with the reactivity of assemblies in a standard core 
geometry is used (k-), such as is typically done for BWR racks, the equivalent reactivities must 
be evaluated in the storage rack configuration. In this latter approach, sufficient uncertainty 
should be incorporated into the k limit to account for the reactivity effects of (1) nonuniform 
enrichment variation in the assembly, (2) uncertainty in the calculation of k,. and k3) uncertainty 
in average assembly enrichment 

If various locations in a storage rack are prohibited from containing any fuel, they should be 
physically or administratively blocked or restricted to non-fuel material If the criticality safety of 
the storage racks relies on administrative procedures, these procedures should be explicitly 
identified and implemented in operating procedures and/or technical specification limits
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2. CRITICALITY ANALYSIS METHODS AND COMPUTER CODES 

A variety of methods may be used for criticality analyses provided the cross-section data and 
geometric capability of the analytical model accurately represent all important neutronic and 
geometrical aspects of the storage racks. In general, transport methods of analysis are 
necessary for acceptable results. Storage rack characteristics such as boron carbide (BC) 
particle size and thin layers of structural and neutron absorbing material (poisons) need to be 
carefully considered and accurately described in the analytical model. Where possible, the 
primary method of analysis should be verified by a second, independent method of analysis.  
Acceptable computer codes include, but are not necessarily limited to. the following: 

o CASMO - a multigroup transport theory code in two dimensions 

o NITAWL-KENO5a - a multigroup transport theory code in three dimensions, using the 
Monte Carlo technique 

o PHOENIX-P - a multigroup transport theory code in two dimensions, using discrete 
ordinates 

o MONK6B - a multigroup transport theory code in three dimensions, using the Monte 
Carlo technique 

o DOT - a multigroup transport theory code in two dimensions, using discrete ordinates 

Similarly, a variety of cross-section libraries is available. Acceptable cross-section libraries 
include the 27-group, 123-group, and 218-group libraries from the SCALE system developed by 
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the 8220-group United Kingdom Nuclear Data Library 
(UKNDL) However, empincal cross-section compilations, such as the Hansen-Roach library.  
are not acceptable for criticaky safety analyses (see NRC Information Notice No 91-26) 
Other computer codes and cross-section libraries may be acceptable proaided they conform to 
the requirements of this position statement and are adequately benchmarked 

The proposed analysis methods and neutron cross-section data should be benchmarked, by 
the analyst or organization performing the analysis, by comparison with cntical experiments 
This qualifies both the ability of the analyst and the computer environment The critical 
expenments used for benchmarking should include, to the extent possible, configurations 
having neutronic and geometnc characteristics as nearly comparable to those of the proposed 
storage facility as possible. The Babcock & Wilcox series of critical experiments (Ref 6) 
provides an acceptable basis for benchmarking storage racks with thin strong absorber panels 
for reactivity control. Similarly. the Babcock & Wilcox critical experiments on close-packed 
arrays of fuel (Ref 7) provide an acceptable expenmental basis for benchmark analyses for 
consolidated fuel arrays A comparison with methods of analysis of similar sophistication (e g 
transport theory) may be used to augment or extend the range of applicable critical experiment 
data 

The benchmarking analyses should establish both a bias (defined as the mean difference 
between experiment and calculation) and an uncertainty of the mean with a one-sided tolerance 
factor for 95-percent probability at the 95-percent confidence level (Ref 8)
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The maximum k., shall be evaluated from the following expression: 

kw = k(calc) + 8k(bias) + 8k(uncert) + 6k(bumup).  
where 

k(calc) = calculated nominal value of k,,.  

8k(bias) = bias in criticality analysis methods, 

8k(uncert) = manufacturing and calculational uncertainties, and 

6k(bumup) = correction for the effect of the axial distribution in bumup, 
when credit for burnup is taken.  

A bias that reduces the calculated value of k,, should not be applied. Uncertainties should be 
determined for the proposed storage facilities and fuel assemblies to account for tolerances in 
the mechanical and material specifications. An acceptable method for determining the 
maximum reactivity may be either (1) a worst-case combination with mechanical and material 
conditions set to maximize k,. or (2) a sensitivity study of the reactivity effects of tolerance 
variations. If used, a sensitivity study should include all possible significant variations 
(tolerances) in the material and mechanical specifications of the racks; the results may be 
combined statistically provided they are independent variations. Combinations of the two 
methods may also be used.  

3. ABNORMAL CONDITIONS AND THE DOUBLE-CONTINGENCY PRINCIPLE 

The criticality safety analysis should consider all credible incidents and postulated accidents.  
However, by virtue of the double-contingency principle, two unlikely independent and 
concurrent incidents or postulated accidents are beyond the scope of the required analysis.  
The double-contingency principle means that a realistic condition may be assumed for the 
criticality analysis in calculating the effects of incidents or postulated accidents. For example, if 
soluble boron is normally present in the spent fuel pool water, the loss of soluble boron is 
considered as one accident condition and a second concurrent accident need not be assumed.  
Therefore, credit for the presence of the soluble boron may be assumed in evaluating other 
accident conditions.  

4. NEW FUEL STORAGE FACILITY (VAULT) 

Normally, fresh fuel is stored temporarily in racks in a dry environment (new fuel storage vault) 
pending transfer into the spent fuel pool and then into the reactor core However, moderator 
may be introduced into the vault under abnormal situations, such as flooding or the introduction 
of foam or water mist (for example, as a result of fire fighting operations) Foam or mist affects 
the neutron moderation in the array and can result in a peak in reactivity at low moderator 
density (called "optimum" moderation, Ref. 9). Therefore, criticality safety analyses must 
address two independent accident conditions, which should be incorporated into plant technical 
specifications: 

a. With the new fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum permissible reactivity 
and flooded with pure water, the maximum k,, shall be no greater than 0 95 including
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mechanical and calculational uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability at a 95-percent 
confidence level.  

b. With the new fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum permissible reactivity 
and flooded with moderator at the (low) density corresponding to optimum moderation, 
the maximum k. shall be no greater than than 0.98, including mechanical and 
calculational uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability at a 95-percent confidence 
level.  

An evaluation need not be performed for the new fuel storage facility for racks flooded with low
density or full-density water if it can be clearly demonstrated that design features and/or 
administrative controls prevent such flooding.  

Under the double-contingency principle, the accident conditions identified above are the 
principle conditions that require evaluation The simultaneous occurrence of other accident 
conditions need not be considered.  

Usually, the storage racks in the new fuel vault are designed with large lattice spacing sufficient 
to maintain a low reactivity under the accident condition of flooding. Specific calculations, 
however, are necessary to assure the limiting k,, is maintained no greater than 0.95.  

At low moderator density, the presence of relatively weak absorber material (for example, 
stainless steel plates or angle brackets) is often sufficient to preclude neutronic coupling 
between assemblies, and to significantly reduce the reactivity. For this reason, the 
phenomenon of low-density (optimum) moderation is not significant in racks in the spent fuel 
pool under the initial conditions before the pool is flooded.  

Under low-density moderator conditions, neutron leakage is a very important consideration.  
The new fuel storage racks should be designed to contain the highest enrichment fuel 
assembly to be stored without taking credit for any nonintegral neutron absorber. In the 
evaluation of the new fuel vaults, fuel assembly and rack characteristics upon which 
subcriticality depends should be explicitly identified (e g, fuel enrichment and the presence of 
steel plates or braces).  

5. SPENT FUEL STORAGE RACKS 

A Reference Criticality Safety Analysis 

1 For BWR pools or for PWR pools where no credit for soluble boron is taken, the 
criticality safety analyses must address the following condition, which should be 
incorporated into the plant technical specifications.  

a dWth the spent fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum 
permissible reactivity and flooded with full-density unborated water trie 
maximum k,, shall be less than or equal to 0 9.5 including mechanical 
and calculational uncertlinties, with a 95-percent probability at a 95
percent confidence level
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2. If partial credit for soluble boron is taken, the criticality safety analyses for PWRs 
must address two independent conditions, which should be incorporated into the 
plant technical specifications: 

a. With the spent fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum 
permissible reactivity and flooded with full-density unborated water, the 
maximum k. shall be less than 1.0, including mechanical and 
calculational uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability at a 95-percent 
confidence level.  

b. With the spent fuel storage racks loaded with fuel of the maximum 
permissible 3ctivity and flooded with full density water borated to [ ] 
ppm, the maximum k. shall be no greater than 0.95, including 
mechanical and calculational uncertainties, with a 95-percent probability 
at a 95-percent confidence level.  

3. The reference criticality safety analysis should also include, as a minimum, the 
following: 

a. If axial and planar variations of fuel assembly characteristics are present, 
they should be explicitly addressed, including the locations of burnable 
poison rods.  

b. For fuel assemblies containing burnable poison, the maximum reactivity 
should be the peak reactivity over burnup, usually when the burnable 
poison is nearly depleted.  

c. The spent fuel storage racks should be assumed to be infinite in the 
lateral dimension or to be surrounded by a water reflector and concrete or 
structural material as appropriate to the design. The fuel may be 
assumed to be infinite in the axial dimension, or the effect of a reflector 
on the top and bottom of the fuel may be evaluated.  

d. The evaluation of normal storage should be done at the temperature 
(water density) corresponding to the highest reactivity. In poisoned 
racks, the highest reactivity will usually occur at a water density of 1 0 
(i e.. at 4CC) However. if the temperature coefficient of reactivity is 
positive, the evaluation should be done at the highest temperature 
expected during normal operations e., equilibrium temperature under 
normal refueling conditions (including full-core offload), with one coolant 
train out of service and the pool filled with spent fuel from previous 
reloads.  

4. The fuel assembly arrangement assumed in the criticality safety analysis of the 
spent fuel storage racks should also consider the following 

i[ is the boron concentration required to maintain the 0 95k,,. limit withcut consideration 
of accidents
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a. the effect of eccentric positioning of fuel assemblies within the storage 
cells 

b. the reactivity consequence of including the flow channel in BWR fuel 
assemblies 

5. If one or more separate regions are designated for the storage of spent fuel, with 
credit for the reactivity depletion due to fuel bumup, the following applies.  

a. The minimum required fuel bumup should be defined as a funcbon of the 
initial nominal enrichment.  

b. The spent fuel storage rack should be evaluated with spent fuel at the 
highest reactivity following removal from the reactor (usually after the 
decay of xenon-1 35). Operating procedures should include provsion for 
independent confirmation of the fuel bumup, either administratively or 
experimentally, before the fuel is placed in storage ce.Is of the designated 
region(s).  

c. Subsequent decay of longer-life nuclides, such as Pu-24 1, over the rack 
storage time may be accounted for to rE 'ice the minimum bunwp 
required to meet the reactivity requirements.  

d. A reactivity uncertainty due to uncertainty in the fuel depletion 
calculations should be developed and combined with other calciiational 
uncertainties. In the absence of any other determination of the depletion 
uncertainty, an uncertainty equal to 5 percent of the reactivity decrement 
to the burnup of interest is an acceptable assumption 

e. A correction for the effect of the axial distribution in burnup shouid be 
determined and, if positive, added to the reactivity calculated for uniform 
axial burnup distribution 

B. Additional Considerations 

1. The reactivity consequences of incidents ano accidents such as (1) a luel 
assembly drop and (2) placement of a fuel assembly on the outside and 
immediately adjacent to a rack must be evaluated. Under the double-intingency 
pnnciple, credit for soluble boron, if present, is acceptable for these postulated 
accident conditions 

2. If either credit for burnup is assumed cr racks of different enrichment capability 
are in the same fuel pool, fuel assembly misloadings must be considered 
Normally, a misloading error involving only a single assembly need be 
considered unless there are circumstances that make multiple loading errors 
credible. Under t e double-contingency principle, credit for soluble bo-n ,f 
present, is acceptable for these postulated acc tent conditions
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3. The analysis must also consider the effect on criticality of natural events (e.g., 
earthquakes) that may deform, and change in the relative position of, the storage 
racks and fuel in the spent fuel pool.  

4. Abnormal temperatures (above those normally expected) and the reactivity 
consequences of void formation (boiling) should be evaluated to consider the 
effect on criticality of loss of all cooling systems or coolant flow, unless the 
cooling system meets the single-failure criterion. Under the double-contingency 
principle, credit for soluble boron, if present, is acceptable for these abnormally 
elevated temperature conditions.  

5. Normally, credit may only be taken for neutron absorbers that are an integral 
(nonremovable) part of a fuel assembly or the storage racks. Credit for added 
absorber (rods, plates, or other c' ifigurations) will be considered on a case-by
case basis, provided it can be clearly demonstrated that design features prevent 
the absorbers from being removed, either inadvertently or intentionally without 
unusual effort such as the necessity for special equipment maintained under 
positive administrative control.  

6. If credit for soluble boron is taken, the minimum required pool boron 
concentration (typicaly, the refueling boron concentration) should be 
incorporated into the plant technical specifications or operating procedures A 
boron dilution analysis should be performed to ensure that sufficient time is 
available to detect and suppress the worst dilution event that can occu, from the 
minimum technical specification boron concentration to the boron concentration 
required to maintain the 0.95k,. design basis limit. The analysis should consider 
all possible dilution initiating events (including operator error), dilution sources, 
dilution flow rates, boration sources, instrumentation, administrative procedures, 
and piping. This analysis should justify the surveillance interval for verifying the 
technical specification minimum pool boron concentration.  

7. Consolidated fuel assemblies usually result in low values of reactivity 
(undermoderated lattice). Nevertheless, criticality calculations, using an explicit 
geometric description (usually triangular pitch) or as near an explicit descnption 
as possible, should be performed to assure a k,, less than 0.65 
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Carolina Power & Ught Company 
Harris Nuclear Plant 
P.O. Box 165 
New Hill NC 27562 

SERIAL: HNP-99-094 

JUN 1 4 1999 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk 

Washington, DC 20555 

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

DOCKET NO. 50-400/LICENSE NO. NPF-63 
RESPONSE 1 CMQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

REGARDING THE LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST TO PLACE 
HNP SPENT FUEL POOLS 'C' & 'D' IN SERVICE 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

By letter dated April 29, 1999, the NRC issued a request for additional information (RAI) 

regarding the Harris Nuclear Plant (HNP) license amendment request, submitted by CP&L letter 

Serial: HNP-98-188, dated December 23, 1998, to place spent fuel pools C and D in service. The 

HNP response to the NRC RAI is enclosed. The enclosed information is provided as a 

supplement to our December 23, 1998 license amendment request and does not change our initial 

determination that the proposed license amendment represents a no significant hazards 
consideration.  

Please refer any questions regarding the enclosed information to Mr. Steven Edwards at (919) 

362-2498.  

Sincerely.  

Donna B. Alexander 

Manager. Regulatory Affairs 
Hams Nuclear Plant 
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SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
DOCKET NO. 50-400/LICENSE NO. NPF-63 

RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
REGARDING THE LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST TO PLACE 

HNP SPENT FUEL POOLS 'C' & 'D' IN SERVICE 

Requested Item 1 

Although the burnup criteria for storage in Pools C or D will be implemented by administrative 
procedures to ensure verified burnup prior to fuel transfer into these pools, an administrative 
failure should be assumed and evaluation of a fuel assembly misloading event (i.e., a fresh 
pressurized-water reactor (PWR) assembly inadvertently placed in a location restricted to a 
burned assembly as per Technical Specifications (TS) Figure 5.6.1) should be analyzed.  

Response to Requested Item 1 

The presence of soluble boron in the spent fuel pool water will assure that the reactivity is 
maintained substantially less than the design limitation in the event of a misloading event as 
described above. The Double Contingency Principle provides that neither the utility nor the staff 
is required to assume two unlikely, independent, concurrent events. Therefore, a failure of the 
administrative controls related to fuel assembly placement and the inadvertent dilution of the 
spent fuel pool water need not be considered to occur simultaneously. As a result, credit for the 
presence of soluble boron in the spent fuel pool water may be taken for an assembly misloading 
event as described. A minimum spent fuel pool boron concentration of 2000 ppm is maintained 
in accordance with HNP chemistry procedure CRC-001. This minimum boron concentration is 
more than adequate to offset the reactivity addition from a postulated fuel assembly misloading 
event. Based on analysis performed by Holtec International, it has been determined that a soluble 
boron concentration of 400 ppm would be sufficient to maintain kff less than 0.95 in the event of 
a fuel assembly misloading event (i.e., a fresh pressurized-water reactor (PWR) assembly 
inadvertently placed in a location restricted to a burned assembly as per TS Figure 5.6.1).  

Requested Item 2 

How will the bumup requirements needed to meet TS Figure 5.6. [be ascertained for fuel 
assemblies shipped from other PWR plants (Robinson)? 

Response to Requested Item 2 

The burnup curve (proposed TS Figure 5.6.1) applies to the Robinson 15 x 15 fuel assembly 
types identified in Table 4.3.1 of Enclosure 6 to CP&L's license amendment request. dated 
12/23/98.  

The sclection of spent fuel for shipment to liams is made in accordance w ith procedure NFP
NGGC-0003, entitled "Procedure for Selection of Irradiated Fuel for Shipment in the IF-300 

Spent Fuel Cask." The purpose of this procedure is to assurc that thc requirements of the IF-300
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Cask Certificate of Compliance No. 9001 are met with regard to the selection of irradiated fuel to 
be shipped and that the fuel selected for shipment is acceptable for storage at CP&L's Hams 
plant. This procedure has been in use since 1990 for Robinson spent fuel shipments.  

A computer program, which has also been in use since 1990 for Robinson spent fuel shipments, 
is used in conjunction with the above-referenced fuel selection procedure. For candidate 
assemblies to be shipped, the program retrieves the fuel type, enrichment, bumup, and decay heat 
from the special nuclear materials database. The initial enrichment data for each fuel assembly is 
contained in this database along with the other fuel data, and this data is based on manufacturing 
records. The bumup data for each fuel assembly is also included in the database along with the 
other isotopic inventories, and this data is obtained from the core monitoring software used for 
the Robinson plant. The special nuclear material database and core monitoring software have 
also been in use since 1990 for Robinson shipments.  

The burnup curve proposed as TS Fig. 5.6.1 for pools C and D has already been programmed into 
the software for use in conjunction with fuel selection procedure NFP-NGGC-0003; however, 
this version is not yet in production as testing and documentation per CP&L's computer code 
quality assurance requirements are in progress. This new version will screen candidate PWR 
(Robinson) fuel against the burnup curve.  

Revision to fuel selection procedure NFP-NGGC-0003 to reflect criticality screening 
requirements for fuel to be stored in Harris pools C or D has begun, but will not be completed 
until after: (1) the software changes identified above have been tested and the revised software 
placed in production status, and (2) the NRC has approved CP&L's license amendment 
application to place spent fuel pools C and D in service.  

Requested Item 3 

The fuel enrichment tolerance is specified in Section 4.5.2.5 as +0.0/-0.05. Why isn't a positive 
tolerance of +0.05 assumed (i.e., 5.0+0.05 weight percent U-235)? 

Response to Requested Item 3 

A maximum U-235 enrichment of 5.0 weight percent was specified, because it is the maximum 
enrichment allowed by both the Robinson and Hamrs Technical Specifications. Robinson TS 
4.3.1 l.a states that the spent fuel racks shall be maintained with fuel assemblies having a 
maximum U-235 enrichment of 5.0 weight percent. Robinson TS 4.3.1.2.a states that the new 
fuel racks shall be maintained with fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment of 5.0 
weight percent. Harris TS 5.3.1 states that the initial core loading shall have a maximum 
enrichment of 3.5 weight percent U-235 and that reload fuel shall have a maximum enrichment 
of 5.0 weight percent U-235.  

Also, the manufacturing facility of Siemens Power Corporation (SPC), the current fuel supplier 
for both the Robinson and Hams plants. is limited by license to a maximum U-235 enrichment of 
5.0 weight percent. The SPC manufactunng tolerance is 0.05 weight percent U-235 Therefore.  
for ennchments with a tolerance of +/- 0.05%. the nominal design enrichment may not exceed
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4.95 weight percent U-235 to ensure that the nominal plus the tolerance does not exceed 5.0 

weight percent. The fuel enrichment and density tolerances specified in Section 4.5.2.5 

appropriately-supports a maximum allowable enrichment of 5.0 weight percent U-235.  

Requested Item 4 

Justify that the allowance that was assumed for possible differences between the fuel vendor and 

the Holtec calculations is sufficient to also encompass bumup calculational uncertainties.  

Response to Requested Item 4 

The Criticality Safety Calculations for the BWR Fuel Racks are summarized in Table 4.2.2 of 

Enclosure 6 to CP&L's license amendment request, dated 12/23/98. An uncertainty on depletion 
was not explicitly included in the uncertainties summarized in Table 4.2.2. Instead, the 0.01 

additive allowance for comparisons to vendor calculations discussed in Section 4.4.2.2 also 

accounts for burnup uncertainty. This practice is acceptable for the following two reasons: 

First, the BWR calculations consider the peak reactivity during burnup. The kinf in the rack 
corresponding to a peak kinf in the Standard Cold Core Geometry (SCCG) of 1.32 was calculated 

in the analysis. The burnup corresponding to this peak reactivity value is simply a by-product of 

this calculation and, in contrast to PWR analysis, burnup is not used as a criteria for establishing 

acceptability for fuel storage. Any uncertainty in the burnup calculation would simply decrease 

or increase, with burnup, the location of the peak reactivity. However, the kjnf in the SCCG and 

the ki,f in the rack would remain the same at the peak in reactivity. As a result, an additional 

uncertainty on depletion is not necessary.  

Second, the fuel vendor performs similar depletion calculations to those discussed in Section 4.  
Therefore any uncertainty in depletion is an inherent part of the comparison between those 

calculations in Section 4 and those performed by the vendor to determine the peak knf in SCCG 

as a function of burnup. Again, it is noted that the actual burnup at which the peak occurs is not 

used in the BWR acceptable fuel storage criteria.  

Requested Item 5 

The summary of criticality safety calculations shown in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 indicates that the 

total uncertainty is a statistical combination of the manufactunng tolerances but do not indicate 

methodology biases and uncertainties. Were these included? 

Response to Requested Item 5 

Section 4.4.1 of Enclosure 6 to CP&L's license amendment request, dated 12/23/98, discusses 

the fact that CASMO-3, because it is a two-dimensional code. can not be directly compared to 

cntical experiments and as a result a calculational/methodology bias is not available for 

CASMO-3. This section also discusses MCNP, which is a full three-dimensional Monte Carlo 

code, which has been benchmarked against cntical experiments. CASNIO-3 was used as the
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pnrnary method of calculation and the results from CASMO-3 were compared to the regulatory 

limit of kff < 0.95 in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. As noted, the methodology bias and uncertainty 

were not included in these tables. However, these factors were implicitly included in a code-to

code comparison between CASMO-3 and MCNP shown in Table 4.5.1.  

Asdiscussed above, a methodology bias can not be developed for CASMO-3. Therefore, 

CASMO-3 results were compared to MCNP results to either verify that it produces conservative 

results relative to the benchmarked MCNP, or to determine a code-to-code bias. This 

comparison is discussed in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.6.1 with the results presented in Table 4.5.1. In 

the comparison between MCNP and CASMO-3, the methodology bias, uncertainty on the bias, 

calculational statistics, and a correction from 20'C to 4VC were added to the MCNP results.  

These results indicate that CASMO-3 is conservative relative to the benchmarked code MCNP 

and therefore the code-to-code bias was 0.0 for CASMO-3. Since the code-to-code bias was 0.0, 

it was not included in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. In conclusion, it can be stated that even though a 

methodology bias and uncertainty were not directly included in the final results shown in Tables 

4.2.1 and 4.2.2, they were implicitly included through comparison of CASMO-3 and the 

benchmarked MCNP, provided in Table 4.5.1.
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1 MR. DEVOE 

2 

3 This being the deposition of MICHAEL J.  

4 DEVOE, P.E., taken by the Intervenor, on October 20, 

5 1999, beginning at 9:40 a.m., at the offices of 

6 Carolina Power & Light Company, 411 Fayetteville 

7 Street Mall, Raleigh, North Carolina, before Betty 

8 Jordan, Certified Verbatim Reporter and Notary Public.  

9 

10 (Whereupon, 

11 MICHAEL J. DEVOE, P.E., 

12 having first been duly sworn, was 

13 examined and testified as follows:) 

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS. CURRAN: 

15 Q Good morning, Mr. DeVoe.  

16 A Good morning.  

17 Q I'm going to be asking you some questions 

18 today. If there's any question that I ask that you 

19 don't understand, it's not because I'm trying to 

20 confuse you. And you can ask me to clarify the 

21 question. If you don't ask for clarification, I'll 

22 assume that you've understood the question.  

23 If you need to talk with your counsel or 

24 take a break, you can ask me and take a break. Okay? 

25 A Yes.

4
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3 Q All right. I'm going to ask you some 

4 questions first about your resume, which has been 

5 provided to Orange County, and ask the court reporter 

6 to mark the resume of Michael J. DeVoe as Orange 

7 County Deposition Exhibit A.  

8 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit A 

9 was marked for identification.) 

10 Q First, are you aware that you've been 

11 identified by CP&L as a potential declarant or affiant 

12 in the licensing proceeding for the activation of 

13 spent fuel pools C and D? 

14 A Yes.  

15 Q Can you tell me what your current position 

16 is now with CP&L? 

17 A Yes. I'm a project engineer in the nuclear 

18 fuel section. I work in a unit called Nuclear Fuel 

19 Services.  

20 Q Do you have responsibilities in relation to 

21 criticality control in the spent fuel pools? 

22 A Yes.  

23 Q And what are they? 

24 A I provide fuel-related data as input to the 

25 analyses and I review the analyses that are performed
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by our contractors.  

Q So have you reviewed the criticality 

analyses that have been prepared by Holtec in this 

case? 

A I've reviewed two reports in particular, 

yes.  

Q And which two are those? 

A I don't recall the particular number, but 

one is what I refer to as the base criticality 

analysis for pools C and D, and then a supplemental 

evaluation that looked at the misload of a fresh fuel 

assembly.  

Q Have you performed any criticality analysis 

yourself? 

MR. HOLLAWAY: A clarification in time.  

What time period are you talking about? 

Q In relation to this license amendment 

application.  

A No.  

Q Are you familiar with CP&L's operations 

related to criticality control in the spent fuel pools 

at Harris? 

A Could you clarify?
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3 Q Well, I'll break it down. Are you familiar 

4 with CP&L operations related to boron, the addition of 

5 boron to the spent fuel pool water? 

6 MR. HOLLAWAY: Object. A 

7 clarification. When you say "operations," I'm not 

8 sure I know exactly what that means specifically.  

9 Q Are you familiar with the measures that are 

10 taken to introduce boron to the water in the spent 

11 fuel pool at Harris? 

12 A No.  

13 Q Are you familiar with the measures that are 

14 taken with respect to the tracking of spent fuel 

15 assemblies at the Harris plant? 

16 A Yes.  

17 Q So I take it that your contribution in this 

18 particular proceeding, which is the license amendment 

19 application for activation of spent fuel pools C and 

20 D, is to provide Holtec with information about the 

21 nature, the characteristics of the fuel at the plant 

22 that would be subject to a criticality analysis.  

23 That's one of your contributions; is that correct? 

24 A Yes.  

25 Q And the other is that you have reviewed the

-7
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3 calculations done by Holtec for its criticality 

4 analysis.  

5 A I reviewed the report, the documents, the 

6 results of those calculations.  

7 Q And what aspect of the report are you 

8 competent to evaluate? 

9 A To insure that they use the appropriate 

10 fuel data that was provided, that they analyzed all 

11 the fuel designs that we intend to store in those 

12 pools, and that the results appear to be reasonable 

13 and in accordance with applicable requirements.  

14 Q Have you provided Holtec with any 

15 information other than information about the 

16 characteristics of the spent fuel itself? 

17 MR. HOLLAWAY: Objection. Could you 

18 clarify--I think I know what you're talking about--but 

19 whether you're speaking about this particular license 

20 amendment application and these analyses.  

21 Q In providing Holtec with information 

22 necessary for the criticality analysis that it 

23 performed with respect to this particular license 

24 amendment application, have you provided Holtec with 

25 any information other than information about the
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3 characteristics of the spent fuel itself? 

4 A No, I don't believe so.  

5 Q Have you provided Holtec with any 

6 information about the boron concentrations in the 

7 spent fuel pools? 

8 A No.  

9 Q Have you provided Holtec with any 

10 information about CP&L's system for tracking spent 

11 fuel movements at Harris? 

12 A No.  

13 Q I'm going to ask you some questions about 

14 CP&L's measures for identifying and keeping track of 

15 the spent fuel assemblies that come into the Harris 

16 plant and reside there.  

17 Would I be correct in saying that there are 

18 three basic steps involved here? One would be the 

19 cataloguing or describing of the characteristics of 

20 each spent fuel assembly.  

21 Another would be tracking the specific 

22 location of each spent fuel assembly, and--I'm sorry.  

23 I have to strike the word "spent"--each fuel assembly.  

24 And the last would be to verify that steps I and 2 

25 have been taken appropriately.
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3 Is that a correct description of the steps 

4 involved? 

5 A I believe so.  

6 Q I'd like to ask you about the first step, 

7 which would be describing or cataloguing the nature of 

8 the fuel.  

9 Can you tell me what are the 

10 characteristics that are catalogued or described when 

11 you make a record of fuel assemblies coming into the 

12 plant? 

13 A The assembly ID, their serial number, the 

14 amount of fissile material contained in that bundle in 

15 terms of grams and the uranium enrichment.  

16 Q There's a record of that information that's 

17 made when the assembly enters the plant; is that 

18 correct? 

19 A Are you talking about fuel coming fresh to 

20 the Harris plant or being brought from other plants to 

21 Harris? 

22 Q I'm talking about both.  

23 A Well, there's also a record of the burn-up 

24 and there's also a record of all of its previous 

25 locations.
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3 Q All right. When an assembly comes to the 

4 plant--and it may be a fresh assembly or a spent one-

5 this record is made for each assembly, right? 

6 A Correct.  

7 Q Okay. And some of this information has 

8 been provided already by someone else; is that 

9 correct? The ID is put on by someone else.  

10 A Correct.  

11 Q In the case of fresh fuel, who puts the ID 

12 on? 

13 A The fuel manufacturer.  

14 Q Does every assembly have the same ID from 

15 birth to death, from when it's created to when it's 

16 finally put into the storage or the spent fuel pool? 

17 That doesn't change.  

18 A That's correct.  

19 Q The amount of fissile material, where does 

20 that information come from? Who generates that 

21 information? 

22 A The fuel manufacturer.  

23 MR. HOLLAWAY: Could you clarify at 

24 what time you're talking about? I know you talked 

25 about fresh fuel and burned fuel and both together.

S... .... A•
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3 And it's not clear to me when you ask that question as 

4 to what time you're talking about. I think I know, 

5 but-

6 MS. CURRAN: Well, I'm talking about 

7 when the fuel arrives at Harris, where have you gotten 

8 the information.  

9 MR. HOLLAWAY: Regardless of where it's 

10 coming from.  

11 MS. CURRAN: Regardless of where it's 

12 coming from.  

13 Q So answer the question with respect to both 

14 fresh and spent fuel if it's different. So for the 

15 amount of fissile material.  

16 A For the fresh, that comes from the fuel 

17 vendors. For the exposed, it comes from our reactor 

18 records, our special nuclear naterial accountability.  

19 Q Now, when Harris gets spent fuel 

20 assemblies, at the moment they are coming from other 

21 CP&L plants; is that correct? 

22 A (Witness nods affirmatively.) 

23 Q So when you say "our" you mean other CP&L-

24 that's the CP&L organization.  

25 A Correct. I mean the Brunswick plant or the

I f%
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3 Robinson plant.  

4 Q Has CP&L ever accepted fuel assemblies from 

5 any other facility other than--at Harris from any 

6 facility other than a CP&L facility? 

7 A Not to my knowledge.  

8 Q You had mentioned a special nuclear 

9 material, accountability something. What did you say 

10 it was? 

11 A It's just a program, computer program.  

12 Q All right. I'll come back to that. Let's 

13 finish going through this list of the information 

14 that's included in the first record that's made.  

15 So the amount of fissile material in a 

16 spent fuel assembly that's coming from a CP&L plant or 

17 from the Harris plant is recorded--when you get it at 

18 the Harris plant, you get information from CP&L's 

19 special nuclear material accountability program; is 

20 that right? 

21 A (Witness nods affirmatively.) 

22 Q Okay. What about with respect to burn-up? 

23 Where does that information come from for fresh and 

24 spent fuel assemblies? 

25 A Well, for the fresh fuel assemblies the

)
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3 burn-up is zero. For the exposed fuel assemblies, 

4 that's part of the core monitoring program output.  

5 Q Is that another computer program? 

6 A Yes.  

7 Q Okay. And then the last item was previous 

8 locations. Who provides that information to you with 

9 respect to the fresh fuel? 

10 A With the fresh fuel, that would not have-

11 it's not a valid record for fresh fuel.  

12 Q And how about for the spent fuel? 

13 A It's a history of the approved and executed 

14 fuel movement instructions.  

15 Q And who provides that information? Where 

16 does that information come from? 

17 A That comes from the completed fuel movement 

18 procedure instructions.  

19 Q Is that also a computer program? 

20 A This information is stored on a database, 

21 computer database, yes. But the locations are not 

22 necessarily computer-generated. The movement 

23 instructions can be written by hand.  

24 Q Could you explain that? Is it a piece of 

25 paper?

I A
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3 A Yes.  

4 Q It's a piece of paper.  

5 A Uh-huh (affirmative).  

6 Q And that has a list of the previous 

7 locations.  

8 A I'm not sure of that, of how far back it 

9 goes.  

10 Q Okay. So when this information is 

II received, what happens to it? How is it recorded? 

12 A It's maintained on its database.  

13 Q Does CP&L have a procedure for verifying 

14 all of the information that's provided when an 

15 assembly is received? 

16 A I don't know.  

17 Q Okay. Could you describe for me the 

18 special nuclear material accountability program? 

19 A I could describe my understanding of it.  

20 It's not one of my specialty areas.  

21 Q Okay.  

22 A As a licensee, we're required to keep track 

23 of certain information associated with what we call 

24 special nuclear material, which in this case is 

25 uranium. And we keep track of how much we have and

1 C;
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3 where it's at.  

4 And also, when we, if you will, generate 

5 special nuclear material by irradiating a fuel in a 

6 reactor, there are other isotopes besides uranium 235 

7 that we are required to account for. And that program 

8 is more of a--not necessarily a computer program, but 

9 a program that we have in place to keep track of that 

10 material.  

11 Q So is this the program that you go to when 

12 you want to ask where is a specific fuel assembly? 

13 A Yes.  

14 Q Is this program universal to all of the 

15 CP&L plants or is it just at Harris? 

16 A All three sites use the program.  

17 Q Using this special nuclear material 

18 accountability program, can you track the history of 

19 each spent fuel assembly? 

20 A Yes.  

21 Q So is this database a unified database that 

22 covers the complete history for every fuel assembly 

23 that's used at any CP&L plant? 

24 A I'm not sure.  

25 Q I'm sorry. Were you about to say something
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3 more? 

4 A No.  

5 Q Is it a realtime database? 

6 A I'm not sure what you mean by that 

7 question.  

8 Q If I want to know right now what is the 

9 complete history of each fuel assembly from the 

10 database, can I get that information immediately? 

11 A Yes.  

12 Q That's what I mean by realtime.  

13 A Yes.  

14 Q Yes. And that covers all of the 

15 information up to the present.  

16 A Provided the records have been loaded into 

17 the system.  

18 Q Okay. Why don't you tell me about that? 

19 A I'm not sure what you mean by that 

20 question.  

21 Q Well, is the information not recorded 

22 immediately into the database when it's received? 

23 A Obviously, between the physical movement of 

24 the fuel and the recording on the paper and the 

25 transferring of the paper to the person responsible
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3 for the database and entering that information into 

4 the database, there is a certain time lapse.  

5 Q Are there any requirements for the maximum 

6 amount of time that is allowed to pass? 

7 A I don't know.  

8 Q Do you know what the backup is for this 

9 database? 

10 A No, I don't.  

11 Q What is the physical location of the 

12 database? 

13 A I'm not sure.  

14 Q How is the database accessible to a Harris 

15 plant operator? 

16 A The database is maintained on our computer 

17 network. And if a person has been granted access to 

18 that database, they would be able to access it from a 

19 desktop personal computer.  

20 Q Is there a paper copy of the database 

21 that's kept? 

22 A I'm not sure.  

23 Q You also mentioned a core monitoring 

24 program. That's correct? 

25 A Correct.

L8
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3 Q Could you describe that for me? 

4 A Basically, that's the on-line reactor core 

5 monitoring system that monitors power shapes, power 

6 levels, and what we use to demonstrate conformance 

7 with technical specification requirements.  

8 Q Does the core monitoring program have any 

9 relationship to the SNM accountability program? 

10 A Yes.  

11 Q How are they related? 

12 A The core monitoring program tracks the 

13 assembly burn-up and the isotopes, the generation of 

14 the isotopes as a result of that burn-up. And then 

15 that information is transferred to the special nuclear 

16 material program.  

17 Q When new information is received or 

18 generated that needs to be input into the special 

19 nuclear material accountability program, but it hasn't 

20 been input yet--I just want to take that situation--is 

21 any notation made in the program at that point? 

22 A I don't know.  

23 Q You don't know. Do you know who does know? 

24 A Yes.  

25 Q Can you tell me that?
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3 A The names of the people? 

4 Q Uh-huh (affirmative).  

5 A Bob Kunita and Linda Young.  

6 Q And why are they people that know? What 

7 are their responsibilities? 

8 A One of their responsibilities is the 

9 special nuclear material program.  

10 Q This program, the special nuclear material 

11 accountability program, deals with fuel that is in a 

12 CP&L system. That's correct? 

13 A Yes.  

14 Q If CP&L takes fuel from other plants that 

15 are not currently in the system, are there any other 

16 measures that would be added to this program? 

17 MR. HOLLAWAY: I object to that 

18 question. There's no foundation.  

19 Q It's my understanding that CP&L has just 

20 purchased a nuclear plant in Florida. If CP&L were to 

21 take fuel from the plant in Florida for which the 

22 information about the fuel characteristics is not 

23 currently in the SNM accountability program, what 

24 measures would be taken? 

25 MR. HOLLAWAY: Well, I object again.
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2 

3 There's no foundation for that scenario occurring.  

4 Q You may answer the question.  

5 A I mean, that's highly speculative. You 

6 know, the purchase has not been finalized. And you're 

7 asking me to predict what would happen in the future.  

8 My best estimate or expectation of what 

9 would happen is that it would be treated the same way, 

10 that that information would be added. But I'm not 

11 aware of any thoughts of even doing that.  

12 Q I'd like to go to the step which would be 

13 the tracking of the fuel. Suppose that you need to 

14 know where a specific fuel assembly is in a plant.  

15 How do you find out? 

16 A One method would be to go to the special 

17 nuclear material database.  

18 Q And assuming the information has been input 

19 into the computer, the database would tell you where 

20 it was.  

21 A Correct.  

22 Q What would another method be? 

23 A Depending upon where the fuel was, if it 

24 was in the core, in the reactor, there's other--you 

25 can look at the loading pattern. The core map
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the loading pattern.  

The core map? Is that what you said? 

Yes.  

And where is that kept? 

I'm not sure what-

What kind of a map is it? Is it a paper

map?

A 

Q 

A 

package, 

Q

Yes. It's a paper map.  

And where is the paper map located? 

It would be in the reload modification 

what we call an engiaeering service request.  

Are there other methods for tracking the

fuel?

A 

completed 

Q

You could--yes. You could go through the 

fuel-handling procedures.  

And is that a paper document or a computer

file? 

A It would be a paper document.  

Q And where is that kept? 

A In the vault, the quality assurance vault.  

Q Suppose that a fuel assembly is moving down 

a canal and I want the tracking system to tell me 

where it is and where it was and where it's going.

describes 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q
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MR. HOLLAWAY: I'm going to object as 

ambiguous. When you say "history," I'm not sure what 

you mean.  

Q The question is that for each location can 

you--first of all, can you identify each location 

where the fuel has been? 

A Yes.  

Q And for each of those locations, can you 

get information about the fuel characteristics, the 

burn-up, enrichment, amount of fissile material?

Would the tracking system give me that information? 

A I don't know.  

Q Do you know if Federal Express would do 

that for you if it was a package? 

MR. HOLLAWAY: Object. That's not 

relevant to the proceeding. The witness may answer.  

A I've seen it on advertisements.  

Q If I wanted to get the history of a fuel 

assembly that was in a particular rack position, could 

I get that by going to the SNM database? 

A I believe so, yes.  

Q And I could get the complete history of 

that assembly?
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3 A Yes.  

4 Q Can I get this information that we just 

5 discussed--when I'm looking for the previous history 

6 of locations and the characteristics at each location, 

7 can I get this information immediately? 

8 A What do you mean by "immediately"? 

9 Q Within a minute.  

10 A I believe so.  

11 Q If I knew the characteristics of the fuel 

12 and the previous location of the fuel, could I use 

13 that information to find the current location using 

14 this program? 

15 A Yes.  

16 Q So it will search--even if you don't have 

17 all the information, you can put in some input and get 

18 an ID? 

19 MR. HOLLAWAY: Object. When you say 

20 "some input"-

21 Q Well, if you put in some of the 

22 characteristics of the fuel.  

23 A Yes. It's a database and it's searchable, 

24 as a database would be.  

25 Q Supposing that I were trying to verify
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to take 

him.

MR. HOLLAWAY: At some point I'd like 

a break just as a regular break to talk to

MS. CURRAN: 

MR. HOLLAWAY: 

would be a good time.  

MS. CURRAN:

Okay.  

I don't know if this

Maybe in just a few

minutes.

MR. HOLLAWAY: Okay.  

Q If you look at a specific rack position, 

how can you be sure that the fuel in that position in

whether the information regarding, say, the burn-up 

level that's recorded in the database for a particular 

fuel assembly is correct. How would I go about doing 

that? What measures does CP&L have for doing that? 

A I'm not sure.  

Q You don't know anything about measures for 

validating the data that's been input into the 

program.  

A I'm not involved in those activities or 

familiar with the activities.  

Q Can you tell me who would be? 

A Yes. Bob Kunita and Linda Young.
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a break.

Q 

that we've 

A 

Q

(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 

Mr. DeVoe, have you searched the database 

been speaking of? 

No.  

You haven't?

MR. DEVOE 26 

the rack has the same ID as the database says it does? 

A How can you be sure? One way is the 

surveys of the pool, the video camera.  

Q Now, tell me, why would that tell you? 

A You could lower the video camera into the 

rack location of interest and actually read the serial 

number on the bundle and then compare that to your 

records.  

Q Is that done? 

MR. HOLLAWAY: Object as ambiguous.  

You said, "Is that done?" Is that done when, by who? 

I don't know what that means.  

Q Before a fuel assembly is moved, are any 

steps taken to verify the identity of the fuel 

assembly that's being moved? 

A I don't know.  

MS. CURRAN: This is a good time for
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3 A No.  

4 Q How do you know about this database? 

5 A I request it to be queried to provide data 

6 that I might need.  

7 Q So someone else uses the database, but you 

8 provide the request for information? 

9 A Yes.  

10 Q You've provided some information to me 

11 about the characteristics of the database today. How 

12 did you get that information? 

13 A From being aware of what is in the database 

14 by looking at the results of the data queries and by 

15 providing the information that gets put into the 

16 database and by being familiar with the special 

17 nuclear materials plant.  

18 Q You're saying you provide information that 

19 gets input to the database; is that correct? 

20 A When you say "I,,, do you mean myself 

21 personally or in my work functions? 

22 Q Well, you were the one that said it, so I 

23 guess-

24 A Okay. Could you repeat the question? 

25 Q You said that you provide input to the

'7 '
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e, I believe; is that correct? 

Yes.  

What kind of information have you provided 

database? 

Information on fresh fuel when it's first 

ed to the reactor site.  

Can you tell me how you got the information 

nt into the database? Did you read a piece of

A It's provided as part of the QA 

documentation by the fuel vendor when the fuel is 

manufactured. And I participate in surveillances of 

the vendor while he's manufacturing our fuel. And one 

of the things that I review is the documentation.  

Q And what is the documentation of? 

A In reference to our discussions here, it's 

the assembly ID and amount of uranium as manufactured.  

Q When you review it, are you reviewing a 

piece of paper? 

A Yes.  

Q And then do you hand that piece of paper to 

a person who's inputting the information to the 

computer?

databas 

A 

Q 

to the 

A 

deliver 

Q 

that we 

paper?
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2 

3 A Yes.  

4 Q So you don't transcribe or create a new 

5 document. You take the information that's been given 

6 to you and you hand it to the person who is inputting 

7 it to the computer.  

8 A It's provided that way, yes.  

9 Q It's provided-

10 A Well, I physically don't give the sheet of 

ii paper to the person.  

12 Q But you make sure that person gets it.  

13 A Yes.  

14 Q In the course of providing information to 

15 Holtec regarding spent fuel characteristics for 

16 purposes of Holtec's criticality analysis in this 

17 particular proceeding, did you make any attempt to 

18 validate the data that you were providing? 

19 A Yes.  

20 Q And how did you do that? 

21 A First off, the fuel-related data describes 

22 the fresher or unexposed fuel and its, primarily, 

23 dimensions and enrichments and the physical 

24 characteristics of the fuel assembly.  

25 And we worked with the respective fuel

"-'a
J
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2 

3 vendors to obtain that data, and they provided it 

4 under their quality assurance plans.  

5 And then when it was received by CP&L, we 

6 perform a review of it to insure that it's the 

7 information that Holtec has requested and it's 

8 appropriate for use in this project.  

9 Q What do you mean by "appropriate"? 

10 A That we provided information on all the 

ii fuel types present as opposed to maybe just the most 

12 current, to make sure that we covered all the fuel 

13 types that were planned to be loaded, that it was in 

14 fact describing our fuel.  

15 The vendors make fuel for many customers, 

16 and we insure that it describes our fuel, the CP&L 

17 fuel.  

18 Q It sounds like the information you provided 

19 was from the vendors, not from the CP&L database; is 

20 that correct? 

21 A Correct. The fuel information describes 

22 the fresh fuel.  

23 Q Let me make sure I understand what you've 

24 told me. It's my understanding that you have 

25 attempted to validate data that you obtained from
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2 

3 vendors in order to give to Holtec. Is that correct? 

4 A Yes, we do validate it.  

5 Q Have you ever attempted to validate data 

6 that you got from the CP&L SNM accountability 

7 database? 

8 A I haven't.  

9 Q In your current position, have you searched 

10 the SNM accountability database? 

11 A Yes. I requested a query.  

12 Q For what purpose? 

13 A I requested a listing of the fuel 

14 assemblies that were, in this case, presently in the 

15 Robinson spent fuel pool.  

16 Q And did you attempt--scratch that. And for 

17 what purpose did you request that information? 

18 A To support a criticality evaluation.  

19 Q And did you attempt to validate the 

20 information that you had obtained from the database, 

21 this listing? 

22 A No.  

23 Q Would you know how to do that? 

24 A Would I know how to validate it? 

25 Q Right.
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2 

3 A Yes.  

4 Q How would you do it? 

5 A I would compare the database records 

6 against the reactor records.  

7 Q What reactor records? 

8 A As I mentioned earlier, there's an on-line 

9 process computer that tracks fuel assembly burn-up.  

10 And I would--the records produced by that are the 

11 records that are intended to be transferred into the 

12 special nuclear material database.  

13 Q Is that a separate source of information? 

14 If it gets transferred into the special nuclear 

15 material database, how do you know that's not the 

16 source of information you originally queried? 

17 A I'm not sure I understand the question.  

18 Q You had said that the on-line process 

19 computer puts information into the SNM accountability 

20 database; is that correct? 

21 A The information generated is transferred to 

22 the SNM. It's not automatically put there, but it's 

23 transferred. In this case, we're talking about a 

24 limited set of the information, just the burn-up and 

25 the isotopics at this point.
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3 Q Are you competent to physically validate 

4 the burn-up level of the spent fuel assembly? 

5 A I'm not sure what you mean by "physically." 

6 Q What I'm talking about is, if you have a 

7 specific fuel assembly in a rack and you're required 

8 to experimentally verify the characteristics, the 

9 burn-up characteristics that are described in the 

10 database, would you be able to that? 

11 MR. HOLLAWAY: I object to that for a 

12 foundation. I don't know that there's any foundation 

13 for a requirement, as you stated, for experimental 

14 validation of fuel assembly burn-up.  

15 Q Can you answer the question? 

16 A I am not.  

17 Q You would not know how to do that? 

18 A I know of ways it could be done, but I have 

19 never done that myself.  

20 Q What are the ways that it could be done? 

21 A One technique is called gamma scan.  

22 Q A gamma what? 

23 A Scan.  

24 Q How does that work? 

25 A The assembly is--measurements are taken of
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3 the assembly for a particular isotope that is 

4 representative of the power and burn-up distribution.  

5 Q Can that operation be done reliably for an 

6 assembly that is in a rack with other assemblies 

7 nearby? 

8 A I don't know.  

9 Q Did you participate in the design of the 

10 SNM accountability database? 

11 A No.  

12 Q Have you ever been involved in any changes 

13 to the program? 

14 A Yes.  

15 Q Can you describe that for me? 

16 A We are in the process of making and 

17 implementing changes to support adding to the database 

18 the information required to facilitate implementation 

19 of pools C and D. And I'm providing the input. I'm 

20 not doing any manipulation of coding.  

21 Q And what kind of input are you providing? 

22 A The maximum planar average enrichment for 

23 the fuel assemblies.  

24 Q Who is responsible for actually changing 

25 the program?

i
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3 A Bob Kunita.  

4 Q The same person you mentioned before? 

5 A Yes.  

6 Q Do you know what kinds of changes are being 

7 made? 

8 A In general, I don't know the specific 

9 coding changes. But the functionality changes I'm 

10 aware of.  

11 Q Would you please describe those for me? 

12 A It's to add a data field that records the 

13 maximum planar average enrichment for the PWR fuel 

14 assemblies and for the boiling water reactor, BWR 

15 fuel, the maximum lattice planar average enrichment, 

16 and the standard cold core geometry K-infinity.  

17 Q Mr. DeVoe, are you familiar with the 

18 physical process for introducing boron into the spent 

19 fuel pools at Harris? 

20 A No.  

21 Q You know nothing about it? 

22 A (No response.) 

23 Q Do you know how the boron gets into the 

24 pool? 

25 A I believe I do.

5
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Q Can you explain it to me? 

A I believe it's added by the operators.  

Q How do the operators do it? 

A I don't know those details.  

Q Do you know whether boron concentrations 

are monitored in the pools? 

A Yes.  

Q Do you know how frequently they're 

monitored? 

A No, I don't.  

Q Are records maintained of boron 

measurements? 

A Yes.  

Q For how long are they maintained? 

A I do not know.  

Q Has CP&L prepared any boron dilution 

analyses that you know of? 

A Could you clarify that? We're restrictinc 

this to the pool.  

Q Yes.  

A And what do you mean by "boron dilution"? 

Q I'm actually using a term that's provided 

in an NRC guidance document, which isn't defined

36
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2 

3 further than that.  

4 A I'm not aware of any calculations.  

5 Q Do you know if the physical correspondence 

6 between spent fuel pools makes any difference in 

7 maintaining the boron concentration in the pools? 

8 A I do not know that.  

9 Q Do you know if CP&L has ever done any 

I0 studies or analyses of its own experience with 

II maintaining boron concentrations in its spent fuel 

12 pools? 

13 A No, I do not.  

14 Q Do you know if there are any industry 

is studies that have been done on industry experience 

16 with controlling boron that was in spent fuel pools? 

17 A No, I do not.  

18 Q Do you know of any studies prepared by CP&L 

19 or any other entity that would describe the 

20 probability or consequences of accidents resulting 

21 from errors in boron concentration levels? 

22 A No.  

23 Q Do you know of any studies or analyses by 

24 CP&L or any other entity of the probability or 

25 consequences of criticality accidents in spent fuel
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3 pools? 

4 A I don't recall seeing any.  

5 Q Do you know of any analyses or studies done 

6 by CP&L or any other entity regarding errors or 

7 accidents caused by the mishandling or misplacement of 

8 fuel assemblies? 

9 A No.  

10 Q Can you tell me what regulations or 

11 guidance documents are followed by CP&L in attempting 

12 to maintain criticality control at the Harris plant? 

13 A Yes.  

14 Q And what are they? 

15 A GDC-62 and Reg Guide 1.13.  

16 Q Any others? 

17 A Not that I'm aware of.  

18 MS. CURRAN: We're going to take a 

19 short break.  

20 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 

21 (Mr. Caves and Mr. O'Neill exit.) 

22 MS. CURRAN: I have no further 

23 questions.  

24 MS. UTTAL: I don't have any 

25 auestions.

38
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MR. HOLLAWAY: I don't have any

questions.
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(Deposition concluded at 11:30 a.m.)

AND FURTHER DEPONENT SAITH NOT.
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ERRATA 

I, Michael J. DeVoe the witness herein, have read my deposition and request that the 

following changes be made: 

PAGE LINE CHANGE REASON FOR CHANGE 

8 5 ", the documents," to "that documents" Typographical 

8 9 "use" to "used" Typographical 

14 10 "have - -" to "have significance," Clarification 

15 12 "its database" to "the database" Typographical 

16 5 "irradiating a fuel" to "irradiating fuel" Typographical 

27 17 "materials plant" to "material plan" Typographical 

29 22 "fresher" to "fresh" Typographical
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 8 

Internal AEC memorandum from G.A. Arlotto to J.J.  
DiNunno and Robert H. Bryan (October 7, 1966), 

and attached Revised Draft of General Design 
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction 

Permits (October 6, 1966) 
(relevant excerpt)



Those Listed Below October 7, 1966 

C. A. Arlotto 
Facilities Standards Branch, SS 

REVISED DRAFT - GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLZAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION 
PERMITS 

Attached is a revised draft of the General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plant Construction Permits dated October 6, 1966, which I developed 
for your consideration. In comparison with the previous draft* which was 
dated July 25, 1966, the attached version reflects the following: 

1. Changes suggested by ACRS Subcomittee members at meetings of 

August 10 and September 21, 1966.  

2. Changes suggested in the Backup Document dated August 9, 1966.  
4 

3. Changes suggested in memorandum from Robert B. Bryan to J. J.  
DiNurno dated October 3, 1966.  

4. Changes resulting from discussions among the addressees and 
myself.  

5. My suggestions which time did not permit resolution of with 
the addressees.  

Attachment: 
As Stated Above 

Addresseest 
J. J. DiNunno, Assistant Director for Reactor Standards, SS 
Robert H. Bryan, Chief, Facilities Standards Branch, SS

e. S. GOSISSCy PSMWTuC6 € P,cr 16-62T61-8

---------------- -------
I 

----- ------------------- I --- - -------------
Form• AEC-310 (Rev. 19-53)



Revised Draft 

O0/6/66 

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CaNSTRUCTION PERMITS 

The purpose of these criteria Is to dtfine or describe the basic safety 

objectives to be met in the design of a nuclear power plant. They are intended: 

(1) to serve as guidance to the applicant in preparing an application for an 

AEC construction permit and (2) to aid the AEC staff in reviewing that appli

cation.  

The application of these criteria to a specific design involves a con

siderable amount of engineering judgment. There may be Instances in which one 

or more of these criteria are unnecessary or are insufficient. It is not 

intended that the criteria be used as a check list of design objectives for 

all proposed plants, and the applicant is free to establish the safety of his 

design by alternative criteria. The criteria will be .'ndified If, or ass, future 

technological developments and experience warrant.  

An applicant for a construction permit is expected to present a design 

approach together with data and analyses sufficient to give assurance that the 

design can reasonably be expected to fulfill all applicable criteria. It is 

recognized that the nature and detail of technical information and analysis 

required at the construction permit stage to provide such assurance may vary, 

depending on the particular criterion under consideration. Category A criteria 

encompass critical safety areas so fundamental in the design, procurment, 

fabrication, and construction of the plant that modification for reasons of 

safety at the operating license review stage would be exceedingly difficult 

and costly; in essence, for practical purposes, decisions made at the eon

struction permit stage In these areas are irrevocable. Where novel features 

OFFICE ------------------------------------------------------- _--------------------------------------- ------

SURNAME *-------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------

DATE jý--------------------I--------- _ --------------------------------------------------- ------- ------- --- Y-------
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are associated with criteria which are site.sensitive or are directly related 

to limiting the accidental release of radioactivity Into the public domain, 

they must be dealt with in a relatively complete way at the construction permit 

stage even if the "Irrevocable" condition is not mt. Category A criteria 

encpass safety areas where the modifications can be made for reasons of 

safety at the operating license review stage without placing an undue burden 

on the parties concerned. These criteria printipally concerned with protecting 

the operational capability of the reactor may be dealt with in relatively less 

detail at the construction permit stage if more detailed information and analysis 

are not available at that time.  

All applicable safety criteria must, of course, be fulfilled as a condition 

for Issuance of a license to operate the plant.  

CRITERION 1 (Category A) QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the prevention 

of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or to mitigation 

of their consequences shall be designed, fabricated, and erected to: 

(a) Quality standards* that reflect the importance of the safety function 

to be performed. Where generally recognized codes or standards on 

design, materials, fabrication, and Inspection are applicable, they 

shall be used. Where adherence to such codes or standards does not 

suffice to assure a quality product in keeping with the safety function, 

they shall be supplemented as necessary.
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(2) Active components, such as pumps and valves, can be tested 

periodically for operability and required functional per

formance.  

(3) A capability is provided to test periodically the delivery 

capability at a position as close to the spray nozzles as is 

practical.  

(4) A capability is provided to test under conditions as close 

to the design as practical the full operational sequence 

that would bring the systems into action. including the 

transfer to alternate pover sources.  

CRITERION 10 (Cate-gory B) FUEL AND WASTE STORAE SYSTEMS 

Storage and handling systems for fuel and vaste shall be designed on the 

basis that: 

1. Possibilities for inadvertent criticality must be prevented by 

engineered systems or processes toevery extent practicable. Such 

means as geometric safe spacing limits shall be emphasized over 

procedural controls.  

2. Reliable decay heat removal means must be provided as necessary to 

prevent fuel or storage volume damage that could result in radio.  

activity release to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

Such means must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal 

conditions as vell as those accident situations vhereby normal cooling 

could credibly become lost.

U. s. .ofl.1Se t P.tWvIM1 oMc MIfr-62761-2pFrtA.EC-318 (Rev. 9-53)
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AEC Press Release entitled "AEC seeking public 
comment on proposed design criteria for nuclear 

power plant construction permits" 
(November 22, 1965)



F AJIE 
STAE

No. H-252 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Tel. 973-3335 or (Monday, November 22, 1965) 

973-3446 

AEC SEEKING PUBLIC COMMENT ON PROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA 
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

The Atomic Energy Commission is seeking comment from the 
nuclear industry and other interested persons on proposed 
general design criteria which have been developed to assist 
in the evaluation of applications for nuclear power plant 
construction permits.  

The proposed criteria have been developed by the AEC 
regulatory staff and discussed with the Commission's Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). They represent an 
effort to set forth design and performance criteria for 
reactor systems, components and structures which have evolved 
over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by the 
AEC. As such, they reflect the predominating experience to 
date with water reactors but most of them are generally appli
cable to other reactors as well.  

It is recognized that further efforts by the AEC regu
latory staff and the ACRS will be necessary to fully develop 
these criteria. However, the criteria as now proposed are 
sufficiently advanced to submit for public comment. Also, 
they are intended to give interim guidance to applicants and 
reactor equipment manufacturers.  

The development and publication of criteria for nuclear 
power plants was one of the key recommendations of the special 
Regulatory Review Panel which studied ways of streamlining 
the Commission's reactor licensing procedures.  

In the further development of these criteria, the AEC 
intends to hold discussions with organizations in the nuclear 
industry and to issue from time to time explanatory informa
tion on each criterion. Following such discussions with 
industry and receipt of other public comment, the AEC expects 
to develop and publish criteria that will serve as a basis 
for evaluation of applications for nuclear power plant con
struction permits.

(more)
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GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

Attached hereto are general design criteria used by the AEC in judging 

whether a proposed nuclear power facility can be built and operated without 

undue risk to the health aqd safety of the public. They represent design 

and performance criteria for reactor systems, components and structures 

which have evolved over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by 

the AEC. As such they reflect the predominating experience to date with 

water reaczo:s but most of them are generally applicable to other reactors 

as well.  

It should be recognized that additional criteria will be needed for 

evaluation of a detailed design, particularly for unusual sites and 

environmental conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors.  

Moreover, there may be instances in which it can be demonstrated that one 

or more of the criteria need not be fulfilled. It should also be recognized 

that the application of these criteria to a specific design involves a 

considerable amount of engineering judgment.  

An applicant for a construction permit should present a design approach 

together with data and analysis sufficient to give assurance that the design 

can reasonably be expected to fulfill the criteria.  

FACILITY 

CRITERION 1 

Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the 

prevention of accidents or to the mitigation of their consequences 

must be designed, fabricated, and erected to: 

(a) Quality standards that reflect the importance of the 

safety function to be performed. It should be 

recognized, in this respect, that design codes commonly 

used for nonnuclear applications may not be adequate.
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CRITERION 6 

Clad fuel must be designed to accommodate throughout its design 

lifetime all normal and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor operation, 

including the design overower condition, without. experiencing significant 

cladding failures. Unclad or vented fuels must be designed with the 

similar objective of providing control over fission products. For unclad 

and vented solid fuels, normal- and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor 

operation must be achieved without exceeding design release rates of 

fission products from the fuel over core lifetime.  

CRITERION 7 

The maximum reactivity worth of control rods or elements and the rates 

with which reactivity can be inserted must be held to values such that no 

single credible mechanical or electrical control system malfunction could 

cause a reactivity transient capable of damaging the primary system or 

causing significant fuel failure.  

CRITERION 8 

Reactivity shutdown capability must be provided to make and hold the 

core subcritical from any credible operating condition with any one control 

element at its position of highest reactivity.  

CRITERION 9 

Backup reactivity shutdown capability must be provided that is 

independent of normal reactivity control provisions. This system must have 

the capability to shut down the reactor from any operating condition.
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CRITERION 14 

Means must be included in the control room to show the relative 

reactivity status of the reactor such as position indication of mechanical 
£ 

rods or concentrations of chemical poisons.  

CRITERION 15 

A reliable reactor protection system must be provided to automatically 

initiate appropriate action to prevent safety limits from being exceeded.  

Capability must be provided for testing functional operability of the system 

and for determining that no component or circuit failure has occurred. For 

instruments and control systems in vital areas where the potential conse

quences of failure require redundancy, the redundant channels must be 

independent and must be capable of being tested to determine that they remain 

independent. Sufficient redundancy must be provided that failure or 

removal from service of a single component or channel will not inhibit 

necessary safety action when required. These criteria should, where 

applicable, be satisfied by the instrumentation associated with containment 

closure and isolation systems, afterheat removal and core cooling systems, 

systems to prevent cold-slug accidents, and other vital systems, as well 

as the reactor nuclear and process safety system.  

CRITERION 16 

The vital instrumentation systems of Criterion 15 must be designed 

so that no credible combination of circumstances can intefere with the 

performance of a safety function when it is needed. In particular, the 

effect of influences common to redundant channels which are intended to
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CRITERION 19 

The maximum integrated leakage from the containment structure dnder 

the conditions described in Criterion 17 above must meet the site exposure 

criteria set forth in 10 CFR 100. The containment-st-ructure wuust be 

designed so that the containment can be leak tested at least to design 

pressure conditions after completion .and.,ihstallation of all penetrations, 

and the leakage rate measured over atiuitable period to verify its con

fo'-mance with required performance. The plant must be designed for later 

tests at suitable pressures.  
I 

CRITEPION 20 

All containment structure penetrations subject to failure such as 

resilient seals and expansion bellows must be designed and constructed 

so that leak-tightness can be demonstrated at design pressure at any 

time throughout operating life of the reactor.  

CRITEE ION 21 

ufficient normal and emergency sources of electrical power must 

be provided to assure a capability for prompt shutdowh and conitinued 

.mantenance of the reactor facility in a safe condition'under all 

credible circumstances.  

CRIIEPION 22 

a3lves and their associated apparatus that-are essential to the 

containment function must be redundant and so arranged' that no credible 

combination of circumstances can interfere with their necessary function

ing. Such redundant valves and associated apparatus must be independent

I
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CRITERION 26 

Where unfavorable environmental conditions can be expected to require 

limitations upon the release of operational radioactive effluents to the 

envirbnment, appropriate hold-up capacity .must be provided for retention 

of gaseous, liquid, or solid effluents.  

CRITERION 27 

The plant must be provided with systems capable of monitoring the 

release of radioactivity under accident conditions.
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 9 

Letter from J J DiNunno, AEC, to David Okrent, 
ACRS (October 25, 1966), and attached October 20, 

1966 draft of General Design Criteria 
(relevant excerpt)
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October 25, 1966 

Dr. David Okrent, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commilssion 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Okrent: 

Enclosed for consideration of the ACRS are draft copies of the General 
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits. This 
redrafted traterial includes a comparison of criteria contained in the 
Press Release dated Novei. ber 22, 1965, and those contained in our 
latest draft dated October 20, 1966. In addition, we have included 
along with a revised draft of the criteria dated October 20, 1966, a 
comparison of the October 20 draft with the July 25 draft previously 
submitted and discussed with the ACRS Criteria Subcoiwlttse.  

oAur October 20, 1966,draft attempts to reflect results of our last 
discussion with the ACRS Subcommittee, and we would like to have the 
scheduled November 9th meeting on criteria be based on the October 20th 
draft.  

Sincerely yours, 

J. J. DiNunno 
Assistant Director for 

Reactor Standards 
Division of Safety Standards 

Enclosures : 
1. Rev. Draft dated 10/20/66 of 

General Oesign Criteria (18) 
2. Comparison of Drafts dated 7/25/66 and 

10/20/66 for General Design Criteria (18) 
3. Com.parison of Criteria in Press Release 

dated 11/22/65 and Those in Rev. Draft 
dated 10/20/66 (18)

bcc: Harold L. Price, Director of Regulation, w/encl.  
CletfzrA. RINP PPrtDic1 tor/D;q.of Reg., Y...)
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REVISED DRAFT OF 

GENERAL DESTGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS

October 20, 1966
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The purpose of these criteria is to define or describe the basic safety 

objectives to be met in the design of a nuclear power plant. They are intended: 

(1) to serve as guidance to the applicant in preparing an application for an AEC 

construction permit and (2) to aid the AEC staff in reviewing that application.  

The application of these criteria to a specific design involves a con

siderable amount of engineering judgment. There may be instances in which one 

or more of these criteria are unnecessary or are insufficient. It is not 

intended that the criteria be used as a check list of design objectives for 

all proposed plants, and the applicant is free to establish the safety of his 

design by alternative criteria. The criteria will be modified if, or as, 

future technological developments and experience warrant.  

An applicant for a construction permit is expected to present a design 

approach together with data and analyses sufficient to give assurance that the 

design can reasonably be expected to fulfill all applicable criteria. It is 

recognized that the nature and detail of technical information and analysis 

required at the construction permit stage to provide such assurance may vary, 

depending on the particular criterion under consideration.  

To provide guidance as to the relative emphasis expected at the con

struction permit stage, the criteria have been divided into two broad cate

gories. Category A criteria involve aspects of facility design that are 

site-sensitive or are directly related to limiting the accidental release of 

radioactivity into the public domain. These aspects of facility design are 

also categorized by their marked influence on plans for construction
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and operation. From a practical viewpoint, aspects of facility design satisfying 

Category A criteria are relatively fixed at the construction permit stage and not 

amenable to change without serious disruptions of construction plans and incur

rence of considerable costs. For these reasons, those aspects of facility 

design provided in fulfillment of Category A criteria must be dealt with in a 

relatively complete way at the construction permit stage.  

Category B criteria are intended to reflect primarily those aspects of 

design that provide for safe operational control of the facility. Such features 

are generally less unique to a facility than those required for satisfying 

Category A criteria and are much less determinate of facility construction 

schedules. Modifications to such features that might prove necessary, for 

safety reasons, following issuance of a construction permit are much more 

likely to be accommodated without the pressures for compromise that might 

well accompany the more time-consuming and costly type changes. Under these 

circumstances, criteria principally concerned with the safe operational con

trol of the reactor and designated as Category B may be dealt with in relatively 

less detail at the construction permit stage, if more detailed information is 

not available at that time.  

All applicable safety criteria must, of course, be fulfilled as a condi

tion for issuance of a license to operate the plant.
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9.2.4.4 A capability is provided to test under conditions 

as close to the design as practical the full opera

tional sequence that would bring the systems into 

action, including the transfer to alternate power 

sources.  

FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

CRITERION 10 (Category B) FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE 

10.0 Storage and handling systems for fuel and waste shall be designed on the 

basis that: 

10.1 Possibilities for inadvertent criticality must be prevented by 

engineered systems or processes to every extent practicable.  

Such means as geometric safe spacing limits shall be emphasized 

over procedural controls.  

10.2 Reliable decay heat removal means must be provided as necessary to 

prevent fuel or storage volume damage that could result in radio

activity release to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

Such means must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal 

conditions as well as those accident situations whereby normal 

cooling could credibly become lost.  

10.3 Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided as required 

from considerations of 10 CFR 20.  

10.4 Containment of the systems shall be provided if accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the 

public environs.
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 10 

Letter from J. J. DiNunno, AEC, to Nunzio J.  
Palladino, ACRS (February 8, 1967), and attached 

draft of General Design Criteria 
(relevant excerpt)



February 8. 1967

"-Mr. Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Palladino: 

Enclosed for consideration by the Committee is a redraft of General 

Design Criteria. The format of the criteria has been changed. The 

subparts previously listed in earlier drafts have been made into 

separate criteria. The vording of these criteria is essentially the 

same as those in the October 20, 1966, draft, modified to reflect 

subsequent discussions held with the ACRS Subcommittee in November 

and recent developments of criteria for emergency core cooling 

systems.  

An additional document showing the changes made from the last draft 

discussed with the ACRS is under preparation and will be forwarded 

by separate correspondence.  

Sincerely yours, 

J. J. DiNunno 
Assistant Director for 

Reactor Standards 
Division of Safety Standards 

Enclosure: 
General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plant Construction Permits (18) 

bcc: Harold L. Price, Director of Regulation, v/encl.  

Clifford K. Beck, Deputy Director of Regulation, v/encl.  

M. M. Mann, Asst. Dir. for Nuclear Safety, w/encl.  
C. L. Henderson, Asst. Air. for Administration, v/encl.  

Peter A. Morris, Uirector, LRL, v/encl. (6) 

Edson G. Case, Deputy Director, DRL, w/encl.  

Forrest Western, Director, DRL, v/encl.  
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VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

CRITERION 61 - PREVENTION OF FUEL STORAGE CRITICALITY (Category B) 

Possibilities for criticality in new and spent fuel storage shall be pre

vented by physical systems or processes to every extent practicable. Such 

means as favorable geometries shall be emphasized over procedural controls.  

CRITERION 62 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE DECAY HEAT (Category B) 

Reliable decay heat removal systems shall be designed to ensure damage 

to the fuel or storage facilities that could result in radioactivity release 

to plant operating areas or the public environs is prevented. Such means 

must be assured for all anticipated normal and abnormal conditions as well as 

those accident situations whereby normal cooling could credibly become lost.  

CRITERION 63 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE RADIATION SHIELDING (Category A) 

Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided in the design of 

spent fuel and waste storage facilities as required from consideration of 

10 CFR 20.  

CRITERION 64 - PROTECTION AGAINST RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE FROM SPENT FUEL AND 

WASTE STORAGE (Category B) 

Containment of fuel and waste storage shall be provided if accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the public environs.  

IX. PLANT EFFLUENTS 

CRITERION 65 - CONTROL OF RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVITY TO THE ENVIRONMENT (Category B) 

The facility design shall include those means necessary to maintain control 

over plant radioactive effluents, whether solid, liquid, or gaseous. Appropriate
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 11 

Note by the Secretary, W.B. McCool, to AEC 
Commissioners re: Proposed Amendment to 10 CFR 
50: General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant 

Construction Permits (June 16, 1967) 
(relevant excerpts)
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO 10 CFR 50: GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

Note by the Secretary 

1. The Director of Regulation has requested that the attached 

report be circulated for consideration by the Commission at an early 

date.  

2. The Commission approved the proposed design criteria, as 

revised, during consideration of AEC-R 2/49 at Regulatory Meeting 223 

on November 10, 1965.

W. B. McCool 

Secretary
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the criteria. In addition, subsequent redrafts were circulated to other divi

sions within the Commission. Principal comments from these divisions have been 

reflected in the revised criteria. Other comments from within the Commission 

will be considered in conjunction with public comnents received after publica

tion in the Federal Register.  

6. The regulatory staff has worked closely with the Advisory Committee 

on Reactor Safeguards on the development of the criteria and the revision of 

the proposed criteria reflects ACRS review and comment. The ACRS has stated 

that it believes that the revised criteria are appropriate to publish for 

public comment.  

7. It is proposed that the criteria be included as Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.  

The proposed amendment,which is attached as Appendix 1B," provides that the 

General Design Criteria be used for guidance by an applicant in developing the 

principal design criteria for the facility. For a specific reactor case, some 

-of the General Design Criteria may be unnecessary or inappropriate and the 

criteria, as a whole, way be insufficient. It is expected that additional 

criteria will be needed particularly for unusual sites and environmental con

ditions, and for new and advanced reactor types. In any case, there must be 

assurance that the principal design criteria proposed by an applicant encompass 

all those facility design features required in the interest of public safety.  

8. The criteria are designated as "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits" to emphasize the key role they assume at 

this stage of the licensing process. The criteria have been categorized as 

Category A or Category B. Experience has shown that more definitive informa

tion is needed at the construction permit stage for the items listed in 

Category A than for Category B.  

OFFRCHAL USE ONLY
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a Týh -ý rpn.Vornl psiep, Crrteria are expected to bp -isef,,1 as 

interim guidance until such time as the Commission takes further action on 

then.  

STAFF JUDGMENTS 

10. The Office of the General Counsel and the Divisions of Reactor 

Licensing and Compliance concur.in the recotmendations of this paper. The 

Office ef Congressional Relations concurs in Appendix "C." The Division of 

Public Information concurs in recormmendation ll.c.  

RECOMMENDATION 

11. The Director of Regulation recommends that the Atomic En rgy 

Conuissi on: 

a. Approve publication of the proposed aendments to 10 CFR Part 50 

contained in Appendix "B." 

b. Note that the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy will be informed 

by letter such as Appendix "C." 

c. Note that a public announcement such as Appendix "D" be issued 

on filing the notice of proposed rule making with the Federal Register.  

LIST OF ENCLOSURES 

APPENDIX Page No.  

"A" List of Incoming Correspondence on "AEC Seeking 
Public Comment on Proposed Design Criteria for 
Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" Press 
Release No. H-252 Dated November 22, 1965 ............. 6 

"B" Notice of Proposed Rule Making ......................... 7 

"C" Draft Letter to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.. 35 

"D" Draft Public Announcement ............................. 37 
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APPENDIX "B" 

(II. [10 CFR PART 507 

LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES 

General Design Criteria 
for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits-/ 

The Atomic Energy Commission has under consideration an amendment to its 

regulation, 10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization Facili

ties," which would add an Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits." The purpose of the proposed amendment 

would be to provide guidance to applicants in developing the principal design 

criteria to be included in applications for Commission construction permits.  

These General Design Criteria would not add any new requirements, but are 

intended to describe more clearly present Commission requirements to assist 

applicants in preparing applications.  

The proposed amendment would complement other proposed amendments to 

Part 50 which were published for public comment in the FEDERAL REGISTER on 

August 16, 1966 (31 F.R. 10891).  

l/ Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other amendments to 

10 CFR Part 50 (31 F.R. 10891), the amendment proposed herein would be 

a further revision to Part 50 previously published for comment in the 

FEDERAL REGISTER.

Appendix "B"-7 -
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The proposed amendments to Part 50 reflect a recommendation made by 

( a seven-member Regulatory Review Panel, appointed by the Commission to 

study: (1) the programs and procedures for the licensing and regulation 

of reactors and (2) the decision-making process in the Commission's regula

tory program. The Panel's report recommended the development, particularly 

at the construction permit stage of a licensing proceeding, .of design 

criteria for nuclear power plants. Work on the development of such criteria 

had been in process at the time of the Panel's study.  

As a result, preliminary proposed criteria for the design of nuclear 

power plants were discussed with the Commission's Advisory Committee on 

Reactor Safeguards and were informally distributed for public coment in 

Commission Press Release H-252 dated November 22, 1965. In developing the 

proposed criteria set forth in the proposed amendments to Part 50, the 

Commission has taken into consideration comments and suggestions from 

divisions within the Commission, from the Advisory Comamittee on Reactor Safe

guards, from members of industry, and from the public.  

Section 50.34, paragraph (b), as published for comment in the FEDERAL 

REGISTER on August 16, 1966, would require that each application for a construc

tion permit include a preliminary safety analysis report. The minimum informa

tion to be included in this preliminary safety analysis report is (1) a descrip

tion and safety assessment of the site, (2) a summary description of the facility, 

S(3) 1 preliinrary dmeuln of the flra1ty, (4) a preliinAry safety analysis 

and evaluation of the facility, (5) an identification of subjects expected
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to be technical specifications, and (6) a preliminary plan for the organiza

tion, training, and operation. £ie foiiowing infoxati,, is y)ecixLr4 L:U 

inclusion as part of the preliminary design of the facility: 

"(i) The principal design criteria for the facility; 

(ii) The design bases and the relation of the design bases to 

the principal design criteria; 

(iii) Information relative to materials of construction, 

general arrangement and approximate dimensions, suffi

cient to provide reasonable assurance that the final 

design will conform to the design bases with adequate 

margin for safety;" 

The "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" 

proposed to be included as Appendix A to this part are intended to aid the 

applicant in development item (1) above, the principal design criteria. All 

criteria established by an applicant and accepted by the Commission would be 

incorporated by reference in the construction permit. In considering the 

issuance of an operating license under the regulations, the Comnission would 

assure that the criteria had been met in the detailed design and construction 

of the facility or that changes in such criteria have been justified.  

Section 50.34 ar publishid In the FEDERAL REGISTER on Auguat 16, 1966, 

would be further amended by adding to Part 50 a new Appendix A containing 

the General Design Criteria applicable to the construction of nuclear power 

plants and by a specific reference to this Appendix in §50.34, paragraph (b).  

The Commission expects that the provisions of the proposed amendments 

relating to General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction 

- 9 - Appendix "B" 
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Permits will be useful as interim guidance until such time as the Commission 

( takes further action on them.  

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the 

Aduinistrative Procedure Act of 1946, as amended, notice Is hereby given 

that adoption of the following amendments to 10 CFR Part 50 is contemplated.  

All interested persons who desire to submit written comments or suggestions 

in connection with the proposed amendments should send them to the Secretary, 

United States Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C. 20545, within 60 days 

after publication of this notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER. Comments received 

after that period will be considered If it Is praCticable to do so, but 

assurance of consideration cannot be given except as to comments Liled within 

the period specified. Copies of comments may be examined in the Commission's 

Public Documsent Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.  

1. §50.34(b)(3)(i) of 10 CFR Part 50 is amended to read as follows:.  

§50.34 Contents of applications; technical information safety analysis 

(b) Each application for a construction permit shall include a 

preliminary safety analysis report. The report shall cover all pertinent 

2/ Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other amendments to 

550.34 (31 F.R. 10891)ý the amendment proposed herein would be a further 

revision of §50.34(b)(3)(i) previously published for comment in the 

SFEDERAL RECISTER. LAdditions are underscored./ 

Sd iK
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subjectS specified in paragraph (a) of this section as fully as available 

inLrmation permits. The minimum intormnatlon to be included shall consist 

of the following: 

(3) The preliminary design of the facility, including: 

(i) The principal design criteria for the facility.  

Appendix A. "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits," provides guidance 

for establishing the principal design criteria for 

nuclear power plants.  

2. A new Appendix A is added to read as follows: 

(See Attachment) 

(Sec. 161, 68 Stat. 948; 42 U.S.C. 2201) 

Dated at this 

day of 1967.  

For the Atomic Energy Commission.  

W. B. McCool 
Secretary
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APPiNDIX A

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR 

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS,-3/

Table of Contents

INTRODUCTION

Group Title 

I. OVERALL PLANT REQUIRE'MENTS

Quality Standards 
Performance Standards 
Fire Protection 
Sharing of Systems 
Records Requirements

Criterion No.

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

II. PROTECTION BY MULTIPLE FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS 

Reactor Core Design 
Suppression of Power Oscillations 
Overall Power Coefficient 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 
Containment 

III. NUCLEAR AND RADIATION CONTROLS 

Control Room 
Instrumentation and Control Systems 
Fission Process Monitors and Controls 
Core Protection Systems 
Engineered Safety Features Protection Systems 
Monitoring Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 
Monitoring Radioactivity Releases 
Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage

6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18

3/ Inasmuch as the Commission has under consideration other amendments to 
10 CFR Part 50 (31 F.R. 10891), the amendment proposed herein would be a 
further revision to Part 50 previously published for comment in the 
FEDERAL REGISTER.

- 12 - Appendix A to 
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C IV. RELIABILITY AM) TESTABILITY OF PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

Protection Systems Reliability 19 
Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence 20 
Single Failure Definition 21 
Separation of Protection and Control Instru- 22 

mentation Systems 
Protection Against Multiple Disability for 23 

Protection Systems 
Emergency Power for Protection Systems 24 
Demonstration of Functional Operability of 25 

Protection Systems 
Protection Systems Fail-Safe Design 26 

V. REACTIVITY CONTROL 

Redundancy of Reactivity Control 27 
Reactivity Hot Shutdown Capability 28 
Reactivity Shutdown Capability 29 
Reactivity Holddown Capability 30 
Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction 31 
Maximum Reactivity Worth of Control Rods 32 

VI. REAC1DR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY 

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Capability 33 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Rapid 34 

Propagation Failure Prevention 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Brittle 35 

Fracture Prevention 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Surveillance 36 

VII. ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES 

A. General Requirements for Engineered Safety Features 

Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design 37 
Reliability and Testability of Engineered 38 

Safety Features 
Emergency Power for Engineered Safety Features 39 
Missile Protection 40 
Engineered Safety Features Performance Capability 41 
Engineered Safety Features Components Capability 42 
Accident Aggravation Prevention 43 

13 - Appendix A to 
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VII. ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES 

B. Emergency Core Cooling Systems 

Emergency Core Cooling Systems Capability 

Inspection of Emergency Core Cooling Systems 

Testing of Emergency Core Cooling Systems 

Components 

Testing of Emergency Core Cooling Systems 

Testing of Operational Sequence of Emergency 

Core Cooling Systems 

C. Containment 

Containment Design Basis 

NDT Requirement for Containment Material 

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Outside 

Conta i nreent 
Containment Heat Removal Systems 

Containment Isolation Valves 

Containment Leakage Rate Testing 

Containment Periodic Leakage Rate Testing 

Provisions for Testing of Penetrations 

Provisions for Testing of Isolation Valves 

D. Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems 

Inspection of Containment Pressure-Reducirn 
Systems 

Testing of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems 

Testing of Containment Spray Systems 

Testing of Operational Sequence of Containment 

Pressure-Reducing Systems

*~.-*. V.

Lriterion No.

44 
45 
46 

47 
48

49 
50 
51 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

58 

59 
60 
61

E. Air Cleanup Systems

Inspection 
Testing of 

Testing of 
Testing of 

Systems

of Air Cleanup Systems 
Air Cleanup Systems Components 

Air Cleanup Systems 

Operational Sequence of Air Cleanup

62 
63 
64 
65
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Criterion No.Title

VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality 

Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat 

Fuel and Waste Storage Radiation Shielding 

Protection Against Radioactivity Release from 

Spent Fuel and Waste Storage 

IX. PLANT EFFLUENTS 

Control of Releases of Radioactivity to the 

Environment

66 67 
68 
69 

70

-1
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(.Every applicant for a construction permit is required by the provisions 

of §50.34 to include the principal design criteria for the proposed facility 

in the application. These General Design Criteria are intended to be used as 

guidance in establishing the principal design criteria for a nuclear power 

plant. The General Design Criteria reflect the predominating experience with 

water power reactors as designed and located to date, but their applicability 

is not limited to these reactors. They are considered generally applicable 

to all power reactors.  

Under the Commission's regulations, an applicant must provide assurance 

that its principal design criteria encompass all those facility design features 

required in the interest of public health and safety. There may be some power 

reactor cases for which fulfillment of some of the General Design Criteria may 

not be necessary or appropriate. There will be other cases in which these 

criteria are insufficient, and additional criteria must be identified and 

satisfied by the design in the interest of public safety. It is expected that 

additional criteria will be needed particularly for unusual sites and environ

mental conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors. Within this 

context, the General Design Criteria should be used as a reference allowing 

additions or deletions as an individual case may warrant. Departures from 

the General Design Criteria should be justified.  

The criteria are designated as "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 

Power Plant Construction Permits" to emphasize the key role they assume at 

this stage of the licensing process. The criteria have been categorized as 

Category A or Category B. Experience has shown that more definitive informa

tion is needed at the construction permit stage for the Items listed in 

Category A than for Category B.  

- 16 - Appendix A to 
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I. OVERALL PLANT REQUIREMENTS 

CRITERION I - QUALITY STANDARDS (Category A) 

Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are essential to 

the prevention of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or 

to mitigation of their consequences shall be identified and then designed, 

fabricated, and erected to quality standards that reflect the importance of the 

safety function to be performed. Where generally recognized codes or standards 

on design, materials, fabrication, and inspection are used, they shall be 

identified. Where adherence to such codes or standards does not suffice to 

assure a quality product in keeping with the safety function, they shall be 

supplemented or modified as necessary. Quality assurance programs, test 

procedures, and inspection acceptance levels to be used shall be identified.  

A showing of sufficiency and applicability of codes, standards, quality 

assurance programs, test procedures, and inspection acceptance levels used is 

requi red.  

CRITERION 2 - PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Category A) 

Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are essential 

to the prevention of accidents which could affect the public health and safety 

or to mitigation of their consequences shall be designed, fabricated, and 

erected to performance standards that will enable the facility to withstand, 

without loss of the capability to protect-the public, the additional forces 

that might be imposed by natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, 

flooding conditions, winds, ice, and other local site effects. The design

Appendix A tO 
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........ un, ,.cung the transter to alternate power sources and the 

design air flow delivery capability.  

VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEM4S 

CRITERION 66 - PREVENTION OF FUEL STORAGE CRITICALITY (Category B) 

Criticality in new and spent fuel storage shall be prevented by physical 

systems or processes. Such means as geometrically safe configurations shall 

be emphasized over procedural controls.  

CRITERION 67 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE DECAY HEAT (Category B) 

Reliable decay heat removal systems shall be designed to prevent damage 

to the fuel in storage facilities that could result in radioactivity release 

to plant operating areas or the public environs.  

CRITERION 68 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE RADIATION SHIELDING (Category B) 

Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided in the design of 

spent fuel and waste storage facilities as required to meet the requirements 

of 10 CFR 20.  

CRITERIDN 69 - PROTECTION AGAINST RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE FROM SPENT FUEL AND 

WJASTE STORAGE (Category B) 

Containment of fuel and waste storage shall be provided if accidents 

could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the public 

environs.  
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 12 

Notice of proposed rulemaking for General Design 
Criteria, 32 Fed. Reg. 10,213 (July 11, 1967)



Published 32 Federal Register 10213, July 11, 1967 
PROPOSED5 RULE MAKI1NG 10213P

FZDSVAL R EGIS7ZRt WvM be cofls'dered be- submitted in triplicate to the Area N 
for ~cionis takeni on the proposed ager, Atlanta Area Office, Atte on 

eaen nat No lhearing is contemplated Ch"'ef, A'-- Traffi.c Branch, Fcderal/Al~a
at-i tit,' time, but arrang;ea-ents for in- tion Admrjistration, Post Offl Box 
formnal onfcer~cres with Federal Avia- 20636, Atlanta,. Ga. 30320. All co munl
t:o:'. Ai.Caizr, o offlejals may be cations received within 30 d ..s after 

_bar y , ntLc-a te ChIe f, Air Tralffc publicatior. of this notice in t. FZOOSSAL 
-,.0 a, v.sor argumenerts REOsiSTR will be considered be re action 

:;).cso , ted Cr:.g, such, conferences must Is taken on the proposed am dmnent. No 
1)0 ..uLe: ttcd ;,in r; in accord- erngis contemplated at .is timne, but 
w-ith L:-. not.'ce in order to becoine arrangements for Inform.' conferences 

a17 the- r-ec *6 fG.,r ccunsiderat'on, The wth Federal A'.Iat'ion dmici istra tion 
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PROPOSED RULE MAKING

Plant Construction Permits."' The pur
pose of the proposed amendment would 

ýte to provide guidance to applicants in 
developing the principal design criteria 
to be included in applications for Com
-lission construction permits. These 
tCeneral Design Criteria would not add 
any new requirements, but are intended 
to describe more clearly present Com
umission requirements to assist applicants 
in preparing applinations.  

The proposed al.iendment would com
;plement other proposed amendments to 
Part "0 which were published for public 

'ccmment in the FEDERAL REGISTER on 
4 August 16, 1966 (31 P.R. 10891).  

The proposed amendments to Part 50 
reflect a recommendation made by a 
seven-member Regulatory Review Panel, 
appointed by the Commission to study: 
(I.) The programs and procedures for 

= the licensing and regulation of reactors 
and (2) the decision-making process in 
t.he Commission's regulatory program.  
The Panel's report recommended the 
development, particularly at the con

tztruction permit stage of a licensing 
proceedIng, of design criteria for nuclear 
power plants. Work on the development 
of such criteria had been in process at 
the time of the Panel's study.  

As a result, preliminary proposed 
criteria for the design of nuclear power 
plants were discussed with the Com
rnission's Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards and were informally distrib
uted for public comment in Commission 
Press Release H-252 dated November 22, 
1965. In developing the proposed criteria 
set forth In the proposed amendments 
to Part 50, the Commission has taken 
Into consideration comments and sug
gestions from the Advisory Committee 
on Reactor Safeguards, from members 
of industry, and from the public.  

Section 50.34, paragraph (b), as pub
lished for comment in the FEDERAL REG
XSTER on August 16, 1966, would require 
that each application for a construction 
permit include a preliminary safety 
analysis report. The minimum informa
tion to be included in this preliminary 
safety analysis report is (1) a descrip
tion and safety assessment of the site, 
(2) a summary description of the facil
ity, (3) a preliminary design of the 
facility, (4) a preliminary safety analysis 
and evaluation of the facility, (5) an 
identification of subjects expected to be 
technical specifications, and (6) a pre
liminary plan for the organization, 
training, and operation. The following 
information is specified for inclusion as 
part of the preliminary design of the 
facility: 

lii The principal design criterna .or 
the facility 

(ii) T,: & .•,n bazes and the relation 
of the .:.i4 bases to the principal 
des,:..  

(iii, - .. .:.a .. on relative to materials 
of c:..-iction, general arrangement 
and approximate dimensions, sufficient 

'Inasmuch as the Commission has under 
consideration other amnendments to 10 CFR 
Part 50 (31 F.R. 10891), the amendment pro
pomed herein would be a further revision to 
Part 50 previously published for comment 
in the FEo3L.AL REoGISrE,

to provide reasonable assurance that the 
final design will conform to the design 
bases with adequate margin for safety; 
The "General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plant Construction Permits" pro
posed to be included as Appendix A to 
this part are intended to aid the appli
cant in development item (i) above, the 
principal design criteria. All criteria es
tablished by an applicant and accepted 
by the Commission would be incor
porated by reference in the construction 
permit. In considering the issuance of 
an operating license under the regula
tions, the Commission would assure that 
the criteria had been met in the detailed 
design and construction of the facility 
or that changes in such criteria have 
been justified.  

Section 50.34 as published in the FED
ERAL REGISTER on August 16, 1966, would 
be further amended by adding to Part 50 
a new Appendix A containing the Gen
eral Design Criteria applicable to the 
construction of nuclear power plants 
and by a specific reference to this 
Appendix in § 50.34, paragraph (b).  

The Commission expects that the 
provisions of the proposed amendments 
relating to General Design Criteria for 
Nuclear Power Plant Construction Per
mits will be useful as interim guidance 
until such time as the Commission takes 
further action on them.  

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954, as amended, and the Adminis
trative Procedure Act of 1946, as 
amended, notice is hereby given that 
adoption of the following amendments 
to 10 CFR Part 50 is contemplated. All 
interested persons who desire to submit 
written comments or suggestions in con
nection with the proposed amendments 
should send them to the Secretary, U.S.  
Atomic Energy Commission, Washing-

ton, D.C. 20545, within 60 days after 
publication of this notice in the FEDERAL 
REGISTER. Comments received after that 
period will be considered if it is prac
ticable to do so, but assurance of con
sideration cannot be given except as 
to comments filed within the period 
specified. Copies of comments may be 
examined in the Commission's Public 
Document Room at 1717 H Street NW., 
Washington, D.C.  

1. Section 50.34(b) (3) (1) of 10 CFR 
Part 50 is amended to read as follows: 

§ 50.34 Contents of applicaltons; tech.  
nical infornialion safety analysis re
port.2 
* * * 

(b) Each application for a construc
tion permit shall include a preliminary 
safety analysis report. The report shall 
cover all pertinent subjects specified in 
paragraph (a) of this section as fully 
as available information permtits. The 
minimum information to be included 
shall consist of the following: 

(3) The preliminary design of the 
facility, including: 

(i) The principal design criteria for 
the facility. Appendix A, "General Design 
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Con
struction Permits," provides guidance 
for establishing the principal design 
criteria for nuclear power plants.  

2. A new Appendix A is added to read 
as follows: 

2Inasmuch as the Commission has under 
consideration other amendments to 5 50.34 
(31 F.R. 10891), the amendment proposed 
herein would be a further revision of 1 50.34 
(b) (3) (1) previously published for comment 
in the FEDERAL REGISTER.

APPENDIX A-GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITSn 
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Criterion SGroup and title No.  

V. Iteactivity control: 
Redundancy of Reactivity Control ....- 27 
Reactivity Hot Shutdown Capability- - - - 28 "Reactivity Shutdown Capability --- 29 
Reactivity Holddown Capability --------------------- 30 
Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction__ - 31.  
Maxinaumn Reactivity Worth of Control Rods -------- - ------------- 32 

'VI. Reactor coolant pressure boundary: 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Capability ----------------------------- 33 
RercLor C.-olant Pressure Boundary Rapid Propagation Failure Prevention�. 34 
Reactor Colant Pressure Boundary Brittle Fracture Prevention ------------- 35 
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Surveillance --------------------------- 36 

VII. Engineered safety features: 
A. General requirements for engineered safety features: 

Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design ------------------------ 37 
Reliability and Testability of Engineered Safety Features ------------ 38 
Emergency Power for Engineered Safety Features -------------- ------ 39 
Missile Protection ---------------------------------------------.--- 40 
Engineered Safety Features Perforpnance Capability ----------------- 41 
Engineered Safety Features Components Capability ----------------- 42 
Accident Aggravation Prevention ----------------------------------- 43 

B. Emergency core cooling systems: 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems Capability ------------------------ 44 
Inspection of Emergency Core Cooling Systems ---------------------- 45 
Testing of E•nergency Core Cooling Systems Components ------------- 46 
Test!ng of Emergency Core Cooling Systems ------------------------- 47 
Testing cf Operational Sequence of Emergency Core Cooling Systems-- 48 

Q- Containmr.ent: 
Containment Design Basis ----------------------------------------- 49 
NDT Requirement for Containment Material ------------------------ 50 
te.,ctor Coolant Pressure Boundary Outside Containment ------------ 51 
Contain'nent Heat Removal Systems -------------------------------- 52 
Containment Isolation Valves -------------------------------------- 53 
ContaInnment Leakage Rate Testing --------------------------------- 54 
Containment Periodic Leakage Rate Testing ------------------------ 55 
Proviscons for Testing of Penetrations ------------------------------ 56 
Provisions for Testing of Isolation Valves --------------------------- 57 

D. Containnment pressure-reducing systems: 
Inspection of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems -------------- 58 
Testing of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems ----------------- 59 
Testing of Containment Spray Systems ----------------------------- 60 
Testing of Operational Sequence of Containment Pressure-Reducing 

Systems -------------------------------------------------------- 61 
ME Air cleanup systems: 

inspection of Air Cleanup Systems --------------------------------- 62 
Testing of Air Cleanup Systems Components ------------------------ 63 
Testing of Air Cleanup Systems ------------------------------------- 64 
Testing of Operational Sequence of Air Cleanup Systems ------------- 65 

"viii. Fuel and waste storage systems: 
Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality -------------------------------------- 6 
Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat --------------------------------------- 67 
Fuel and Waste Storage Rad ation Shielding ------------------------------- 68 
Protection Against Radioactivity Release from Spent Fuel and Waste Storage-- 69 

EX. Plant effluents: 
Control of Releases of Radioactivity to the Envlrosm~ent -------------------- 70 

Inasmuch as the Corn'mission has under consIderation other amendments to 10 CPR Part 
b0 (31 F.R,. t0691), the amendment proposed herein would be a further revision to Part 50 
prevxously published for co.r-nsent in the FEDERAL RCEISTER.

Introdlctsfor. Every nnpllcant for a con
struction perrrizs is rcqu.rc-d by the provisIons 
of § 50.34- to include thn pr.nc-,cnl d:sign 
Criteria for the pro.xoscd faci:ity 4n the ap
pt1cation. Tncve Generl Deuýg• Criteria are 
intended to be reled n gas..ane in estab
liah:ng the pnrnc'p- de.:gn c -it'oria for a 
nucle. L power pant. The GEner.d De.i:n 
Criteria rfeIet bie prezonm-nating ex)Ž:;'ienca 
"witn water -owere rcact.,ra as designed a.nd 
located to uate. but their appllca-bihty .a 
not ;in ;'Led -.o tl.5c c reactors. They arc con
sldered gcnr..2• npl):eable to all pouvrr 
reacors.  

Unuldar -. ... :.-.Ason's regu'axicns, an 

. ,-ov.de zsurance that Its 
pri::c'.! Cc..esgn c:-creria encompass all those 
facllsIy týe.. n features required In the In
terest of -,ublic health and safety. There 
may be souse power reactor cases for which 
fulfllmnent of souse of the General Design 
Criteria may not be necessary or appropriate.  
There will be other ceass in which these 
criteria are snsuillctent, and additional cri
terla must be identified and satisfied by

the design in the interest of public safety.  
It :s expected t:at additional criteria will 
be necded partictuarly for unusual sites and 
environmental conditions, and for new aid 
a-dva.nced types of reactors. Within this con
text, the General Design Crlterla should be 
used as a reference allowing addition.s or 
deletiona aLS an individual case may wa-rsa..s.  
Dc,)ýu-tures from the General Des~gn Cr.
tensi should be justified.  

The criteria are decsig:n.ated as "General 
DL ..- n Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Con
as. uct~on Permits" to emphasize the key role 
1.-hy ansurne at this stage of the licensing 
proceae. The c-itera have been categorized 
as Category A or Category B. Experience has 
shown that more definitive information Is 
needed at the construction permit stage for 
the Items listed in Category A than for those 
In Category B.  

1. OVERALL PLAN'T REQUIREMENTS 

Criterion 1-Quality Standards (Categoy 
A). Those systems and components of reac
tor facilities which are essential to the pre-

vention of accidents which could affect the 
public -heaath and safety or to raltigation of 
their consequences shall be identified and 
then designed, fabricated, and erected to 
quality stwidards that reflect the Importance 
of the safety function to be performed.  
Where generally recognized codes or stand
ards on design, materials, fabrication, and 
inspection are used, they shall be identified.  
Where adherence to such codes or standards 
does not suffice to assure a quality product 
in keeping with the safety function, they 
shall be supplemented or modified as neces
sary. Quality assurance programs, test proce
dures, and Inspection acceptance levels to 
be used shall be identified. A showing of 
sufficiency and applicability of codes, stand
ards, quality assurance programs, test proce
dures, and inspection acceptance levels used 
is required.  

Criterion 2-Per/ormance Standards (Cate
gory A). Those systems and components of 
reactor facilities which are essential to the 
prevention of accidents which could affect 
the public health and safety or to mltlga
tion of their consequences shall be designed.  
fabricated, and erected to performance 
standards that will enable the facility to 
withstand, without loss of the capability 
to protect the public, the additional forces 
that might be imposed by natural phenom
ena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, flood
ing conditions, wbLnds, ice, and other local 
site effects. The design bases so established 
shall reflect: (a) Appropriate consideration 
of the most severe of these natural phenom
ena that have been recorded for the site 
and the surrounding area and (b) an ap
propr~ate margin for withstanding forces 
greater ;h.n those recorded to reflect un
certainties about the historical data and 
their suitability as a basis for design.  

Criterion 3-Fire Proteetion (Category A).  
The reactor facility shall be designed (1) to 
minimize the probability of events such as 
fires and explosions and (2) to minimize the 
potential effects of such events to safety.  
Noncombustible and fire resistant materials 
shall be used whenever practical throughout 
the facility, particularly in areas contain
lng critical portions of the facility such as 
containment, control room, and components 
of engineered safety features.  

Criterion 4-Sharing of Systems (Category 
A). R eactor facilities shall not share sys
tems or components unless it 's shown safe
ty is not impaired by the sharing.  

Criterion 5-Records Requirements (Cate
gorj A). Records of the design, fabricasion, 
and constructIon of essential componenas of 
the plant shall be maintained by the reactor 
operator or under its control throughout the 
life of the reactor.  

If. PROTETION LT MULTIPLMz FISSION PsOs
ucT BARRIERS 

Criterion 6-Reactor Core Design (Cate
gory A). The reactor core shall be desivned 
to function throughout its design lifetime, 
without exceeding acceptable fuel damage 
lniits which have been stlrulated and justi
fled. The core desIgn, toe7cE:r wish reliable 
priccess and decay beat risnova systens, 
.2a51 provide for this capability un.der .ýl ex
pected conditions of normal opertion wlth 
appropriate margins for unce,- .'nuies an-d 
for transIent situations which can be anzi:
cipated, including the effects of the loss of 
power to reclreulation pumps, tripping out 
of a turbine generator set, isolation of the 
reactor from Its primary heat sink, and loss 
of all offslte power.  

Criterion 7-Supression of Power Oscilla
tions (Category B). The core design, together 
with reliable controls, shall ensure that 
power oscillations which could cause dam
age in excess of acceptable fuel damage 
limits axe not possible or can be readily 
suppressed.
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S'Crtterion R---Overall Power Coefficient 
( Catcgory Il. The reactor shall be designed 
so that the overall power coefficient In the 
power operating range shall not be positive.  

Criterion 9-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary (Category A). The reactor coolant 
pressure boundary shall be designed and 
constructed so as to have an exceedingly low 
probability of gross rupture or significant 
leakage throughout its design lifetime.  

Criterion 10-Ccntainment (Category A).  
Containment shall bo provided. The con
tainment structure shall be designed to sus
tain the initial effects of gross equipment 
failures, such as a large coolant boundary 
break, without loes of required Integrity and, 
together with other engineered safety tea
tures as may be necessary, to retain for as 
long ai the situation requires the functional 
capability to protect the public.

IIl. NUCLEAR AND RADIATION CONTROLS 

Criterion 11-Control Room eCategory B): 
The facility shall be provided with a control 
room from which actions to maintain safe 
operatlonal status of the plant can be con
trolled. Adequate radiation protection shall 
be provided to permit access, even under ac
cident conditions, to equipment in the con
trol room or other areas as necessary to shut 
down and maintain safe control of the facili
ity without radiation exposures of personnel 
In excess of 10 CFR 20 lunits. It shall be pos
sible to shut the reactor down and main
taln it in a sate condition If access to the 
control room is lost due o fire or other cause.  

C'iferion "2-Ias!r7umncitation and Con
trcl Systems tCalegory 3). Instrumentation 
and controls sh.ail be provided as required to 
monitor and maintain variables within pre
scribed operating ranges.  

Criterion 13-Fission Process Monitors and 
Controls (Category B). Means shall be pro
vided for monitoring and maintaining con
trol over the fission process throughout core 
life and for all conditions that can reason
ably be anticipated to cause variations in re
activity of the core, such as Indication of 
position of control rods and concentration of 
soluble reactivity control poisons.  

Cri%:-.•on 14-Core Protection Systems 
(Category J ). Core protection systems, to
getlher with associated equipment, shall be 
designed to act automatically to prevent or 
to suippress conditions that could result in 
exceeding acceptable fuel cL.mage limits.  

Cricriotn 15-Engineercd Safety Featzures 
Protect-on Systems (Category B). Protection 
systems shall be provided for sensing acci
dent situations and initiating the oper tion 
of necessary engineered safety features.  

Criterions 16-Monitortng Reactor Cooeant 
Pressure Bo'undary (iCatcyory C). Me .ns shall 
be provided for moniltoring the re!cror cool
ant pressure bounda:ry tz. 'e:ect leikage.  

Crttei on 1R7-iooator:viy Radfoctivity 
Releases (Ca.,yor& EP). .M:i• shall be pro
vided for monitoring the containment at
mosphere, the facilizy ce..uent discharge 
p;,Lhs, and the factlity en'.irons for radio
activity that could be released from normal 
opera.tions, from anticipated t-ansients, and 
from accident conditions.  

Cnrierton 1S-t,fonitoring Fuel and Waste 
Staer:'" (Category B). Monitoring and 
ar .r . .irunentation shall be provided for 

,,,ste storage and handling areas for 
.that might contribute to loss of 

co-..-1u.t.y in decay heat removal and to 
ra._a;toa exposures.  

IV. RELIABILrrY AND TESTASrLITY or 
PRoTEcTIoN SYsTEMS 

Criterion 19-Protectioan Systems Reliabil
ity (Catergary B). Protection systems shall 
be designed for high functional reliability 
and in-service testability oommnensurate with 
the safety functions to be performed.

PROPOSED RULE MAKING

Criterion 20-Protection Systems Re
dundancy and Independence (Category B).  
Redundancy and Independence designed Into 
protection systems shall be sufficient to as
sure that no single failure or removal from 
service of any component or channel of a 
system will result In loss of the protection 
function. The redundancy provided shall 
include, as a minimum, two channels of 
protection for each protection function to be 
served. Different principles shall be used 
where necessary to achieve true Independ
ence of redundant Instrumentation com
ponents.  

Criterion 21-Single Failure Definition 
(Category B). Multiple failures resulting 
from a single event shall be treated as a 
single failure.  

Criterion 22-Separation of Protection and 
Control Instrumentation Systems (Category 
B). Protection systems shall be separated 
from control instrumentation syn'ems to the 
extent that failure or removal Siom service 
of any control Instrumnentatlon system 
component or channel, or of those common 
to control instrumentation and protection 
circuitry, leaves intact a system satisfying 
all requirements for the protection channels.  

Criterion 23-Protection Against MIultiple 
Disability for Protection Systems (Category 
B). The effects of adverse conditions to which 
redundant channels or protection systems 
might be exposed in conmon, either under 
normal conditions or those of an accident.  
shall not result in loss of the protection 
function.  

Criterion 24--Emergency Power for Pro
tection Systems (Category 5). In the event of 
loss of all offsite power. sufficient alternate 
:;ources of power shall be provided to permit 
the required functioning of the protection 
systemsý 

Criterion 25-Demonstration of Functional 
Operability of Protection Systems (Category 
B). Means shall be Included for testing pro
tection systems while the reactor is In opera
tion to demonstrate that no failure or loss 
of redundancy has occurred.  

Criterion 26-Protection Systems Fail-Safe 
Design (Category B). The protection systems 
shall be designed to fail into a safe state or 
into a state established as tolerable on a 
defined b.ais if conditions such as discon
nection of the system, loss of energy (e.g..  
electric power, instrument air). or adverse 
enmironnietns (eg., extreme heat or cold, 
fre, steam, or water) are experienced.  

V. RFrAcTsvrrT CONTROL 

Criter&.on 27-PRedundancy of Reactivity 
Con.trol 1Category A). At least two independ
ent reactivity control systems, preferably of 
different principles, shall be provided. 0 

Criterion 25-Reactivity Hot Shutdown Ca
pability (Category A). At least two of the 
re.actiity control systems provided shall in
dependently be capable of making and hold
ing the core subcritical from any hot standby 
or hot operating condition, Including those 
resultung from power changes, suflciently 
fast to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel 
damage limits.  

Criterion 29-Reactivity Shutdown Capa
bility (Category A). At least one of the reac
tivity contrcl systems provided shall be ca
pable of making the core subcritical under 
any condition (including .,rtlcipated opera
tional transients) suffIclerny fast to prevent 
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits.  
Shutdown margins greater than the maxi
mum worth of the most effective control rod 
when fully withdrawn shall be provided.  

Criterion 30-Reactivity Holddown Capa
bility (Category R). At least one of the reac
tivity control systems provided shall be 
capable of making and holding the core sub
critical under any conditions with appropri
ate margins for contingencies.

Criterion 31-Reactivity Control Systems 
Mal/unction (Category B). The reactivity 
control systems shall be capable of sustain
Ing any single malfunction, such as. un
planned Continuous withdrawal (not eJec
tion) of a control rod, without causing a 
reactivity transient which could result i4 
exceeding aiceptable fuel damage limits.  

Criterion 32-Maximum Reactivity Worth 
of Control Rods (Category A). Llmlts, which 
Include considerable margin, shall be placed 
on the maximum reactivity worth of control 
rods or elements and on rates at which reac
tivity can be increased to ensure that the 
potential effects of a sudden or large change 
of reactivity cannot (a) rupture the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary or (b) disrupt the 
core, Its support structures, or other vessel 
Internals sufficiently to impair the effective
ness of emergency core cooling.  

VI. RsEAcToa COOLANT ParsUsRE BOUNDARY 

Criterion 33-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Capability (Category A). The re
actor coolant pressure boundary shall be 
capable of accommodating without rupture, 
and with only limited allowance for energy 
absorption through plastic deformation, the 
static and dynamic loads imposed on any 
boundary component as a result of any In
advertent and sudden release of energy to 
the coolant. As a design reference, this sud
den release shall be taken as that which 
would result from a sudden reactivity inser
tion such as rod ejection (unless prevented 
by positive mechanical means), rod dropout, 
or cold water addition.  

Criterion 34-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Rapid Propagation Failure Preven
tion (Category A). The reactor coolant pres
sure boundary shall be designed to minimize 
the probability of rapidly propagating type 
failures. Consideration shall be given (a) to 
the notch-toughness properties of materials 
extending to the upper shelf of the Charpy 
transition curve, (b) to the state of stress of 
materials under static and transient load
Ings, (c) to the quality control specified for 
materials and component fabrication to limit 
flaw sizes, and (d) to the provisions for con
tro! over service temperature and irradiation 
effects which may require operational 
restrictions.  

Criterion 35-Reo'ctor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Brittle Fracture Prevention (Cate
gory A). Under conditions where reactor cool
ant pressure boundary system components 
constructed of ferritic materials may be sub
'ected to potential loadings, such as a re
activity-induced loading, service tempera
tures shall be at least 120* F. above the nil 
ductility transition (NDT) temperature of 
the component material if the resultung 
energy release is expected to be absorbed by 
plastic deformation or 60* F. above the NDT 
reemperature of the component material If 
the resulting energy release is expected to be 
absorbed within the elastic strain energy 
range.  

Criterion 36-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Surveillance (Category A). Reactor 
coolant pressure boundary components sholl 
have provisions for inspection, testing, and 
surveilliace by appropriate means to assess 
the structural and leaktight Integrity of the 
boundary components during their service 
liietime. For the reactor vessel, a ma.terial 
surveillance program conforming w i t h 
ASTM-E-I85-66 shall be provided.  

VII. ENGINEYxaED SAFETY FEAToRES 

Criterion 37--Engineered Safety Features 
Basis for Design (Category A). Engineered 
safety features shall be provided In the fa
cility to back up the safety provided by the 
core design, the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary, and their protection systems, As 
a minimum, such engineered safety features
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shall be designed to cope with any size re
actor coolant pressure boundary break up to 
and including the circumferential rupture of 
any pipe in that boundary assuming unob
structed discharge from both ends.  

Criterion 38-Reliability and Testability of 
Engincered Safety Features (Category A). All 
engincered safety features shall be designed 
to provide high functional reliability and 
ready testability, In determining the suit
ab.lity of a facility for a proposed site, the 
degree of reliance upon and acceptance of 
t:he mil-crent and engineered safety afforded 
by ilia systems, including englnecred safety 
fcatures, will be influenced by the known and 
it!,h demrionstrated performance capability and 
re'.;.bliL:ty of the systems, and by the extent 
to wvhich the operabillty of such systems can 
be tested and Inspected where appropriate 
during the life of the plant.  

Criterion 39-Emergency Power for Engi
necred Safety Features (Category A). Alter
r.ate power systems shall be provided and 
desig-n,--d with adequate independency, re
dundaricy, capacity, and testability to permit 
Lha functioning required of the engineered 
safety features. As a minimum, the onsite 
power system and the offstte power system 
shall each, Independently, provide this ca
pacity assuming a failure of a single active 
component in each power system.  

Criterion 40-Missile Protection (Category 
A). Protection for engineered safety features 
shall be provided against dynamic effects and 
missiles that might result from plant equip
ment failures.  

Criterion 41-Engineered Safety Features 
Performnance Capability (Category A). Engi
neered safety features such as emergency 
core cooling and containment heat removal 
systems shall provide sufficient performance 
capability to accommodate partial loss of 
installed capacity and still fulfill the re
quixed safety function. As a minimum, each 
engineered safety feature shall provide this 
required safety function assuming a failure 
of a single active component.  

Criterion 42-Engineered Safety Features 
Components Capability (Category A). Engi
neered safety features shall be designed so 
that 'lie capability of each component and 
syster. to perform its required function is 
not Impaired by the effects of a loss-of-cool
ant accident.  

Criterion 43-Accident Aggravation Pre
vention (Category A). Engineered safety fea
tures shall be designed so that any action of 
the engineered safety features which might 
"accentuate the adverse after-effects of the 
loss of normal cooling is avoided.  

Criterion 44-Emergency Core Cooling Sys
tems Capability (Category A). At least two 
emnergency core cooling systems, preferably 
of different design principles, each with a 
capability for accomplishing abundant emer
gency core cooling, shall be provided. Each 
emergency core cooling system and the core 
shall be designed to prevent fuel and clad 
dameage that would interfere with the emer
gency core cooling function and to limit the 
clad metal-water reaction to negligible 
amounts for all sizes of breaks in the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary, including the 
double-ended rupture of the largest pipe.  
The performance of each emergency core 
cooling system shall be evaluated conserva
tively In each area of unoertainty. The sys
tems zi,:l not share active components and 
shall not share other features or components 
unle-.a st can be demonstrated that (a) the 
capability of the shared feature, or com
poneat to perform Ita required function can 
be readily ascertained during reactor opera
tion, (b) failure of the shared feature or 
component does not initiate a loss-of-coolant 
accident, and (c) capability of the shared 
feature or component to perform its required 
fuawlon is not impaired by the effects of a 
loss-of-coolant accident and is not lost dur-

Ink the entire period this function is re
quired following the accident.  

Criterion 45-Inspection of Emergency 
Core Cooling Systems (Category A). Design 
provisions shall be made to facilitate physical 
inspection of all critical parts of the emer
gency core cooling systems, including reactor 
vessel internals and water injection nozzles.  

Criterion 46-Testing of Emergency Core 
Cooling Systems Components (Category A).  
Design provisions shall be made so that 
active components of the emergency core 
cooling systems, such as pumps and valves, 
can be tested periodically for operability and 
required functional performance.  

Criterion 47-Testing of Emergency Core 
Cooling Systems (Category A). A capability 
shall be provided to test periodicaly the 
delivery capability of the emergency core 
cooling systems at a location as close to the 
core as is practical.  

Criterion 48-Testfng of Operatzonral Se
quence of Emergency Core Cooling Systems 
(Category A). A capability shall be prcvlded 
to test under cond'uons as close to des4gn 
as practical the full operational sequence 
that would bring the emergency core cooling 
systems into act:on, including the transfer 
to alternate power sources.  

Criterion 49-ContCinment Design Basis 
(Category A). The containment structure, 
Including access openmngs and penetrations, 
and any necessary containment heat removal 
systems shall be designed so that the con
tainment structure can accommodate withh
out exceeding the design leakage rate the 
pressures and temperatures resulting from 
the largest credible energy release following 
a loss-of-coolant accident, including a con
siderable margin for effects from metal-water 
or other chemical reactions that could occur 
as a consequence of failure of emergency 
core cooling systems.  

Criterion 50--NDT Requirement for Con
tainment Material (Category A). Principal 
load carrying components of ferriLic ma
terials exposed to the external environment 
shall be selected so that their temperatures 
under normal operating and testing condi
tions are not less than 30° F. above nil duc
tility transition (NDT) temperature.  

Criterion 51-Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary Outside Containment (Category 
A). If part of the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary is outside the containment, appro
priate features as necessary shall be provided 
to protect the health and safety of the public 
in case of an accidental rupture in that part.  
Determination of the appropriateness of fea
tures such as isolation valves and additional 
containment shall include consideration of 
the environmental and population conditions 
surrounding the site.  

Criterion 52-Containment Heat Removal 
Systems (Category A). Where active heat re
moval systems are needed under accident 
conditions to prevent exceeding contain
ment design pressure, at least two systems, 
preferably of different principles, each with 
full capacity, shall be provided.  

Criterion 53-Containment Isolation 
Valves (Category A). Penetrations that re
quire closure for the containment function 
shall be protected by redundant valving and 
associated apparatus.  

Criterion 54-Containment Leakage Rate 
Testing (Category A). Containment shall be 
designed so that an Integrated leakage rate 
testing can be conducted at design pressure 
after completion and installation of all pene
trations and the leakage rate measured over 
a sufficient period of time to verify Its con
formance with required performance.  

Criterion 55--Containment Periodic Leak
age Rate Testing (Category A). The contain
ment shall be designed so that integrated 
leakage rate testing can be done periodically 
at design pressure during plant lifetime.  

Criterion 56-Provisions for Testing of 
Penetrations (Category A). Provisions shall

be made for testing penetrations which have 
resilient seals or expansion bellows to permit 
leak tightness to be demonstrated at design 
pressure at any time.  

Criterion 57-Provisions for Testing of Iso
lation Valves (Category A). Capability shall 
be provided for testing functional operabil
Ity of valves and associated apparatus essen
tial to the containment function for estab
lishing that no failure has occurred and for 
determining that valve leakage does not 
exceed acceptable limits.  

Criterion 58-Inspection of Containment 
Pressiure-Reducsng Systems (Category A).  
Design provisions shall be made to facilitate 
the periodic physical inspection of all impor
tant components of the containment pres
sure-reducing systems, such as, pumps, 
valves, spray nozzles, torus, and sumps.  

Criterion 59-Testing of Containment 
Pressure-Rcducing Systems Components 
'Calegoary A). The containment pressure-re
duc~ng systems shall be designed so that 
active components, such as pumps and 
valves, can be tested perlod~cally for oper
abll'ty and required functional perform
ance.  

CritCrion. 60-Testing of Containment 
Spray Systems (Category A). A capability 
shall be provided to test periodically the 
delivery capability of the containment spray 
system at a position as close to the spray 
nozzles as is practical.  

Criterion 61-Testing of Operational Se
quence of Containment Pressure-Reducing 
Systems (Category A). A capability shall be 
provided to test under conditions as close 
to the design as practical the full operational 
sequence that would bring the containment 
pressure-reducIng systems into action, in
cluding the transfer to alternate power 
sources.  

Criterion 62-Inspection of Air Cleanup 
Systems (Category A) . Design provisions shall 
be made to facilitate physical inspection of 
a6ll critical parts of containment air cleanup 
systems, such as, ducts, filters, fans, and 
dampers.  

Criterion 63-Testing of Air Cleanup Sys
tems Components (Category A). Design pro
visions shall be made so that active compo
nents of the air cleanup systems, such as 
fans and dampers, can be tested periodically 
for operability and required functional per
for'mance.  

Criterion 64-Testing of Air Cleanup Sys
tenis. (Category A). A capability shall be 
provided for in situ periodic testing and 
surveillance of the air cleanup systems to 
ensure (a) filter bypass paths have not 
developed and (b) filter and trapping mate
rials have not deteriorated beyond acceptable 
limits.  

Criterion 65-Testing of Operational Se
quence of Air Cleanup Systems (Category A) t.  
A capability shall be provided to test under 
conditions as close to design as practical the 
full operational sequence that would bring 
the air cleanup systems into action, includ
Ing the transfer to alternate power sources 
and the design air flow delivery capability.  

VIII. FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEMS 

Criterion 66-Prevention of Fuel Storage 
Criticality (Category B). Criticality In new 
and spent fuel storage shall be prevented by 
physical systems or processes. Such means 
as geometrically safe configurations shall be 
emphasized over procedural controls.  

Criterion 67-Fuel and Waste Storage De
cay Heat (Category B). Reliable decay heat 
removal systerms shall be designed to prevent 
damage tb the fuel in storage facilities that 
could result in radioactivity release to plant 
operating areas or the public environs.  

Criterion 68-Fuei and Waste Storage 
Radiation Shielding (Category B). Shielding 
for radiation protection shall be provided In 
the design of spent fuel and waste storage
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foc!,!c1tlos it: reQuIred to mecl Uhe require
me:.t~s of 10 CM~ 20.  

Crite-rion 69-Prxtcction Against Racd'o
actitnty Rclea.-.e From Spcrzt FtcZ arci lWo. tc 
Stu 030 (Cat g.ory B3). Colnt..mlnlmrt off fuel 
:ud Nv..ý-tc stci1,ra, Lh al ibe prov! ' ued U 12 i 
(ceitz could lcitd to rceeaze of undue aniounita 
off r"(1oa.cL~v.ty to the pub~lc crivironr.  

IX. ?LANT E1ITLVZNTS 

Cr! 'rio)) 70 -- ConfoZ of RC~aS se o RadNO
to LPy1 I'Lc Enrironmcn.'. (Catc'~'ory 13).  

Th~e f.LclUlty d. I..jn sh..h include t..eo.. ieans 
ner.-1.zy to A)a cont:.A o,.er the pl..rnt 
radlo;,etve efTI..onts, wlietI'..r g ooeoua, Lquid, 
or s,,1Ild. Appropriate Lo~dup capacjty shaýl 

hepo ddfor re*.ntlon off g..seo1s, liquid, 

orr solid effluents. pa.rtcularly v~herc unfa
vorabto envirornnscntal cornhtlons Carn be ex

pe~ct~ed to require operational 11-nltations 
eapoaz the retlesaz of radloac'ivo emfutents to 

the onvroaraiert. in all c,..e,. the desagn ffor

ra~.idV'LC .::y co..tr~l 1>. h ej..L:tlflcd (a) 
onl the hbuis of 10 CM~ 20-c.rerfl3 
for novrm~al a~ and for -cny trar-slLent 
o:-tuah.o:n th.,t nilgt rc%...ýonzbly beanc

p,-dt, occur a: Al (b) on the bazls of 10 
CFRt 103 Co&:age level &gmdc~lrs far poten
tl.1l reactor acic.:ent~.F of exccedln3Ily '-w 
probabllhýy of occurrece.c Lexcpt th~at rcedu,2

t'.n, off the reccon'.niended doa.ý-ge lcevels may 
1)- reouilc-d where Ishpopulatten dlensities 
o" very larrtc cntc3 c"j be affctcd by the ra
dioactive eflluctits.  

(See. 161, C8 Stat. 048; 42 U.S.C. 2201) 

Dated at Washington, D.C., this 28th 
,day of June 1967.  

For the Atomic Energy Commission.  

W. B. MCCooL, 
Secretary.  

[F.R. Doe. G7-7901; Fie~d, July 10, 19G7; 
9:.45 a~m.

10218S PROPOSED RULE MAKING
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 13 

Letter from William B. Cottrell, ORNL, to H. L.  
Price, AEC (September 6, 1967) and enclosed ORNL 

comments on proposed GDC.
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
OPERATED BY 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
NUCLEAR DIVISION 

POST OFFICE SOX V 
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE 37930 

September 6, 1967 L SEP 1 s 1g67 a 

Mr. H. L. Price 
Director of Regulation 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 205)45 

Dear Mr. Price: 

Subject: Review of USAEC "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant 
Construction Permits" Federal Register, July i1, 1967 

"The subject document has been reviewed by members of the staff of the 
Nuclear Safety Information Center. We realize and appreciate the great 
amount of work that your staff has done in bringing these criteria to 
their present form. We participated in the initial review of the criteria 
when they were issued in November 1965 and we are pleased to have the oppor
tunity to review this later version. Our comments are enclosed in tvo parts: 
(1) general comments which apply to the entire set of criteria and (2) 
specific coments on the individual criteria and in a few cases on sections 
such as VII, Engineered Safety Features.  

With a few exceptions, the scope of the criteria seems broad enough and 
generally well organized. We do have rather extensive comments on those 
criteria which deal with protection systems. A difficult problem is that of 
assessing reliability. The "single failure criterion" is an attempt to re
lieve this situation, out its application is subjective and it has different 
meanings to different individuals. Another problem area is that of the use 
of the same instruments for both operating the plant and providing protection.  
We believe that such interdependence can only degrade the reliability and 
performance of the protection system. Problems such as these make the task 
of writing criteria and standards quite difficult.  

Further, the absence of clear definitions of terms, which to many are 
rather loosely understood, could limit the effectiveness of the criteria---, 
We feel that there is a critical need for these definitions.  

i!i, 
SEP I



Mr. H. L. Price -2- September 6, 196T 

We again wish to commend you for the significant contribution represented 
by these criteria., If you have questions concerning our comments, we Vili be 
glad to discuss them with you.  

Sincerely yours, 

Win B. Cottrell, Director 
Nuclear. Safety Information Center 

WBC:JRB:Jt 

Enclosure

cc A. J. Pressesky
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General Comments 

1. .The ramifications of civil disobedience, riots, strikes, sabotage, and 
the like have not even been mentioned. With this vast potential risk 
in mind, should not the physical security of the plant be considered? 

2. Since these criteria will be used by many groups whose terminology is 
not always (or even usually) in agreement, a set of definitions is 
badly needed. For example - what is a system, component, engineered 
safety feature, failure, redundancy, channel, surveillance, monitoring, 
malfdnction, protection system, loss of coolant accident, etc.? 

3. Since "single failure criteria" are to be applied to systems other than 
those for control (for which criterion 21 is the definition), it is 
extremely important that they be clearly defined for all systems.  

4. Since the introduction uses the phrase "nuclear reactor plant" why is 
the phrase "reactor facility" used in the text of several of the cri
teria to mean the same thing?
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Specific Comments 

Title - General Design Criteria for Nuciear Power Plant Construction Permits 

The title is really not grammatically correct, since it infers that we 
are designing a "construction permit".  

Criterion 2 - Performance Standards 

1. Line 7: Delete "performance" since this could be construed as 
applying to operating performance only.  

2. In regard to earthquakes the "appropriate margin for withstanding 
forces greater than those recorded . ." has not been defined 
here and furthermore it would be extremely difficult to do so at 
least with our present understanding of earthquake phenomena.  
Therefore, the criterion should state what constitutes an ade
quate margin.  

Criterion 4 - Sharing of Systems 

We agree with criterion 4 as it applies to the nuclear reactor plant but 
it should be extended to apply to systems, sub-systems, and especially en
gineered safety features.  

Criterion 5 - Records Requirements 

1. Line 2: Should read, "Records of the design, fabrication, in
spection, testing and construction of . . ." to be sufficiently 
inclusive. The performance of engineered safety features must 
be determined as a datum for evaluation of subsequent tests re
quired of the system. For example, criterion 46 states that 
active components be periodically tested for required perfor
manc e.  

2. Line 5: Change "its" to "his" to refer to the operator's 
control.  

Criterion 8 - Overall Power Coefficient 

For this entire criterion it might be better to say that "the reactor 
shall be designed so that either the overall power coefficient in the 
power operating range shall not be positive or reliable controls which will 
eliminate or minimize the undesirable effects of a positive power coeffi
cient shall be provided, tested and proved effective."
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Criterion 10 - Containment 

We infer from subsequent criteria that the protection system is not con

sidered an engineered safety feature even though there are reactors that de
pend upon the protection systems to work in order not to overstress the con
tainment. -Thus, either "engineered safety features" should be defined to 

include the reactor protective system, i.e., scram functions, or this and 

other functions should be specifically mentioned. We prefer the former al

ternative.  

Criterion ii - Control Room 

The aims of this criterion are certainly desirable but it is difficult 

if not impossible to prove the criterion has been met. However, some clari

fication is needed, for example, if a fire in *a panel renders the controls 

of some emergency system inoperable, the criterion can be interpreted to 

irean that two separate control rooms are required. Is this the intent? 

Criterion 13- Fission Process Monitors and Controls 

1. Line 4: Delete "throughout core life and" since it is redundant.  

2. The examples cited should either be deleted or augmented by a more 

comprehensive set including flux, hot spots, etc.  

Criteria 14 and 15 - Core Protection Systems and Engineered Safety Features 

These criteria exemplify the fact that a more detailed definition of 

containment and engineered safety features needs to be included. One could 

define the engineered safety features as including scram system, core pro

tection system, etc., and then eliminate Criterion 14.  

Suggested Criterion - Monitoring Engineered Safety Features 

We suggest that this criterion be inserted at this point: Instrumenta

tion shall be provided to monitor the performanice of engineered safety 

features during the course of the accident and to monitor the condition of 

the reactor itself under these conditions.  

Criterion 16 - Monitoring Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 

This criterion defines the monitoring that is necessary to prove compliance 

with Criterion 9. (Similar proof is required by Criterion 36) In cases of 

this nature cross referencing of criteria should be made for the sake of 

clarity.
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Criterion 17 - Monitoring Radioactivity Releases 

This criterion was written to specify monitoring to meet the specifica
tions of Criterion 70, which should be cress referenced here.  

Criterion 18 - Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage 

Specification of criticality monitoring should be included in this cri
terion; for example, as by reference to 10 CFR, Part 70.34.  

Criterion 19 - Protection Systems Reliability 

There is no guide for determining whether or not the functional reliabi

lity and in-service testability is commensurate 'with the safety functions 
to be performed. Every designer could claim that his system met this cri
teri6n, and challenge a reviewer to show otherwise. Arguments about this 
criterion most likely will include comparisons to somewhat similar protection 
systems for somewhat similar nuclear power plants that have been reviewed 

- and approved.  

This criterion is of questionable value and we recommend its omission.  
A set of rules for designing protection systems would be more useful than a 

general statement of desirable results.  

Criterion 20 - Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence 

The criterion is not clear as to the extent of .the effects of a single 

failure that need consideration. Apparently, considerations of effect are 

to be limited to a component or channel - resulting in a severe limitation 

in the value of this criterion. This is another example of a criterion where 

definitions are needed; for example, component, channel, and system need to 

be defined.  

Criterion 21 - Single Failure Definition 

A Judgment of the extent of failures caused by a single event hinges on 

credibility. First, there is the probability of the initiating event, then 

the probability of progressive failures. A single event of sufficient magni

tude will certainly prevent the functioning of the protection system. De

tailed guidelines for describing the required independence of redundant equip

ment are needed. Examples are spacing between cables carrying redundant sig

nals, methods of separating electronic equipment handling redundant signals, 

methods of isolating redundant logic devices which. combine redundant signals, 

etc. Unless more detailed information is given as to what is to be considered 

credible, this criterion serves little purpose.
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Criterion 22 - Separation of Protection and Control Instrumentation Systems 

This criterion apparently recognizes the need for separating protective 

and control instrumentation but compromises, this objective with the qualifi

cations permitted. The net effect is to permit the intimate intermingling of 
the system that normally operates the plant and the system that is intended 

to afford protection. We strongly recommend that no exceptions be permitted 

to the separation of these two systems as the only effective means.to insure 

the vital integrity of the protection system.  

Both of these systems in the new and larger reactors are complex. Despite 
the use of buffer amplifiers in attempting to isolate the effects of failures 
in the two systems, the systems are not independent when the same signals are 
coupled into each. Additionally, the objectives of operation are not those of 
protection. When the two systems are intermingled, signal processing equip
ment is invariably designed for operating the plant rather than for protection..  
Inadequate control demands that corrections must be made in the equipment to 
allow operation, but inadequate protection equipment may be discovered only 
after their need during an accident. Mixing of the two systems as allowed 
by this criterion diverts design attention from the requirements of protection 
to those of operation. Such mixing also increases the probability that pro
tection will be lost as the result of a failure in the control system that 
initiates the accident requiring protection. 

The basic .Justification for independence of protection and operation 
systems, in our opinion, is the relative ease with which the protection func
tion can be assured with independence, and the great difficulty of realizing 
such assurance with interdependence. We believe it -is easier to separate the 
systems than to assure that their interactions are harmless. We believe it 
i's easier to maintain independence than to insure, for the lifetime of the 
plant, that deliberate changes or inadvertent alteration of the operation.  
system will not adversely affect the protection function.  

The dismal list of accidents caused by design errors, and the much larger 
list of design errors caught before they caused accidents, lead us to believe 
that design errors will continue to occur. We believe further that indepen

dence of operation and protection is- one of the best defenses against the 

possibility 'that a design error may cause an unprotected accident.  

It may be possible that for some combinations of protection and opera

t.ion, instruments no conceivable failure of the operation function involved 

can result in a situation requiring action of the protection function involved.  

To the extent that this can be proved, both initially and throughout reactor 

lifetime, the particular interdependence could be acceptable. A hypothetical 
example is the instrumentation used to measure and control the pressure of a 

sealed containment enclosure. The-operation function is used principally to 

provide a pressure differential between the inside of the containment and 
the outside, and thus to provide a means for surveillance of the leakage rate.
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The prctection function might be to initiate reactor shutdown, emergency 
cooling, and isolation of process piping if a rise in containment pressure 
should indicate the presence of a serious leak of potentially radioactive 
fluids. It might be demonstrable that no failure whatever of this instru
mentation could induce a substantial leak of radioactive fluid, in which 
case no real interdependence of operation system and protection system would 
in fact exist.  

The basis of the above example is the impossibility that failure of the 
operational function or equipment could ever, under any circumstances, lead 
to a-situation where the protection function would be needed. Therefore, 
sharing of equipment (common elements) between the protection system and the 
operation system could not lead to interaction between the two systems. It 
is difficult to prove conclusively this lack of functional interaction. More 
difficult is the problem of ensuring that this lack of interaction can and 
will be maintained throughout the life of the plant. Operators are not de
signers; operators in charge of the plant at-the end of its 4 0-year life are 
not the ones who may have discussed protection problems with the designers 
at the beginning. Subtle considerations are apt to be forgotten or ignored.  
It is easy to forget that plant protection was originally based on the im
possibility that failure of certain operation instruments could result in a 
need for protection-system function.  

Criterion 24 - Emergency Power for Protection Systems 

Design requirements related to power supply include consideration of 
both Criteria 24 and 26. There is an anomaly here in that Criterion 24 per
mits the protection system to require power to provide protection, whereas 
Criterion 26 requires the system to fall into a safe. or tolerable state on 
loss of power. To the extent that Criterion 26 cazr be met, alternate power 
sources become an economic or operational consideration rather than being 
needed for safety.  

Criterion 25 - Demonstration of Functional Operability of Protection Systems 

We agree with the intent of this criterion but suggest that the wording 
be changed to state ". . . demonstrate that no failure causing a reduction 
of redundancy . . ." rather than ". - . demonstrate that no failure or loss 
of redundancy ... ". Some systems may have extra elements whose failures 
do not reduce the redundancy claimed for the system.  

"Criterion 26 - Protection Systems Fail-Safe Design 

This criterion places a requirement not only on the protection system 
but on the plant as well. For example, a plant design could be such that 
operation of the protection mechanism when not needed would be highly un
desirable. (An illustration is the closure of the steam stop valves in a
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BWR.) Criterion 26 requires the plant to be able to accept operation of the 
protection-system when not needed. We believe this is a good objective and 

* we support this criterion.  

Section V - Reactivity Control 

1. The title of this section should be "Reactivity Control for Reactor 
Shutdown".  

2." This group of criteria should distinquish more clearly between 
functions of reactivity control; namely, the dynamic reactivity 
reduction process and the static holddown functions. The first 
function must be performed at such times as in power transients 
and loss-of-coolant accidents with the objective of preventing 

*exceeding "acceptable fuel damage limits" referred to in Criteria 
28 and 29. Margins expressed in terms of shutdown parameters 
are inappropriate and inadequate for the dynamic function.  

The reliability with which each function must be carried out 
depends upon the seriousness of the consequences of failure of 
that function.  

Criterion 27 - Redundancy of Reactivity Control 

This criterion is not clear. It does not state whether the two reacti
vity control systems (1) should both be capable of both increasing and decreasing reactivity for operation, or (2) should both be capable of fast 
shutdown, or (3) should one be for fast shutdown and one for holddown. We 

* recommend that the word "shutdown" be substituted for "control" in this 
* criterion. These systems should also meet the requirements of Criteria 28, 

29, 30, 31, and 32.  

Criteria 28, 29, and 30 taken together indicate that one of the shutdown 
* systems is not required to cope with positive transients and is essentially 

a method of obtaining reactivity holddown capability. However, reactors 
that must be shut down rapidly to allow the containment system to function 

* need two separate and fast shutdown systems. A single fast or "primary" 
shutdown system together with a "holddown", or slow, "secondary" shutdown 
system is not satisfactory in this case.  

21 

Criterion 29 - Reactivity Shutdown Capability 

As stated in our comments on Criterion 27, some reactors require a shut
* down to allow the containment to function. In such cases, this criterion



should require that two shutdown systems be applied. Each such system should 
be capable of preventing an unacceptable situation.  

This criterion carries a reference to shutdown margin, that could well 
be made a separate criterion as the shutdown requirements are a. function of 
the number of rods, reactor operating conditions and ffunction desired (e.g., 
reduction of nuclear power level or hoiddown of the subcritical reactor).  
Although we have not addressed ourselves to these conditions in detail, we 
believe that a margin much greater than the worth of the most effective con
trol-rod is needed for reactors having many rods.  

Criterion 30 - Reactivity Hoiddown Capability 

In cases requiring the reactor to-be shut down in order to achieve con
ta~inment, two of these systems should be required. See comments on Criteria 
2T and 29.  

Criterion 31 -Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction 

This criterion should be expanded to include all failures of the plant 
operating system that are capable of increasing reactivity. In particular 
this criterion should not be limited to the unplanned withdrawal of only 
one control rod since a failure of the control rod operating system may not 
be restricted to the withdrawal of only one rod. All failures that may 
affect the performance of the control rod operating system must be considered.  
Of a. more general nature, all .failukes that can introduce reactivity in
creases must be considered. In addition to control rods, there are coolant 
temperature changes, and perhaps even void effects that need analysis.  

Criterion 33 - Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Capability 

We agree with the intent of the criterion but it is not clear what is 
meant by "positive mechanical means" for preventing a rod ejection. A defi
nition is needed.  

Section VII -Engineered Safety Features 

With the exception of reactor shutdown systems, all other engineered 

safety features are discussed in this section. These are: emergency power 
system, emergency core cooling system-, containment enclosure system, contain
nent pressure-reducing system (including containment heat removal), and air 
cleaning systems.  

For each of these systems, there should be criteria for design of the 
system and their components as-well as criteria for testing and inspection.
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The objective of these criteria would be clearer if each system were treated 
in separate subsections and the criteria for each were set up in parallel 
form. Thus, there would be criteria for the inspection and testing of 
emergency power system (now covered in bnly Criterion 39) as well as the 
inspection and testing criteria for the other engineered safety features.  
Criterion 52, "Containment Heat Removal Systems," would be grouped with 
Criteria 58-61 with which it is generally associated. Such a rearrangement 
raises questions on other points of apparent inconsistancy, e.g., Criterion 
60 is seen to be but a special case of Criterion 61, etc.  

Criterion 37 - Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design 

Again a definition of engineered safety features is necessary. For ex
ample, if the scram must work in order that the containment not be over
stressed, then the scram system must be considered part'of an engineered 
safety feature.  

Criterion 38 - Reliability and Testability of Engineered Safety Features 

We agree with this criterion. However, its title and inclusion in 
Section VII, both of which pertain only to engineered safety features, does 
not reflect its more general applications which include "inherent" as well 
as "engineered safety features". It would more appropriately be included in 
Section I.  

.Criterion 39 - Energency Power for Engineered Safety Features 

A difficult point in the application of this criterion is that of re
dundancy in the offsite power system. For example, a plant failure that 
results in shutting off the electric generator driven by the reactor could 
produce the loss of all offsite power. The probability of this consequential 
loss of offsite power varies widely as a result of changes in the power 
system and of variations in. power system load. As a result of this wide 
variation in the reliability of offsite power, we~recommend that this cri
terion require that redundant and independent onsite power system be re

. quired such that onsite power alone be capable of supplying the needs of 
the engineered safety features after a failure of a single active component.  
in the onsite power system. We do not believe that the offsite power is 
really independent of the power from a maim generator operated from the 
reactor to be safeguarded.  

Criterion 40 - Missile Protection 

Analysis shall be made to'show that fragments and components that could 
be ejected from highly pressurized system's rotating equipment would not
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impair the function of an engineered safety feature. Typical missiles re

quiring analyses are such items as primary system valves, flanges, instrumen

tation, etc. When rotating equipment is not completely contained, such as 

in a concrete vault, a missile map should. be provided for rotating equipment 

(e.g., main turbines, pumps, etc.) 

Criterion 41 - Engineered Safety Features Performance Capability 

We agree with this criterion as far as it goes. In particular the de

"tailed requirements for the emergency core cooling system as contained in 

"Criterion 44 illustrate the desired amplification (but for that system only).  

Thus, it could be generalized and added to Criterion 41 as follows: "The 

performance of each engineered safety feature shall be evaluated conserva

tively in each area of uncertainty. The systems shall not share active 
com~ponents and shall not share other features 6r components unless it can 

be demonstrated that (a) the capability of the shared feature or component 

to perform its required function can be readily ascertained during reactor 

operation, (b) failure of the shared feature or component does not initiate 

a loss-of-coolant accident, and (c) capability of the shared feature or 

component to perform its required function is not impaired by the effects 

of a loss-of-coolant accident and is not lost during the entire period 

this function is required following the accident." 

Criterion 42 - Engineered Safety Features Components Capability 

We see no need to limit this criterion to the loss-of-coolant accident 

and suggest that . . . '"by the effects of' a loss-of-coolant accident" be 

changed to read "the effects of the accident for which the function is 

required." 

Criterion 43 - Accident Aggravation Prevention 

It is not obvious what purpose this criterion is intended to serve. If 

"something specific is in mind here it should be stated, i.e., are we worried 

about the core becoming critical again, or inducing a thermal shock, etc.  

. Perhaps this-should not even appear here but be in the general discussion.  

Criterion 44. - Emergency Core Cooling Systefms Capability 

As noted in the discussion on Criterion 41, we would restrict this 

criterion to the first two sentences (having already included the remainder 

of this criterion as a general requirement in Criterion 41). However, as 

we interpret the intent of these sentences, each of the two emergency cooling 

systems should cover the whole range of pipe break conditions up to the
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maximum. To make this point clearer, it might be better to rephrase the 

second sentence defining the cooling system requirements as follows: "For 
each size break in the reactor coolant pressure boundary, including the 

* double-ended rupture of the largest pipe, at least two emergency core 
* cooling systems, preferably of different design principles and each with 

a capability for accomplishing abundant emergency core cooling, shall be 
i provided." 

Criterion 48 - Testing of Operational Sequence of Emergency Core Cooling 
- Systems 

We agree with the intent of this criterion and suggest that in addition 
to "the transfer to alternate power sources" the operation of the reactivity 
control system (which must shutdown the reactor and then provide holddown 
in the cold condition after the loss-of-coolant accident) should be mentioned.  

Criterion 49 - Containment Design Basis 

We agree with the intent of this criterion but feel that the following 
need some elaboration: 

Line 10: "Considerable Margin" should be defined in some manner.  

Line 13: What degree of failure of the"emetgency core cooling system 
is assumed? 

Criterion 50 - NDT Requirement for Containment Material 

This criteria needs further clarification. The temperature of the steel 
members in question under normal operating and testing conditions should be 
defined, i.e., the temperature of the component when the ambient temperature 

" is at its lowest recorded (or perhaps expected) value. Furthermore, the 
requirement of NDT +- 30° F has no meaning in the eyes of the stress analyst 
although it has found some usage. This temperature is half way between NDT 
and FTE and unless there is adequate Justification of which we are unaware, 
we recommend using NDT + 600 F which defines the transition, e.g., tempera

S•ture at which cracks won't propagate at stresses less than yield.  

Criterion 51 - Reactor Coolant Presdure Boundary Outside Containment 

The intent of this criterion is not clear. It would appear that Criterion 
53 which requires redundant valving would also cover reactor containment 
coolant boundaries outside containment. If, however, it is intended to re
quire extensions of the containment, it should be specifically stated. In



'any event delete "appropriate" and "as necessary" in lines 4 and 5 

and the entire last sentence which begins, "Determination of .... These 

words do not materially contribute to the sense of the statement of the 
criterion and therefore should be omitted.  

Criteria 54, 55, and 56 - Containment Leakage Rate Testing, Containment 
Periodic Leakage Rate Testing, and Provisions 
for Testing of Penetrations 

Following the words "design pressure" it is suggested that "defined by 

Criterion 49" be inserted.  

Criterion 56 

This criterion is not sufficiently inclusive. The types of penetrations 
which should be tested should NOT be limited to the two that are mentioned, but 

for instance should also include electrical penetrations and piping penetrations 
that do not require expansion Joints. The penetration testing is usually 
done at greater than design pressure.  

Criterion 66 - Prevention of Fuel Storage Criticality 

We do not understand the implication of "or processes" at the end of 

the first sentence, nor do we believe that it is practical to depend upon 

procedural controls to prevent accidental criticality in storage facilities 

of power reactors. Hence, the last sentence of this criterion should be 

changed to read as follows: "Such means as geometrically safe configuations 

shall be used to insure that criticality cannot occur."1 

Criterion 67 - Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat 

* To the extent that removal of decay heat is a function necessary to 

prevent escape of fission products, decay heat removal systems should 

be designed to the same requirements for redundancy, inspectability, and 

testability as engineered safety features on reactors. This should include 

"facilities for supplying additional coolant fluid in the event of accidental 

-loss.
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 14 

Letter from Edson G. Case, AEC, to Dr. Stephen H.  
Hanauer, ACRS (July 23, 1969), enclosing General 

Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Units 
(July 15, 1969) 

(relevant excerpts)



*.ti UNITED STATES 

I - ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

SJuly 23, 1969 

Dr. Stephen H. Hanauer, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Hanauer: 

Enclosed are 18 copies of: 

1. _-'General Design__•Criteria for Nuclear Power Units" revision 
dated July 15, 1969, which reflects the comments made by 

the ACRS Subcommittee at our meeting July 9, 1969, and 

2. A "Comparison of Published Criteria (July 11, 1967) and 
Revised Criteria (July 15, 1969)." 

Regarding the differences between the published and revised criteria, 
please note that the revised criteria: 

a. Reflect comments received from industry on the published 
criteria and developments that have occurred since their 
release. In addition, they reflect comments received 
from the ACRS and the regulatory staff on interim drafts.  

b. Establish "minimum requirements" for water-cooled reactors, 
whereas the published criteria were "guidance" for all 
reactors.  

c. Are arranged in six sections, include definitions, and 
are not categorized (Category A or Category B).  

d. Do not include the term "engineered safety features." The 
requirements in the published criteria for "engineered 
safety features" have been incorporated in the revised 
criteria by including the requirements in the criteria for 
individual systems.



Stephen H. Hanauer -2-

e. Include criteria which do not 
the published criteria; these 
Enclosure 2.

July 23, 1969

have direct counterparts in 
are located in the back of

ACRS review is requested as soon as possible.  

Sincerely, 

DiviEdson G. Case, Director 
Division of Reactor Standards

Enclosure: 
As stated
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INTRODUCTION 

Pursuant to the provisions of § 50.34, applications for construction 

permits must include the principal design criteria for a proposed facility.  

These General Design Criteria establish minimum requirements for the 

principal design criteria for water-cooled nuclear power units similar in 

design and location to units previously approved for construction by the 

Commission. The General Design Criteria are also considered to be generally 

applicable to other types of nuclear power units and are intended to be 

used for guidance in establishing the principal design criteria for these 

units.  

The principal design criteria for a nuclear power unit establish 

necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance 

requirements for structures, systems, and components important to safety; 

that is, structures, systems, and components that prevent or mitigate the 

consequences or accidents which could cause undue risk to the health and 

safety of the public. There will be some nuclear power units for which 

these General Design Criteria are not sufficient for this purpose, and addi

tional criteria must be established in the interest of public safety. It 

is expected thst additional or different criteria will be needed to take 

into account unusual sites and environmental conditions, and for water

cooled nuclear power units of advanced design. Also, there may be nuclear 

power units for which fulfillment of some of the General Design Criteria 

may not be necessary or appropriate. For units such as these, departures 

from the General Design Criteria must be identified and justified.
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DEFINITIONS 

NUCLEAR POWER UNIT 

A nuclear power unit means a nuclear reactor and associated equipment 

necessary for electrical power generation and those structures, systems, 

and components required to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents 

which could cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public.  

REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY 

The reactor coolant pressure boundary means all those pressure

containing components, such as pressure vessels, piping, pumps, and valves, 

within the following systems or portions of systems of pressurized and 

boiling water-cooled nuclear power units: 

(a) The reactor coolant system. For a nuclear power unit of 

the boiling water type, the reactor coolant system extends 

to and includes the outermost containment isolation valves 

capable of external actuation in the main steam and feed

water lines, and the reactor safety and relief valves.  

(b) Portions of associated auxiliary systems connected to the 

reactor coolant system. For piping of these systems which 

penetrates primary reactor containment, the boundary extends 

to and includes the first containment isolation valve out

side the containment capable of external actuation. For 

piping of these systems which contains two valves both of 

which are normally closed during normal reactor operation, 

the boundary extends to and includes the second of these
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two valves (the second of which -mst be capable of external 

actuation), whether or not the system piping penetrates 

primary reactor containment.  

(c) Portions of the emergency core cooling system connected to 

the reactor coolant system. For piping of this system which 

penetrates primary reactor containment, the boundary extends to 

and includes the first containment isolation valve outside 

containment capable of external actuation. For piping of this 

system which does not penetrate primary reactor containment, 

the boundary extends to and includes the second of two valves 

normally closed during normal reactor operation.  

LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENTS 

Loss-of-coolant accidents mean those postulated accidents that result 

from the loss of reactor coolant at a rate in excess of the capability of 

the reactor coolant makeup system from any size break in the piping, pressure 

vessels, pumps, and valves connected to the reactor pressure vessel and 

within the reactor coolant pressure boundary, up to and including a break 

in these components equivalent in size to the double-ended rupture of the 

largest pipe of the reactor coolant system.  

SINGLE FAILURE 

A single failure means an occurrence which results in a loss of capa

bility of a structure, system, or component to perform its intended functions.  

Multiple failures resulting from a single occurrence are considered to be 

a single failure.
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CRITERION 62 - PREVENTION OF CRITICALITY IN FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system shall be 

prevented by physical systems or processes, preferably by geometrically 

safe configurations.  

CRITERION 63 - MONITORING FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE 

Instrumentation shall be provided in fuel storage and radioactive 

waste systems and associated handling areas (1) to detect conditions 

that may result in loss of decay heat removal capability and excessive 

radiation levels and (2) to initiate appropriate safety actions.  

CRITERION 64 - MONITORING RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES 

Means shall be provided for monitoring the reactor containment 

atmosphere, spaces containing components for recirculation of loss-of

coolant accident fluids, effluent discharge paths and the unit environs 

for radioactivity that may be released from normal operations, from 

anticipated operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents.
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 15 

Memorandum from Edson G. Case, NRC, to Harold 
L. Price, et al., AEC, re: Revised General Design 

Criteria (October 12, 1970), and enclosed letter from 
Edward A. Wiggin, AIF, to Edson G. Case, NRC 

(October 6, 1970)



S": UNITED STATES 

', / ~ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 

OCT 12 1970 
/ 

Larold L. Price, Director of Regulation 
Clifford K. Beck, Deputy Director of Regulation 
Marvin M. Mann, Assistant Director of Regulation for Reactors 
C. L. Henderson, Assistant Director of Regulation for Administration 
S. H. Hanauer, Technical Advisor to the Director of Regulation 
L. D. Low, Director, Division of Compliance 
P. A. Morris, Director, Division of Reactor Licensing 

REVISED GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA 

My memorandum of September 24, 1970, to Harold L. Price forwarded the 
latest revision of the General Design Criteria for your comments.  
Additions and changes to the June 4 version of the criteria were 
annotated.  

Enclosed is a letter and enclosures which provide the AIF comments of 
the June 4 version of the criteria. Please note that the major Forum 
comments are discussed in the third enclosure to its October 6 letter.  
The revised criteria forwarded by my memorandum of September 24 appear 
to satisfy all of these major comments.  

Please provide your comments on the revised criteria by Monday, October 19, 
so that review by the ACRS and final issuance of the criteria can be 
expedited.  

Edson G. Case, Director 
Division of Reactor Standards 

Enclosure: 
AIF Letter dated October 6, 1970, 

to Edson G. Case w/encls 
(except second enclosure) 

cc: G. A. Arlotto, DRS

- C f
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October 6, 1970 

Mr. Edson G. Case, Director 
Division )f Reactor Standards 
U.S. Ator- c Energy Commission 
Washingtoi, D. C. 20545 

Dear Ed: 

Th: purpose of this letter and the enclosed material is to pro

vide you 1iith a commentary, developed by an ad hoc group convened under 

the aegis of the Forum's Committee on Reactor Safety, on the AEC-pro

posed "Ge eral Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," as set forth 

in the AE' draft of June 4, 1970.

Th s commentary has been developed by, and represents the con

sensus vitýw of, the following industry representatives, who have had 

an opport nity to participate either in redrafting and modifying the 

criteria or reviewing the same: 

Robert D. Allen (Chairman) - Bechtel Corp.  

Edwin A. Wiggin (Secretary) - Atomic Industrial Forum 

Rennie Anderson - Combustion Engineering, Inc.  

William Bley - Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.  

Henry E. Bliss - Commonwealth Edison Co.  

A. Philip Bray - General Electric Co.  

Allan R. Collier - Westinghouse Electric Corp.  

Walter D. Gilbert - General Electric Co.  

Gilbert S. Keeley - Consumers Power Co.  

Douglas V. Kelly - Pacific Gas & Electric Co.  

William J. L. Kennedy - Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.  

William Little - Babcock & Wilcox Co.  

Lawrence E. Minnick - Yankee Atomic Electric Co.  

James S. Moore - Westinghouse Electric CorD.  

John N. Noble - Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.  

Harold Oslick - Ebasco Services, Inc.  

Warren H. Owen - Duke Power Co.

Daft u Li '. of Reg.
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Richard F. Ranellone - General Electric Co.  
William Smith - Babcock & Wilcox Co.  
James E. Tribble - Yankee Atomic Electric Co.  
Michael F. Valerino - Combustion Engineering, Inc.  
Robert E. Wascher - Babcock & Wilcox Co.  
John M. West - Combustion Engineering, Inc.  
Robert A. Witsemann - Westinghouse Electric Corp.  

Th, enclosed material, which in its entirety comprises our com
mentary, ncludes the following five items: 

I. A marked up version of the AEC draft of June 4 indica
tinS the changes we believe should be incorporated 
prior to publication of the criteria.  

2. A retyped version of the AEC draft of June 4 incorpo
rating the changes referred to above.  

3. A discussion of the major changes recommended. Our 
consensus agreement with the criteria as modified is 
dependent upon their acceptance.  

4. An exnlanation of certain detailed changes which we 
believe to be both necessary and desirable if the 
criteria are Lo prove of maximum usefulness to the 
AEC and the industry. Omitted from this listing are 
minor changes, for the riost part self-explanatory, 
which have been suggested in the ;nterest of 
enhancing the clarity of certain criteria but which 
do not alter either their scope or intent.  

5. An excerpt which we believe should be incorporated in 
the Statement of Considerations at the time the 
criteria are published.  

We wish to emphasize the importance attached to the concerns under
lying the i,0inr chanqes recommended. We very much hope that these con
cerns can be acconinodated by adoption of the recommended changes or in 
some othe: equaily satisfactory manner.  

Suii ission of this consensus conr:•er-ary is not intended to pre
clude tne •ubsequent submission of individual comments by those named 
above or ly other industr.y representatives, once the criteria have been 
published. Conversely, it is not expected that the group named above 
or the Forum Committee on Reactor Safety would wish to offer further
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comments if the recommendations set forth in this commentary are adopted.  

P'ease let us know if you desire further clarification of these 
comments. Also, should you wish further elaboration of the comments, we 
wouijd be pleased to convene a representative group of those named above 
to meet % ith you and your associates.  

Wc appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important 
document.  

Sincerely, 
61 i1 

Edwin A. Wiggin 

EAW:erk 
Enc.
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Pursuint to the provisions of S5O.34, an application for a crenstrt :tion 
0 

permit mus; include the principal desivn criteria for a proposed tacility.  

These Geneial Design Criteria establish minimum requirements for the C 

.C prinipal ,esign criteria for water-cooled nuclear power units similar in 

jesivn and locatinn Lo units for which construction permits have been issued 

"-• by the Cow.mission. The General Design Criteria are also e--i-..e;r-J to he 
CU 

Kenersiiv- sjpliebiez to e~ker Sypes of Reelear power w- nts da.... intended 
LJ %_ CL 

C to provide .zuidance in establishing the principal design criteria for 
• -ypes of nuclear power 

> such ocher/inits.  

The pr ncipal desfqn criteria for a nuclear power unit establish 

u necessary dcsign. fabrication. construction, testing, and performance 

'-C 

-' - requirement:- for structures. systems, and components important to safety; 

t-at is, structures, systems, and components that prevent or mitigate the 

0 L consequences of accidents which could cause undue risk to the haalth and 

o- 
U ý safetv of thz public. \There will be some water-cooled nuclear powtvr units 

< L_ 

for which tin.se Ceneral Desipn Criteria are not sufficient for this purvose, 

and addicion..l criteria must be identified and satisfied by the de.ign n the 

interest of :ublic safecy. It is expected that additional or different criteria 
may 
vii! be neejtd to take into accoumt unusual sites and environmental con, itions, ST 
nnd for water-cooied nuclear power units of advanced design./ AieJrhee may 

je waLer-coo edj nuclear power units for which fulfillment of some of the 

General Desig Criteria may not be necessary or appropriate. For units such 

as these, depirture& from tthe General Design Criteria mast be identified and 

lustified.  
" ch, Insert (.)-see next page 

L> he requiremeits of these General Design Criteria shall he supplemented or modified 

as necessary ýo cope with the existence or consequences of a previously unidentif~e 
physical cond tion important to safety. The effective date for the application of 
incustry code and standards shall be as specified in Title 10 of the Code of 
Federal Regul, tions.
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The c.velopment of these General Design Criteria is not yet complete.  
For example, some of the definitions need further amplification. Also, 
certain of the specific design requirements for structures, systems, and 
components important to safety have not as yet been suitably defined so that 
they can bt: generalized as criteria. For these reasons it is expected that 
the criter a will be augmented and revised from time to time as important 
new or charged requirements such as these are identified and developed.



DETINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

NUtLEAR PtME9 MNIT 

A nuclear power unit means a nuclear pover reactor and associated equip

ment necessary for electrical .power generation and includes those structures, 

syscems, and components required to prevent or mitilate the consequences of 

a:_cidents vhic.A could cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public.  

LOSS-OF-CO LAN" ACCIDENTS 

Loss-of-coolant accidents man those postulated accidents that result 

from the loso if reactor coolant, at a rate in excess of the capability of 
system used for normal s 

the/reactor coc lant makeup, eyet-e from any s4.e break/in the pipi-r--, pr 

• .pu-mps a.d V .--...s z ......e-d its the reete.r pr=eure vessel and - .. thi.h 

e;.-p&4t oi th• reactor coolant pressure boundary, up to and incLuding r 

break 4- thesecuptriiant equivalent in size to the double-ended rupture of 

the largest pi;e of the reactor coolant system.] 

SiNGLE FAILURE 

A aingle failure means an occurrence which results in the loss of cap&

bilitv of a coLponent to perform its intended safety functions. Mitlipie 

failures resulting from a single occurrence are considered to be a single 

ta:-lure. Macha.ical and electrical systems are considered to be designed against 

an assumed sinzle failure if neither (1) a single failure of any active component 
selected 

(assuming passi.re components function properly) nor (2) a single failure of y' 
s 

passive componert/(assuimig active components function properly), results in a 

SFurther detai ., relating to the type, size, and orientation of postulated breaks 
in specific cf:nponents of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are under 
development a-, a general design criterion.



1o"s oi ULte capability of Lie system to perform its safety functions. 2 Siv. E 

j ~aooL ppmpu~z.t na~!rt a no~idrad a ta d~gn f shLeftf* B;-ntI3

it it eas be., a*3essaLeCd. *Iiis shi oseten Z83g m em sometAJ. etme *O-oI e* 

it~e~tge&eL-1O .. trez, rnoppa''y rs~afvihf11tv nr Short-te~r&_use.

AxTI-,APATk2) )PL1R.AT1UOiL UCCORAENCES

AniiciPtLed operational occurrences mean those conditions of normal oper

ation which ire expected to occur one or more times during the life of the nuclear 

power unit aud include but are not limited to Loss of power to the recirculation 

pumps, tripp..ng of the turbine generator set, isolation of the main condenser, 

and loss of .ii offaite power.  

2 Single fai ures of passive components in electrical systems should be assumed 

in designiro against a single failure. The conditions under which a single 

failure of , passive component in a mechanical system should be considered in 

designing .he system against a single failure are under development as a general 

design criterion.

w
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CRI RIA 

1. OVEKALL REQUIRE2M1ENTS 

CRIiR•1ON _-UALITY STA"DDARDS AND RECOiMS 

Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be 

designed. Zabricated. erected, and tested to quality standards couensurate 

with the iLportance of the safety functions to be performed. Where generally 
,if. reuired_ by unusual design or site characteristics.  

recognized zodes and standards are used, they shall be identified and/evalu

ated to det.3rmine their applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency.,m-d wheii- Vi 

--"P ......... ....... or• --. iie asreemy e-........ -I-m j ,lt produc in. koeping 

wiih st--e -euired safety f.--r-i.... A quality assurance program shall be 

tstablitihed and i,-2plemented in order to provide adequate assurance that these 

structures, systems, and components will satisfactorily perform their safety 
, as defined in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, 

tunctions. Appropriate records/of the design, fabrication, erection, and 

testing of structures, systems. and components important to safety shall be 

maintained bi or under the control of the nuclear power umit licensee throughout 

tne life of ;he unit.  

CR•TERI•N 2 - DESIGN SASES FOX. PROTECTIuN AGAINST NATURAL PHENOM•NA 

Structu-es. systems, and componentn important to safety shall be designed 

to withstand tne effecct of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, 

hurricanes, iloods. tsunami, and seiches without loss of capabilltv to perform 

their safety runccions. The c.esign bases for these structures, system, and 

components snail reflect: (1) a•propriate consideration of the most severe 

ot the naturs. phenomena that have been historicallv repoi'ted for the site 

atid surrounuii sraa, (2) aufficiert margin for the limited accuracy.



quantity, arnd period of time In which the historical data ha-e been accumu

lated. (3) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident 

conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena and (4) the Importance 

of the saficv functions to be performed.  

cI TFRION __FIRE PR__•TCTION 

Structza-es. mystems. And components important to safety shall be d-signe( 

and Iocatft'L to minimize, consistent with other safety requirements, the 

prohsabilhHt and effect of fires and explosions. Noncombustible and heat 

resistant taterials shall i'e used wherever practical throughout the unit, 

narticularlv in locations such an the containment and control roor. Fire 

detection aid fighting systems of appropriate capacity and capabiltty shall 

he provided and designed to minimize the adverse effects of fires M 

structures, systems, and components important to safety. Fire fip ting 

systems shall be designed to assure that their rupture or inadvertint 
safety operation dies nor significanrly impair the/capability of these structu'es.  

systems. ant components.  

CRITERION 4 - -•:VIKOMENT... A•ND MISSILE DESIGN BASES 

Struct ;re., systems. and components important to safety shall be 

c.esigned •o acconrodate tJe effects of and to be compatible with the 

and environment..A conditions .snociated with normal operaLion, maintenancen testing, 

and postulaned n:cldents. These s.tructures, systems, and components shall be
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to the extent necessary 

appropriately protected/altzai4c dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles, 

pipe whipping, and discharging fluids, that may result from equipment failures 

the efects of events and conditions 

and froW-aa544wp* outside the nuclear power unit.  

eft7TERI 5EL7IN kAMIST MM ,&RlAt, JACR 

SeLUwttlreg, t.....n.. and comonets ir;atc aft Ll 

'tic przbabilito and efieeas a! todawsr-Ift @abotag±.  

CRITERION b - iFARING OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS 

Structure3. 3ysyeas, and components important to safety shall not be 

shared between nuclear power units unless it is shown that their ability to 

perform their safety functions is not significantly impaired by the sharing.  

I,. PROTECTION BY MULTIPLE FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS 

CRITERION 10 - REACTOR DESIGN 

The react,3r core and associAted coolant, control and protection systems 

shall be desig:sid with apprprL-a-• .argi. to assure that specified acceptable 

damage 
fu-l deivigs lizita are not exceeded during all conditions of normal operation, 

including the -!ffeca rf antlcipate@ operational occurrences.



CRI1LRUION 11 - itkACTUK INULLLt.EJ" PROTLCTION 

fIhe reactor core and associated coolant syste" shall be desi;ned -o 

"that in tie power operating range the net effkct of the prompt inh_.rent 

nuclear f--edback characteristics tends to compensate for a rapid 

increase Ln reactivity.  

CONTROL 

CKMLýIUON 12' - 4"tLI T1IS~ lW-O REACTUJR PIUW~r, 0SCLULATIONiS 

irie reactor core and associated coolant, control. and protection 

systems s rall be designed to assure that power oscillations wihich can result 

in condit.ons exceeding-of- specified acceptable fuel design limits are not 
controlled.  

possible jr can be reliably and readily detected and sapfessed4 

CRITkIAON 13 - 4LACTOR INSTRUM•NTA'TU.N AND CONTROL 

Inst--umentation and control shall be provided to monitor and to maLntain 

variables within prescribed operating ranges, including those variables 

and syste.as which can affect the fission process and the integrity of the 

reactor care.  

cRITILiO'. 14 - a.LACTOR COULA.'T P'i"SSUKE BUUNDARZY 

'iie ;r-actor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed, fabricated.  

erected, ,iid tested so a.i to have an extremely low probability of abnoimal 

leakage, . f rapidly prot,agating failure, and of gross rupture.



Ci4'UERION 'i - RLACrTOU CA")L•A" SYSTLM DLSIGN 

The reactor coolant system and asaociated auxiliary, control, and 

protecLion aystems shall be designed with. st ...... im to ass-.re that 

the design conditions of vie reactor coolant pressure boundary are not 

exc.'eued duriag all conditions of normal operation, including anticipat.d 

operational o-currences.  

CRITERON It, - LOCTAINTA1NT vI.'S MGN 

Reactor :ontaLnment aid associated svstems shall be provided zo es'.ablish 

an easentiall", leaktipht barrier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity 

to the enviro.-.ment and to assure that the containment design conditions Important 

to safety are not exceeded for as long as postulated accident condttions require.  

CRITERION 17 - ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

.An onsite electrical power system and an offsite electrical p.wer ;ystem 

snall bz prov-dcd to permit functioning of structures. svstems, an; components 

The onsite and offsite power systems shall each 
important to . .-afety. 'At saiet, fa tL f.. t-. s----- .l... .. . .... . ..

"-e provide su, ficient capacity and capabiliLy to assure that (1) s -ecifJed 

damage 
acceprable I u, I -esgn Itinits and desiign conditions of the reactor coolant 

:-c.ssure bouL(icary are not e4ceedei as a result of anticipated oper. tional 

.ccurien~c ar.d i2) tie core is cool!da and containment integrity aid otter 

vital funccio.-. are maintained in the event of postulated accidenta.
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Element of system important td safety 

the onsite electrical power//_.-oer , inelvdkg 6- : b--.• .. _ __, _nd 

tL.. ....it. _rteet i ........ .... s...-, shall have aufficient independence, 

redundancy. and testability to perform their safety functions assuming a 

single failu.-e.  

Electrical power from the transmission network to the switchyard shall be supplie, 

by two transrmissicri lines designed and located so as to suitably minimize the likelihood of 

their simultaneous failure under operating, accident and expected environmental conditions.  

yai o w Physieahi~-; i.4..-pendent...Cirez.Ata frm h 3iPhAf o h 

Two plysically injependent circuits from the switchyard to the onsite electrical distributi 
_ c__-b'tia". o=7='m .t~ill a_ -ho-d1d Each of these 

-ircuits shall be designed to be available in sufficient time folloving a 

loss of e~eetkeLl: -. w.zr !raw a!-' other _-'ealtrztLUG ~ra~ iuv* sm1i~g 
power , in the absence of a loss-of-coolant accident, 

all /onsite electrical/aources/ to assure/that specified acceptable fuel design 
0 

limits and deiign conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are 
Assuming a ibss-of-coolant accident, Ifrom the switchyard to the onsite electrical 

aot exceeded./ One of thee- circuits A.-eil be desg.-ned to be available D < 

,in suff-cienrv time 0 1 
f l•iens a "i. 09f ---- l-" .t-i•.-."t to assure that core cotling, 

important to safety 
containment iitegrity, and other *4141a.L.-a.i functions/are maintained.  

Provisio Ls shall be included to minimize the probability of losing 
from the offsite electrical power system sources 0 

eiectrical po,. er/! -, ... , f e..- ronwinlg cr'lo as a result of, or 

coiacident wv.n. wee loss of power generated by the nuclear power unit, 0 

"U1 1. .. .. . . . t.. .. .... :...3rk7 or.-- "ho l s _ .... :



ITILKION 1H _ .NS'LLI.N v_;i)" LS'I'i(. LF EL.L'rTHICAL Pt;Wli.-, SYSTEMS 
important to 

Llectric,.l po1wer SvSLCIRSeinla/reI,--fer safetv shall he demigne.I to permit 

periodic Inspiction and testing of important areas and features, s ,ch aS 

.irin4, insul. tLion, connections, and switchboards, to assess the c ,atin, Ltv 

.of Lie syst,,L, anti tiie condition of their components. The systems shall be 

6esig•,ed with a capability Lo test periodically (1) the operabilitjf and 

lunctional -erformance of Lte• active components of the systems, su-h as onsite 
emergency 

/power sourct-s, relays, switches, and buses, ano (2) the operability of the 

although not necessarily while the plant i systems ab a •.-olte and. under conditions as close to design as practicalU the 12 

tuzl operatiornal sequence tirat brings the systems intc operation, Including 
initiation logic required 

operation o: tie 4,br•c--- -- tmy - and the/transfer tf power amon4 the nuclear 

emergency 
power unit. th-! offaite power system, and tihe onsite/power system.  

CKITýAION 19 - COITrROL ROUM4 

A control room shall he provided from which actions can be taken to 

operate the nu lear power unit safely under normal conditions and o 

maintain it in a safe condition under accident conditions, includl-ig 

ioss-of-coo.an. acciqlents. Adequate radiation protection shall be prov'ded to 

iermit access ,nd occupancy of the control room under accident corlitio is without 

persoiunel r.rcelving radtation exnosures in excess of 5 rem whole Iody, or 

its equivalent to any part of tite body, for the duration of the accident.

a
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Equipment at appropriate locations outside the control room shall be 

provided (1) with a design capability for prompt hot shutdowu of the 

reactor, incluling necessary instrumeutation and controls to maintain the 

unit in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and (2) vith a potential 

capaibility for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use of 

suitable amerg-incv procedures.  

Ill. PROTECTION AND REACTIVITY CONTIOL SYSTEMS 

CRITERION 20 - PROTECTION SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

1he protection system shall be designed (1) to initiate automatically 

the operation '-f appropriate systems including the reactivity control system, to 
damage 

assure that specified acceptable fuel/dest4n-limits are not exceeded as a 

result of anti, ipated operational occurrences and (2) to sense accident 

condltions and to initiate the operation of system and componemts important 

to safety. The protection and reactivity control systems shall be designed to assure 
an extremely h gh probability of accomplishing their safety functions in the event of 
anticipated opu rational occurrences.  

CRITERION 2l - PROTECTION SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND TESTABILITY 

The protection systein shall be designed for high functional reliabdiity 

and Inservice Eestability cocuensurate vith the safety functions to be 

verfor-m•d. Redundancy and independence designed into the protection 

system shall be sufficient to assure that (I) no single failure results 

in loss of the .rotection function and (2) removal from service of any 

component or channel does not result in loss of the required minimum 

redundancy unle3s the acceptable reliability of operation of the protection 

system can be othervise deionscrated. The protection system shall be designed 

to permit periolic te.tirAg of its functional performance when the reactor is 

in operation, 1. icludinrg a capability to test channels indepemdently to determine 

tailuresand losies of redundancy that may have occurre4.



CRITERION 22 - 'ROTECTION SYSTEM 'IDEPEN.DENCE 

The protec.:on system shall be designed to assure that the effects of 

natural phenomei., and of normal operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated 

accident condit ons on redundantchannels do not result In lose of the protection 

f-nction, or shil be demonstrated to be acceptable on som other defined 

bsis. Design zechniques, such as functional diversity or diversity in 

component dealgi and principles 6f operation, shall be used to the extent 

practical to prsvent loss of the protection function..- evea- c.  

.9yet ý§ ie..., n enow coarct failures a! r±!tumdaut ~e 

CRITERION 23 - 'ROTECTION SYSTEM FAILURE MODES 

The protection system shall be designed to fall into a safe state 

or into a state demonstrated to be acceptable on som other defined basis 

if conditions tuch as disconnection of the system, loss of energy fa.g., 

electric power, instrument air). or postulated adverse environments (e.g., 

"extram heat or cold. fire, pressure, steam, water, and radiation) are 

experienced.  

CRITERION 24 - SEPARATION OF PROTECTION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

The protection system shall be separated from control system to the 

extent that farlure of any single control system component or channel, 

or failure or r-emoval from service of any single protection system component 

or channel which is co'nn to the control and protection systems leaves intact 

a system satis.ying all reliability, redundancy, and irndependence requirrments
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of the prote~ction systenT. Interconniection of the protection and control syszevnw 

shall be lin.itedi go as to ak~su*e that safety is not significantly impafred.  

"askie44e*ng-rnc pessibklity~ ei sytzimargie. near-andon. asn .rrnnte Csilf...r: 88[ 

tLULItLLF M. ou copnn or L c LIIIIL kLIhanneis1 or of m _e to the. z..t;. i 

C!~TL(~)N..5 - IKOTEC~TIiN !V~STEM RLQ~4LMENIL%-s Folt RkACTIVITY CONTrol.  

%kAL FUN ~CT I ON S 
specified 

[he pro. ecthlal sysitem. nitall be designed to assure that/acceptable fuel 

Jesigit lirniit. are not e±xcec'dtd for any qtngle malfunction of the reactivity 

,:ontroi' -.vstt.ms. iuch ais accicdcntal withdrawal (not ejection or dr'opout) of 

zoncrol rod-- ar u'iplanned dilution of soluble poison.  

L:AIlTEIIN_26 - iCLACTIVITY CONTRLOL SYSILM RL)L'N3)AiCY A.)CAPABILIT' 

Two inje.cendent rceictivitv control svstem-;, prrefecebi+t of dii fe.rent 

shall be provided.  

czapgt 4jrs, In; r. tP of IrPI94o cianigp rciltinM LfR. PIanm-ed.  

:U i*t tr ;evdvJ. . Lh-.e of the sy-icems shalli biv capa le of 

reit-- cnr 11ing. rra,:LhtIV Chi.IXCl3 to assure that wider condition~s of
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normal operai inns. including adticipated operational occurrences, and vith 
failure of tfe highest worth rod to insert, /-rainc .... f-- Mai0.---- We stub. --4.., speeified acceptable 

damage I 
fueldevis jlmits are not ekceeded. Oe of the system shall be capable 

of holding tke reactor core subcritical under cold conditions.  

CRITERION 27 - COMBINED REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM CAPABILITY 

The reactivity control systems shall be designed to have a combined 

capability In. conjunction vith the emergency care cooling systm, of reliably 

controlling raactivity changes to assure that under postulated accident 

conditions ami wt1-.p-r.... fe w .t.... re. . the capability to 

cool the core is maintained% including consideration of any rods failing to insert 
as a consequence of the accident.  

CRITERION 28 - R.EACTIVITY LIMITS 

The reac:ivity control system shall be designed with approprLate 

1imits on the potential amount and rate of reactivity increase to assure 

that the effects of postulated reactivity accidents can neither (1) result 

in damage to -he reactor coolant pressure boundary greater than limited 

local yieldtn.; nor (2) sufficiently disturb the core, Its support structures, 

or other reactor pressure vessel Internals to impair significantly the 

capability to cool the core. These postulated reactivity accidents shall 

include consiceration of rod election (unless prevented by positive means), 

rod dropout. steam line rupture, changes in reactor coolant temperature and pressure, 

and cold water addition.
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Gai;FaIEkN 29 r-WTECTI3I AeAItT OWTCF1 PIAIA CUfESC.  
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IV. FLUID SYSTMLS 

CRITY.RION 30 - QUALITY OF RLACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY 

Components vhich are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary &hall 

in accordance with applicable industry codes.  

be designed, fabricated, erected, and teated/ t h ... •S..-& .. . li. . , a d. rd.  

e Means shall be provided for detecting and, to the extent practical.  

identifying the location of the source of reactor coolant leakage.  

CRITERION 31 - FRACTURE PREVELTION OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE ROL.IDARY 

The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed ........ ffie**arL 
stressed 

ina**-n to a&sur* that under /operating. maintenance, testing. and postulated 

accident conditions (1) the boundary behaves in a nonbrittle manner and 

(2) the probability of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. The design 

snall reflect :onsideration of service temperatures and other conditions 

of the boundarf material under operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated 

accident conditions and the uncertainties in determining (1) material properties, 

(2) the effects of irradiation on material properties, (3) residual, steady

state and transient stresses, and (4) size of flaws.



CRITERION 32 - INSPECTION OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY COWONENTS 

Componenta which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boVndary shall 
in accordance with applicable industry codes 

be designed tc permit/(l) periodic Inspection and tasting of IMportant areas 

and features Lo assesa their structural and leaktight integrlty, and (2) an 

appropriate material surveillance program for the reactor pressure vessel.  

CRITERION 33 - REACTOK COOLANT HAKSUP 

A systae to supply reactor coolant makeup for protection against small 

breaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be provided. T4e system 

safety funcc.on shall be to assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits 

are not exceaded as a result of reactor coolant loss due to leakage from the 

reactor coolant pressure boundary and rupture of small piping or other small 

components %.nLch are part of the boundary. The system shall be designed to 

assure that for oneice and for offalte electrical pover system operation the 

system .afezy function can be accomplished using the piping, pumps, and 

valves used to maintain coolant Inventory during normal reactor operation.  

CRITERION 24 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL 

A system to re ove residual heat shall be provided. The system safety 

function sLall be to transfer fission product decay beat and other residual 

heat from %he reactor core at a rate such that specified acceptable fuel 

design hLmits and the design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure 

boundary are not exceeded.
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suitable 

Suitable rL•dundancv in components and features,/interconnections, and 

leak detection and isolation capabilities shall be provide co asstire that 

either or 
for/onsite/a.* 4.offitce electrical power system operation the -ysten 

safety function can be ,accomplished assuming a single failure.  

S''LtlION 35 - L4MLRCLA"XY CoiiL COULING 

A system to provide abundant emergency core cooling shall be provided.  

i'te system safetV funcrtion shall be to transfer heat from the reartor core 

a 
following/wn--losm-of-coolaint accident at a rate such that (I) futl and 

clad Jamage ta.Ec could interfere with continued effective core cofling is 

prevented and t2) clad metal-water reaction is limitel to negligible 

amounts. TeporFiermmaniz af Wie ousa shot! 6ez1 eva :? etod ass Wwti. Av 

suitable 
Suitable reJundancv in components and feacures,/interconnections. and 

leak detectio', isolation, and containment capabilities shall be orovided 

either or 
to assure tire.: for 4nsite /ar-for offsite electrical power system operation 

the system safetv function can be accomplished assuming a single failure.  

AND PRESSURE TESTING 
3o LLRL COIJLLNG sYS ,LM .t.... ' 

T 
tIOMI .... -. • o ht emergencv core cooling system .shall be des 4ned 

components 

to permit per-odic inat,.vctLon and appropriate *)ressure testing of imporzant! 

lja.cW in pe- "n-,. mai pipia .I to assure their structural and leaktight 
as a measure of 

integritv/aiid Lie full design capability of th,; system.
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CRITERION 3D - TESTING OF EKERGENCY CORE CUOLOIG StSTEN 

The emergency core cooling system shall be designed to permi; periodic 
which sill provide a measure 

functional testing/of tl) the operability and petfotmance of the ;'ctive 
to the extent practical, 

components of the system, values , i and (2)/the o erabitity 

of the svste-a as 3 whole,4 ... J. .. I ...de.,.. .... cia... t-o .. as 

Pt a. tie full operational sequence that brings the system into 
initiation logic 

operation. Licluding operation of the 4_ on,..tm. the tranfer between 

normal and naergency power sources, and operation of the associatted cooling 

water system.  

CklTKION 31 C-.frAMLNIG IILAT RENUVAL 

A svstea. to remove heat from the reactor containument shall be provided.  

The system safety function shall be to reduce,-..•4yir consistent vith the 

functioning cf other associated systems, the containment pressure and 
a acceptable 

temperature fallowtng/me-loss-of-coolant accident and maintain then at/4 0

Levels.  

suitable 
Suitable redundancy in components sad features/ interconnect.ons. and 

leak detectio:i, isolation, and containment capabilities shall be , rovidid 
either or 

to assure rua. tor/onsite -#-f •n offsite electrical power system operation 

the system saaetv function can be accomplished assuming a •ingle failure.



IV

AND PRESSURE TESTING 
L'RI'T•KlN 39 IN.kSI'LCTI0/UF C(Ufi'AINMLN" HIAT_ MUOVAL SYSTM ...........  

T , insofar as practical, 
ecomaraw.,t, of Ahe containment heat removal 6ystem. shall be drsigned/to 

components 
permit periolic inspection and appropriate pressure testing of imvortant/w.a&.a•.-c 

,VrA F •tr... aoi. -: : ,. .i -zr -- e. ..-- z-, avi pi"g. to assure 
as a measure of 

their structiral and leaktight integrity/*nd-the full design capability of 

the system.  

CRITLRION 4.) - TESTING OF CONTAINMENT HEA R Wit)VAL SYSTLK 

rhe con..ainment heat removal system shall be designed to perinLt 
which will provide a measure 

periodic functional testing/of (1) the operability and performanc, of 
to the extent practical 

the active cgamponents of the system, . ...k.. o -aand (2)/the 

operability Lf the system as a whole, and, under conditions an close 

to the deai,. a. pgter-i'l the full operational sequence that brings 
initiation logic 

the system ii to operation, including operation of the An oeee ,..:-t- the 

transfer betieen normal and emergency power sources, and operation of the 

associatefl ,-coling water system.  

CONTROL OF 
CRITElRUN 41 ]. -/ AIN' NT AT-m.OSP-HLKE-Ctttt

Systems co control fission products, hvdrogen, oxvgen, and other 

substances wL-ci~t may be released into the reactor containtment shal I be 
limit 

provided as neces.ary to/fdaee, consistent with the functianing (f oth !r 
release 

associated systems,, tite 0,.etr-ti-- and- -- a-4--" of fission proauit.s 
such that acceptable limits are not exceeded, 

feltease4to t ie environment following o-stulatg-A accidents,/and to control 

trie cancentrazion of hydrogen or oxygen and other substances in the contain

ment atmosplere following postulated accidents to assure that cont tinment 

integrity is naintained.
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S ct r m- • tt "W",pl; ;,e, Vuitable redundancy in components and features, suitable 
shall be provided /Interconnect;ons, and leak detection and isolation ciapablities/to assure 

either or 
that for/ons.te/*nd-6e offaite electrical power system operation its safety 
function can be accomplished assuming a single failure.  

AND PRESSURE TESTING CRITERION " 2_- INSPECTION/0F CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE CLEANUP SYSTEMS 60 
T 

-C•e•----•*----- Mie containment atmosjphere cleanuo mystems shall be insofar as iractical, 
designed/to permit pertodic Inspection and appropriate pressure t.rting of 

cor, ponents 
importanc/t -e -a 3 and fet........h "Mi Weer fz., p.........ping to 

as a measure of assure their structural and leaktight intearity/aSm tne full design capability 

of the avstems.  

CRITERION 43 - TESTING OF CONTAINMENT AThOSPHERE CLEANUP SYSTEMS 

The cont~insent atmosphere cleanup systems shall be de-signed to pf-rmit 
which will provid'e a measure periodic (unc-ional testing/of (1) the operability and perormau•c of the 

active compon.;nts of the systems .... so Faa., q=, ,*ps,,.  
to :he extent practical, and--veive and (2)/the operability of the systems as a whole =dmnder 

con-iei. me. eies t - ------ -. - , the full operational iequence 
initiation logic, that brings rhe systems into operation, including operation of the/rseea vi,-

syseem the transfer betveen normal and emergency power sources, and operation 

of associated systems.



GRITkLION 4,. - CWLINC WAX'EK 

A system to transfer heat from structures. system, and components 

Lmportant ti, safety, to an ultimate beat sink shall be provided. The system 

safety function shall be to transfer the combined heat load of these structures, 
or .  

systems , anc components under normal operating/*l accident conditions.  

suitable 
Suitable redundancy in components and fe0&ures,/incercohnections, and 

leak detectiou and isolation capabilities shall be provided to as'sure that 
either o• 

for/onaite/-aa -fow- of fsite electrical pover sy-stem. operation the r'vtetm safety 

function can be accomplished assuming a single f(llurt.  

AND PRESSURE TESTING 
CRITERION 45 - INSP=CTIOU OF COOLING WATM, SYSI'DI COMOI.NUI& 

T Insofar as practical eUmpone•rt-• %he cooling vater system shall be designed/to permit 
components 

periodic insi-ection and appropriate pressure testing of Important!/ aeao

sad . f.a..*.... seek heal enehj... &ad plpi4.-g, to assure their ttiv ural 

and leaktLght Integrity and the full design capability of the systm.  

CRITLtION 46 - T-STING OF COOLING WATER SYSTEM 

C'-,e cool Lng water system shall be designed to permit periodic fumc;Lonal 
which wil provide a measure 

testing/of (1) the operability and performance of the active coMpei.ents 
to the extent practical 

of the system, s--- so r- mps and .. - ' and (2)/the operability of the 

system as a v~iole, and, ... J... z..aLa mol" t uu am r''Y 

the full oper;.tional sequence that brings the system into operati & for 

reactor shutdcvo and -fr loss-of-coolant accidents. including oper ition of 
initiatior logic 

the/p. and the transfer between normal and emergency powe r mour,:es.



CKITLRXON4 5U - CONAMEhUNT DkSIGtI BASIS 

The reactor containment structure, including access openings.  

penetrations and the containment heat removal systek shall be destigned so 

r:.:the .con ainment stutr -se its ifteeries. Ge~Irspo ams, can coate 

a I Iowabi e 

Vichout exce.:dicag the/dmkin leakage rate, -sl ; AtA m"• - . the 

a 

calculaced p-essure and Vemperature conditions resulting froalmsmo 
The design 

loss-of-cool..at accident. /Wh4-a mts shall reflect coasideratior of (M) the 

eftects of p,)tentLal energy sources vhich have not been included a the 

determinatio:a of the peak conditions, -- elt . .e.wgy ke sas g"evoras md 

e~rrrmA fal.=diW=e au m~at .A.r. .1 tm-aL-ceect .q.i..,.. that L -,- e. .lt fr~..

deggeeiL oe-fetey ore eciin (2) the limited experience 

a~nd experimettLa dats available for defining accident phenomena and containment 

responses, a id (3) the conservatism of the calculational model amd input 

parameterxs.  

CRITEKION 51 - FILACTURE PREVEMNTION OF CUNTAINMENT PRESSURE BOUNDArY 

The reaý or containment boundary shall be desigied -.LL• . ici--

ng! to assure that under operating, maintenance. testing, and ostuiated 

accident coniitiona (1) its ferritic materials behave in a nonbrittle manner 

and (2) the ?robability of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. The



desiga shall refiece consideration of service temperatures and otner 

conditions o: -the containmenat boundary material during operation, maintenance, 

testing, and postulated dccid1ent conaitions, and the uncertainties in deter

mining (1) m.terial properties. (2) residual steady-state and transient stresses, 

anG (3) size of flays.  

•:•I.RI)N 52 - CA"ABILI•tY PUK COTAIlNMENT LE.EkAGE RATE TESTING 

The re.aL tor contairment and other equipment which may h be 

subjected to contaln=ent test conditions shall be designed so that periodic 
pressures up to and, If necessary, Including the 

_.ntLgrated 1r-akage rate testing can be conducted at/ec: telmet dvign 

-ICTk1ION 53 - PROVISIUNS FOR CONTAINMENT TESTINqG ANID INSPECTION 

insofar as practical ývisual 
The reat tor containment shall be designed to permit/(1) /i pe-tion 

o' all iiv-etp-a avess, -- a,-. penetrations. (2) an appropriate 

at containment design pressure 
materials surveillance program, and (3) periodic testinR/of the 

leaktighLnesý. of penetrations which have resilient seals and expen ion 

iNSERT (:.- see next page 
~iITERON 4 -PIPING SYSTEMS PENETR(ATING CONTAINMEUT 

""-stems penetrating primary reactor containment be 

provided witi 1 detection, isolation, and coat t. capabilities 

having redunmcncy. rel i•y, and perf nce capabilities which refle:t 

_e im•-rtanca to safety of is ng these piping systems. Such piping 

vsytems, hai. be des ed wite l a capabil to test periodically tne 

aperabill the isolation valves and :-ý.Aat pparatus and to 

,.ieerniae if valve~ leakage is within acceptable limits.
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CRITERION 54 PROVISIONS FOR CONTAINMENT ISOLATION 

Piping w'iich penetrates the containment must be provided with two 
'solation bar iers; one barrier must be located outside the containment 
and one must oe inside the containment, unless it can be demonstrated that 
the design is acceptable on some other defined basis.  

The defioition of an isolation barrier is either a suitably designed 
closed system trip valve,'check valve or a manually closed valve under 
adnministrativ4w control.  

Using ths definition four general classifications are derived: 

I. Two c osed systems - one inside, one outside, no isolation valves 
requi-ed.  

2. No closed systems - one valve inside and one valve outside required.  
3. Close. system inside - no valve inside, valve required outside.  
4. Close.j system outside - no valve outside, valve required inside.  

NOTE 1: The same criteria apply to lines which are used after an accident 
excep_ that manual isolation is acceptable and in the case of 
instr.jment lines, a check valve or manual valve inside or outside 
conta nment is acceptable.  

NOTE 2: An is lation valve outside containment shall be located as close to 
to th: containment as practical and upon loss of actuating power the 
autom.-ric isolation valves shall be designed to take the position that 
provi ies greater safety.
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CR 5EkuN 55 - RkACTOR COOLANT PKESSURk UIMJUNDARY PENETRATING CONTAINMlENT 

hcli lire which is part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary 

and whic peietrates primarv reactor containment shall be provide• • h one 

automatic i clacion valve inside and one automatic isolation va ott'ir thai 

a siple7 check. valve. M~t.ide of containment. unless it can . de onst]3ted 

tiat the d g,.--,n acc-•ptaole on some outer defiaed basis The v.alve outside 

of cuntain,:L'i.t shal bo located as close to containme as practical and upon 

loss of actu.itiaig powe Ltie automatic Isolation va es aiiall be d, signed to 

take the position that p vides greater safety 

Other ai3propriate requirlllevits to mii mize the probability o 

consequences of an accidental r Lure theme lines or of lines onnec ted 

to them shalL be provided as neces ry to assure adequate safety. Dec 

mination ol the appropriateness f Lh se requiremnts. such as hi ner 

quality in design, fabricati n, and test ag, additional provision: for 

inservice inspection, p'r ection against soe severe natural phen. mena, 

a nd additioival isolat 'ii valves and containme , shalL include co sidei tsion 

of the populatiurn ensity. use characteristics, physical characteristics 

of the air-v en roos.  

cKIL'r1kuN - L0N'!AlN~tL-N1 uKL~SU~jE BOUNDJARY ISULAT1ON VES 

L. ch 1Ine which connects directly to the containment tmosph, re 

an penetrates primary reactor containment shall be provided ich one



utomatic isclation valve inside and one automatic isolation valve, other an 

a sibpýcheck valve, outside of containment, unless it can-be d trated 

tnat the des is acceptable on some other defined basis. a v;,lve outside 

of containmert .hal e located as close to containme as practial and upon 

loss of actwuttng power the -utomatic igiolation alves shall be dotsigned to 

take the posl-tiofl that provides g ter aety.  

CKITRIRION 7 - CL•TOS SYSTOKS I' TIUON VAL 

Lach irne which pene ate@ primary reactor con insent and is neither 

part of the' :eacto oolant pressure boundary nor connecte direc -ly to 

the conta " atmosphere shall have at least one isolation ,al other than 

a simp check valve. This valve shall be outside of contaiment and s 1 be 

cated &a c-'oae to containment as practical.  

V1. FUEL AND RAD IOACTIV ITY CONTROL 

CRITEII.ON ujO - CONTROL OF RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVE MAT'ERIALS TO Ti: 

ENVIAONMENT 

The nuc,*.ear power unit design shall include seans to =tntsl.ima 8VtWb 
the handling and release of 

control Aeie radioactive mate~lials in gaseous and liquid off luents and 

in solid wasLez produced duri g normal reactor operation, includinR 
within acceptable'limits 

anticipated operational occuitences,./ Sufficient holdup capacity shall 

be provided -or retention of taseous and liquid effluents containing



radioactive zaterials, particularty where unfavorable site eovironuental 

ccrditions ca3n e excec te'% imp6se unusual ooerational limitations 

",-pon their reie33e to t.!e environmwnt.  

RADIOACTIVE WASTE SYSTEMS 
'KRi.IO~N Uj - 111. A.LLI: A.4L HANDLI\. AN: 2tb0t'iVT O 

The fuel •.torge .&u..d tatidlinig and radioactive waste systera a-ad 

3YOMMS hi-, Zvi tn " oe** .J z it shall tie destKned to assute adequate 

sate(v tuider .%ormal an.. p,,:lLuLAted accident condLtioLM. These systems shall 
provided witf 

be/dLewr'tpnre (.) with a capability to permit Inspettion and testing of 'p-&samn..  
important to safety 

avid ... i9-t.... zf ,..... components/af e.lm... . 't--ma. (2) vith suitable 

tinielding for radiation protection, (3) -w4l appropriate c-- i---r. confine
and 

mentj and filLering systems, (4) w4 a residual heat removal cap bilitr' having 

reliability ard testability that reflects the importance to safety of 
des igned 

decay heat anc other residual heat removal, and/*f)-to prevent sipnificant 

reduction in fuel storage coolant inventory umder accident conditions.  

CRITLRION 62 - PREVLNTION OF CRITICALITY IN FUEJL STORAGE- AND HANDi ING 

Criticality in the fuel storage and handling system shall be 

prevented by Fhysical systems or processes, pxeferably by use of 

geometrically safe configurations.  

1\
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CRITERION' 63 - 'ONITORINC' PUEL AND WASTE STORAGE 
Ins trument t ion 

syepi hlla be provided ini fuel storage and ra.Iioactive 
and alarm any 

w:?mcI 5N:;Vi..~S 3-.!d a6NOCiate.± handlingt areas +1 to detect/conditic'DP 

L.tmav rtesulL in ~ ~residu.al h~eat removal capability and e-;ce3sAve 

%:ATFRtO*% 34 - MON TToiý..,C RA-%')1.JACrlVITY RELE.ASES 

Mean~s -.haA be provided ýor monfitorinlg the reactor containment 

~AcLUWsphere. spa~ces zontaining componenten for recirculation of los.:--of

z(.-)lant accideivt fluidqi, efflouent di~chairge paths, andi the plant anvirons 

ror radioactivity Lhiaz mray he releaned from normal operations, in~clu~ding 

anticipated operational occurrences. and from postulated accidents.  

(Sec. 161, 68 Stat. 94.8; 42 U.S.C* 2201) 

Dated at _____ _________________this 

day of _____1970.  

For the Atomic Lnergy Comm sCion 

W. 13. Mccool 

Secretary
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A Discussion of Major Changes Recommended 

There are a number of criteria which as drafted cannot be accepted 

by the indistry for one or more of the following reasons: (1) it rep

resents an unnecessary and unjustified escalation of licensing require

ments, (2) there is no clear or common understanding on the part of the 

AEC and the licensee as to what it would take to meet the requirement, and 

(3) it is 3remature to attempt to incorporate the requirement into general 

design criteria inasmuch as the technical rationale for the requirement 

has not been fully developed.  

L6ss-of-Cc-)lant Accident 

The definition of the loss-of-coolant accident as set forth in the 

AEC draft if June 4 clearly represents an escalation of licensing require

ments inasnuch as it refers to "any size break" in the "pressure vessels, 

pumps, and valves connected to the reactor pressure vessel" as well as to 

a break ir the piping. These additional breaks should not be postulated by 

license reviewers and certainly should not be incorporated into general 

design criteria in the absence of a realistic technical rationale, the 

basis for 4hich can be developed only through further study. That study is 

now being indertaken by an ACRS subcommittee and by an ad hoc Forum group.  

Single Failure.  

As tie definition of "single failure" appears in the AEC draft of 

June 4, it postulates the failure of passive components in both mechanical 

and electrical systems. Although current licensing review practice 

assumes the failure of passive components in electrical systems, the 

extension of the general concept to mechanical systems represents an 

escalatio. of licensing requirements for which no technical rationale has 

been develaped. Further, the definition leaves open ended the number and 

type of mezhanical systems to which it could be applied. Indeed, an 

undiscipliled application of the definition would presumably lead to 

postulating such failures as to make it,-impossible to design operable 

systems. Clearly, a single failure concept which would permit the 

indiscriminate application of postulated failures of passive components in 

mechanical systems should not be incorporated into general design criteria.  

Industrial Sabotage 

The AEC. draft of June 4 includes as Criterion 5 "Protection Against 

Industrial Sabotage" which reads" "Structures, systems, and components 

inportant to safety shall be physically protected to minimize, consistent 

with other safety requirements, the probability and effects of industrial 

sabotage.' 

Policy considerations involved in the proposed requirement are of 

such significance that a direct discussion of top utility management 

personnel Alth members of the Commission would appear to be prerequisite
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tu resolution of tne issues that would be raised in implementing the pro
posed criterion, 

Transmission of Offsite Electrical Power 

Criterion 17, "Electrical Power Systems," as it appears in the 
June 4 draft, includes the requirement: "Two physically independent 
transmission lines, each with the capability of supplying electrical 
power frorr the transmission network to the switchyard, and two physically 
independent circuits from the switchyard to the onsite electrical dis
tribution system shall be provided." 

A literal interpretation of this requirement would call for two 
transmission lines mounted on different sets of towers located on 
different rights-of-way. Not only is this an unwarranted escalation of 
licensing requirements, but for many sites the requirement would neither 
be desirable nor possible to meet. Farther, such a requirement would be 
contradictory in many instances with requirements being imposed on 
licensees by environmental cohsiderations.  

License applicants should be permitted the option of satisfying the 
integrity of emergency offsite electrical power service by means other 
than would be permitted by the criterion as now drafted.  

Systematic, Nonrandom, Concurrent Failures of Redundant Elements 

Criteria 22, 24 and 29, as set forth in the AEC draft of June 4, 
all deal w;th protection and reactivity control systems and all postulate "systematic, nonrandom, concurrent failures of redundant elements." This 
postulated failure mode is not acceptable to the industry for the follow
ing reasons: (1) there is no indication of what requirements are involved, 
(2) it would provide a "hunting license" for an undisciplined imposition 
of requirerents, (3) there is no logical basis for limiting the concept 
to protection and reactivity control systems, and (4) the reactor systems 
suppliers are only now in the early stages of studies which the AEC 
regulatory staff has asked them to undertake in this area.  

Until such time as the requirements which would be imposed by this 
postulated failure mode can be clearly defined and supported by sound 
technical r-ationale, they should not be incorporated into general design 
criteria.  

Containment Isolation 

Criterion 54 through Criterion 57, as set forth in the AEC draft of 
June 4, pro3vide a number of requirements dealing with containment isola
tion. As Jrafted, some of these requirements are difficult to Interpret 
and appear to represent an escalation of current licensing practice. In
formal dis:ussions with the AEC regulatory staff have not proved successful 
in developing a mutually satisfactory format for these criteria.
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 16 

Final Rule, General Design Criteria for Nuclear 
Power Plants, 36 Fed. Reg. 3,255 

(February 20, 1971)
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Act of February 2, 1903. as amended the 
Act of March 3, 1905. as amended, 
the Act of September 6. 1961, and the 
Act of July 2. 1962 '21 U.S.C. 111-113, 
114a. 115. 117. 120. 121. 123-126. 134b.  
1141'. Part 76. Title 9, Code of Federal 
fe.utilations. restricting the Interstate 
movement of swine and certain products 
lecause of hog cholera and other com
munlicable swine diseases, is hereby 
ninended in the followinfr respects: 

In ; 76.2. the reference to tile State of 
Ohio in the introductory portion of para
-ral)lh ic and paragrraph (c 19 1 relatiný, 
to the State of Ohio are deleted.  
i ecs. 4-7. 23 Stat. 32. ns nlided. sees. I, 
2. 32 Sint. 791-7,92. n1 amneinded. tecs. 1-4.  
3.3 Stat. 12C4. 1265. ns am end . See. ]. 75 
'"t :ttL. 491 . sees . I nnl i]1, 7a siat. I :Io. 1.12:21 
USC. I11. 112. 113. 114g. 115. 117. 120. U21.  

123-126. 1311). 1341: 29 F.Fl 1C210 , us 
;,liCelltt(l.)I 

E(fTctirc datfc. The foregoing amend
Inent shall bceo7:e cffective upoln isu
;i~lce.  

The allenIidneilt exclNd,'S a portion of 
Clinton County. Ohio, from the areas 
quarantined because of hog cholera.  
-herefore. the restrictions pertaining to 
the interstate movenment of swine and S sxwizic products froin or through qUal'ail

I timed areas as contained il 9 CFR Part 
76. is amendcd. will not apply to the 
CxChided area. but will continue to apply 
to tile quaran~tined areas deceribed in 
! 76.21e. Further. the re:stiictions per
i inin.g to the interstate movement of 
.,,wine and !.snine products from n1onl
quarantined areas contained in said Part 
7G %%ill apply to the excluded area. No 

reias In Ohio rcenain under the quar
at]itillC, 
The amiendmnent relieves certain 

re.strictions presently imposed but no 
lonrcr deenied necessary to prevent the 
s-;aread of hog cholera and must be mnade 
effectire inincediately to be of inaxinnim 
benefit to affected persons. It does not 
al)l)ear that public participation in this 
rifle making proceeding would make ad
ditional information available to this 
Department, Accordingly, under the 
administrative proce-lure r.,ovisions i:n 
5 U.S.C. 553, it is founu upoin good eaiuze 
that notice and other public procedere 
ivith respect to the amncndment are im
practicable and unnecessary. and good 
cause is found for making it effective le-s 
than 30 days after publication in thte 
I cDrr.AL REG]STLU.  

Danne nt WVa.liincton. DC.. this 1Gth 
6;dy of Fctblrnry 1971.  

F. J. 'Mutrictts' .  
AlicUq Adnmfni:',otor, 

..Agric dtiural Rescarch Serricr.  
II' Doc71-2380 Filed 2 -19 71:3:49 am I 

lItDcket No. 71-5201 

PART 76-HOG CHOLERA AND 
OTHER COMMUNICABLE SWINE 
DISEASES 

Areas Quarantined 

Pursuant to provisions of the Act of 
May 29, 1884. as amended, the Act of

February 2, 1903, as amended, the Act 
of March 3, 1905, as amended, the Act of 
September 6. 1961. and the Act of July 2, 
1962 (21 U.S.C. 111-113, 114g, 115, 117.  
120, 121, 123-126. 134b. 134f), Part 76, 
Title 9. Code of Federal Regulations, re
stricting the interstate movement of 
swine and certain products because of 
hog cholera and other communicable 
nwine diseases, Is hereby amended In the 
following respctcLs: 

In k 76.2. in paragralph lei '13) relnt
in1 to the State of Texas. subdivision 
,xvi' relating- to Smith County is deleted, 
and new subdivisions (xxii| aw'l ixx~ii i 
relating to Bexar County are added to 
read: 

'131 Texas.  
,xxiiI That portion of Dexar County 

bounded by a line beginning at the junc
tion of Interstate Highway 410 and 
Farmn-to-Market Road 78: thence, follow
in.. Farm-to-Market Road 78 in a north
easterly direction to Farm-to-Market 
Road 1518: thence, following Farm-to
Market Road 1518 in a southeasterly and 
then southwesterly direction to U.S.  
Highwvay 87; thence, following U.S. Hiigh
way 87 In a northwesterly direction to 
Interstate Highway 410: thence, follow
inc Interstate Highway 410 in a north
westerly direction to Its junction with 
Farm-to-Market Road 78.  

lxxiii' That portion of Bexar County 
bounded by a line beginning at the jluc
tion of the I3exar-Medina County line 
and State Highway 16: thence. following 
State 1Hihwh\ay 16 in a southeasterly di
rectioni to Farm-to-,Market. Road 471: 
thence. followving Far'n-to-Market Road 
471 in a southwesterly and then north
westerly dhiection to Faum-to-Market 
Road 1957; thence, following Farm-to
Market Road 1957 in a southeasterly and 
then south-scstcrly direction to the 
Bexar-Medina County line: thence. fol
low ing the Bexar-Medina County line in 
a northerly direction to it.s junction with 
Slate.Highway 16.  
.rees. 4-7. 23 Stat. 32. as .inended. se. 1 2.  

32 S.it. 791-752, as sinendied. sees. 1-4. 33 
Siat. 1264. 1215. as amended. sec. 1. 75 Slat.  
4,e1. s•ee. 3 and I1, 76 Sint. 130. 132: 21 U.S.C.  
111. 112. 113. 114g. 115. 117, 120. 121. 123-126.  
1341). 13.1f: 21) F.P. 1G210, as ainvnaeWi 

Effectire date. The forcgoing amend
nlent., shlll become effective iipon isstn

The amendmentes quinrantine pottions 
of 13cxar County, Tcx., becautse of the 
'xi.teMICC of hog cholera. This action is 

deeied IlcNeSsary to IrevenIt furlther 
lp-read of the disease. The restricitions 

Ivertali Ing, to the interst•te movement of 
SWille land swine producL; from or 
t hrou::li-q'iarantincd areas ns containied 
inl 9) CFR Part 76. as amended. still apply 
to the quarantined portions of stich 
County.  

The aniendineuts also exclude a por
tlon of Smith County, Tex.. fr-om the 
areas quarantined because of hog cholera.  
No areas in Smith County, Tex.. remain 
under the quarantine. Therefore. the re
strictions pertaining to the interstate 
movement of swine and swine products 
from or through quarantined areas as

contained in 9 CFR Part 76. as amended.  
will not comply to the excluded area. but, 
will continue to apply to the quarantined 
areas described in I 76.2e). Further. the 
restrictions pertaining to the interstate 
movement of swine and swine products 
from nonquarantined areas contained in 
said Part 76 will apply to the area ex
cluded from quarantine.  

Insofar as tlhe amendments impose cl'
lain further restrictions necessary to 
prevent the interstate spread of ho; 
cholera, they must be made effective ini
mediately to accomplish their purpose in 
the publio lntcrest. Insofar as they re
lieve rcstrictions. they should be made 
effective promptly In order to be of max
imum benet to affected persons.  

Accordingly. u.rnder the administrative 
procedure provisions In 5 U.S.C. 553. it 
is round upon good cause that notice and 
oplter public procedure with rcspv-ct to 
the amendments are impracticable. un
necessary. and contrary to thc public 
interest, and good cause is found for 
making them effective less than 30 darys 
after publication In tile FEDERAL 
REGISTER.  

Done at Washington. D.C.. thii Grth 
day of Frtbrualy 1971.  

Ii. J. MULirRaNs.  
Actingi Administrtor.  

Agricultural Research Seriice.  
17F1 Doe 71-2139 Plied 2-19 -71:8: 4.mi I 

Title I 0- ATOMIC ENERGY 
Chapter I-Atomic Energy 

Commission 

PART S0-LICENSING OF PRODUC
TION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES 

General Design Cr.teria for Nuclear 
Power Plants 

The Atomic Energy Commissinn hai.  
adopted an amendment to its regulations.  
10 CFR Part 50. "Licensing of Prod'ac
tion and Utilization Facilitlcs." whilih 
ndds an Appendix A. "General Desi!.n 
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." 

Section 50.349a0 of Part 50 recliuires 
that each application for a construction 
permit Include the preliminary desipn 
of the facility. The following information 
is specified for Inclusion as part of lb' 
preliminary design of the facility: 

oil Tile principal design criteria for 
the facility 

,ii, The design bases rmnd the I'c};it on 
of the de.,kn bases to the principal de
sian criteria 

'iii) Information relative to nmteri
als of construction, general arrangeement.  
and the approximate dinmeisions, sumir
cient to provide reasonable a.ssulauce 
that the final design will conform in tht(e 
desien bases with adequate mia!-i for 
safety.  

The 'General Design Critcria for Nuclear 
Power Plants" added as Appendix A to 
Part 50 establish the minimum require
ments for the principal design criteria 
for water-cooled nuclear power plants 
sirnilar in dcli::n and location to pmlnt,
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

for whi1h construction permits have 
been issued by the Commission. They also 
provide guldance In establishing the 
principal design criteria for other types 
of nuclear power plants. Principal de
sign criteria established by an applicant 
and accepted by the Commission will be 
incorporated by reference in the con
struction permit. In considering the is
suance of an operating license under 
Part 50. the Commission will require as
surancc that these criteria have been 
satisfied in the detailed design and con
struction of the facility and that arny 
changes in such criteria are justified.  

A proposed Appendix A. "General De
sign Criteria for Nuclear Power Plan.  
Construction Penmils" to 10 CFR Part 
50 was published inl the FFI)E.AL ]REISTER 
132 F.R. 10213) oil July 11, 1067. The 
comments and suggestions received in 
response to the notice of proposed rule 
making and subsequent developments in 
the technology and in the licensing proc
ess have bcen considered in developing 
thW re-ised criteria which follow.  

The revised criteria establish minimum 
requiremnents for water-cooled nuclear 
power plants similar in design and loca
tion to plants for which construction 
permnrts haive been issufed by the Commis
sion. whereas the .)reviously proposed 
criteria would have provided guidance 
for applicants for construction permits 
for all types of nuclear power plants. Thfc 
rev; sed criteria have been reduced to 55 
in numl•ur. include definitions of imn
portaunt tetrms, and have been rearranged 
to increasfe their usefulness in the ]i
censuinq process. Additional criteria de
scribing specific requirements on matters 
covered in more general terms in the 
)lreviouly pl)roposed criteria have been 

added to the czitcria. The Cateftories A 
and B t.-ed to charac'erize the amount of 
information needed in Safety Analysis 
flepoit• concerning each criterion have 
been deleted since additional guidance 
on the amount nnd detail of information 
required to be submitted by applicants 
for facility licenses at the construction 
peIrmit stage is now included in ; 50.34 
of PRut 50. The term "'enginecred safety 
features" has been eliminated from the 
reevised criteria and the requiremenLs 
for "enineered safety features" incor
porated in thfe criteria for individual 
sysCtels.  

Further revisions of these General 
De.i,-n Ciiteria are to be expected. In the 
course rf the development of the revised 
criteria. irnportant safety considerations 
were identified, but specific requirements 
related to some of these considerations 
have not as yet been sufficiently dc
veloped and uniformly applied in the 
licensin7 process to warrant their in
e6asion in the critferia at this time. Their 
omission does not relieve any applicant 
from considering these matters in the 
design of a specific facility and satisfy
ing the necessary safety requirements.  
These matters include: 

(io Consideration of the need to desi,'n 
ag3inst single failu-es of passive com
ponents in fluid systfems important to 
safety.

(i-' Consideration of redundancy and 
diversity requirements for fluid systems 
important to safety. A "system" could 
consist of a number of subsystems each 
of which is separately capable of per
forming the specified system safety func
tion. The minimum accepltable redun
dancy and diversity of subsystems and 
component., within a subsystem and the 
required interconnection and indepfend
ence of the subsystems have not yet 
been developed or defined.  

litle Consideration of the type. si7e.  
and orientation of possible breaks in thiu 
components of the reactor coolant pres
sure boundary in determining design re
quirements to suitably protect against 
postulatbd lr..s of coolant accidcrnts.  

uiv- Consideration of the possibility of 
systematic, nonrandom. concurrent fall
urcs of redundant elements in the desivn 
of (lie protection systems and reactivity 
control systems.  

In addition. the Commission is giving, 
con.sideration to the need for develop
rent of criteria relating to protection 
against industrial sabotage and protec
tion against common mode failures in 
syltems. other than the protection and 
reactivity control systems, that are il
portaelt to safety and have extremely 
high reliability requirements.  

It is c:Ipected that these criteria will 
be anuzncnted or changed when specific 
requirements related to these and other 
considct-ation,; are suitably identified and 
developed.  

Punruant to the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954. a.i amnended, and sections 552 and 
553 of tite 5 of the United States Code.  
the fol:owing ameudment to 10 CFR Part 
50 i lrribli.shed as a document subject to 
codificat:rn to be effective 90 days after 
publication in the FrrornAL REUrZTER. The 
Commistion invites all interested per
sons who desire to submit written coni
ments or suggestions in connection with 
the atrendment to snd them to the 
Secretary. U.S. Atomic Energy Comnis
sion. \Vashington, D.C. 20545. Attention: 
Chief. Public Procecdines Branch, within 
45 days after publication of this notice 
in the FEnERAL REGIsTrE. Such submis
sions uill be given consideration with the 
view to possible further amendments.  
Copies of commfents may be examined fit 
the Commission's Public Document Room 
at 1717 H Street NW.. Wasiunglon. DC.  

1. S-ection 50.34,'a,311) Is amended 
to real] ai follows: 

q 50.3 t Cunlenlt ,f 4#r plirai;.: I 
iih'ca, itOmfIritm:il hll.  

(a' Predimiflaay .eftlely anolysis report.  

Each application for a construction per
mit shall include a preliminary safety 
analysis report. The minimum informa
tion to be included shall consist of the 
following: 

(31 The preliminary design of the fa-' 
cility including: 

iii The principal design criteria for 
the facility.-* Appendix A, General Design 

SGeneral design criteria for chemical pruc
emsinig :ndielics are being developed.

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants. fe.tah
lislhes minimum requirements for the 
principal design criteria for water-cooled 
nuclear power plants similar in design 
and location to iplanLs for which coli
structioti permits have previously been 
issued by the Commission and provides 
guidance to applicants for construction 
permits ilt establishing principal dc.sigi 
criteria for other types of nuclear powker 

2. A new Appendix A is added to rtad 
as follo%% s.  
At-rrr,:ols A-C-ENERAL Dr.sTC CRITERIA FOR 

*uCLr.AR POWEvR PLAN1 $ 
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R25,1 RULES AND REGULATIONS

If. r. jrlt by .Mttltipke Fisiion Prodrirt 
Barriers 

C' :r,',ari 10-fleoetor design. The reactor 
cure anti associated coolant, control, and 
iprotc-1ton systems shall he dlesigned with 
;:plr.,prtte mtargin to assure that specilied 
:,-ellit:ille fuel design muinlts are nut cI
-e'1ilkd (iltring any conditoln of normal op

cra' i nct.tiluttdinig tile eltccts of anticilpated 
operatiolial occurrencets.  

ritfroot 11-Rcaelor inlhercltf protectiion.  
Thc rearctor core and associated coolant sys
Itll'.; siill l)e designed so that in the power 
tiperit it ratige the net effect of the promipt 
ilitietet uniclear fcedlbtack chnaircteristics 
tenitis to t'oltlens:ate for a rapin Iucrease lit 

Cilrc-i (of 1.1-!iippres,:tmi o rcactor power 
.. ,� -e ti 'ls. lie reactor core und associated 

cowmitt control, and protecCionI systems !th:ilL 
he iiemciiiled to aws.sure thalt power oscillations 
which cati result In conidtions exceedin

:pecified acceptable fuel design Ilinlt.s are 
"lot possible or can be reliably and readily 
ti;:t"'ed and stippresaed.  

Critelriol 1.3-lt)ttrutlcltrttiOn anti control.  

Ins.trtinett~ation and control shall be pro

vided to monitor varialties and systerms over 

their antticipated range fur niormnal operation 

ltnd :rvtrt~lt- conditions. and to nisintiin 
thetmt within prescribtd operatiing ranges.  

incitlititg, those vari:tbles and svsteulIs which 

c:nllteitec.I tie liss.on process, the initegrity of 

tile reictint core. the reictor coolanti pressure 
13,3unlaltv an ;ld the: contailnmen!t on lI its 

ai.;ciitedI sytstlers.  
C'tr'oo;t 14--•tt cacor cootatlt n tprilTtir 

)olt.' aro,. "The reictUr coolant prcessture 
y)btitl.,ry shiall be dcesigned, fabricated.  
erected. and tested so as to have an extreniely 

low priatilb;ity of al)normal leakage. of 

rapidly propalhttilg f1iltire, and of gross 

rnlltt lre.  
Criteriftr 1S•Rchlrtor -oolant systern de.  

shan. Tile reactor cooltint system atid asso

ciated ;itxiliary, control. and protection sys.  

tents shall be designed with sofficlent margin 
to assiire that the design coniditions of the 

reactor coolant pressuire boundary are not 
exceeded during any condition of normal 

Olerat• on. Incltuding anticipated operational 
occurrences.  

Criterion 16-Cofilainni7crit drc~tgn. lRcac

tor cont.atilnmCtnt end associated systems shall 
be pirovided to establish an essentially leak
tight barrier against the tincontrotled re
Iase of radioactivity to the etivironnient and 
to a;r0,tr that the containtnettt design con
ditiOtis il)nportnnt to safety are not ex

ceeded for as long as postulated accidetit 
conidit i,,tis reqitilre.  

CriterOnt 17-Eh'cthiral poter syste.lS. AnI 
onsIe etectrical power system atid an offste 
electrical power system shall be provided 
to permit fnnct!onting of structures, sys
tenis, aintl comoponentls important to safety.  
The ,afct ftunction for each system (assinl
ing the other systemn Is not 'functlioning) 
shiall te to provide sltflent capacity and 
capab1:ity to assure that (i) spceifled an
ceptatle fuel dcslgr, limits rnd dcsign ;:on.  
ditiOls of the reactor coolant pressure bound
ary are not exceeded as a result of antic
ipated operational occutrrences and (2) the 
core is cooled and containment integrity and 
other vital functions are maintainted in the 
etC1Lt of postulated accidents.  

The onaite electrical power sotirces. Incluid
ing the batteries. and the onsite electrical 
hitl riblit ion system. shall have sufficient in

dependence, redundancy, and testability to 

pterforml their safcty functions Assttmiing a 
sitigle failtire.  

Etlectrical power fromn the transmission net.  
waork to the switchyard shall be supplied by 

tao physically independent transmission 
hii' imot necessarily on separate rights of 
v. yi rtleigned and located so as to stiltably

minimize the likelihood of their simultaneous 
failure tiuder operating and postulated acci
dent and environmental conditions. Two 
physically independent circuits from the 
switchyard to the onsite electrical distribu
tion sysLem shall bo provided. Each of these 
circutits shall be designed to be available lit 
suffilcient tittie following A loss of all onsite 
alternatitng current power snurces and the 
other olisIte electrical power circuit, to assure 
that specitled Acceptable fuel deidgiu Ilmits 
And design conditions of the reactor coolant 
pressuire boinidary are not exceeded. One of 
these irrenits shall be clesigned to be avail
attle i% vtiin A few secotndis following a )or%
O[--coolait accident to sassure t1hat core cool

g. cot,ntaittinlent integrity. and other vital 
safety filtietions are maintained.  

Provisions shall be inchlded to minimize 
tile probability of losing electrical power 
from any of the renaining sources As A result 

of. or cointiident with, tile loss of power gen
erated iy the nuclear power unit. the loss of 
power fronit Ole tranlstulnlson network, or the 
loss of pollcr froth the otisite electrical power 
%ource-..  

Criterion 18-Inspectitot and fcslinc of 
clectrical potter syAtleii.. Electrical power sys
tems import lit to safety shall be desigted 
to permit periodic Inspection and testing of 
important areas and features. such as wiring, 
Insulation. c'nntetlouts, and switchboards.  
to assess the contlinuity of the systems and 
thle coilitioit of their comtpotents. The sys
tents •lt:ill be designed with a v'ap:lbility to 
test periodically (1) the operability nnd 
fituctionial performnance of the comrponents 
of the sy.iteuis. sutch as onsile power sonrces, 

relays, switches, And iuses. and (2) the op
erability of the systenms as A whole and. tinder 
conditionts as close to design as practical, the 
full operationi sequence that brings the sys
iem:; lIlto operation. Incliding operation of 
applicable portions of the protection system.  
atd tile transfer of power among the unclear 
power unit, thie offsite power system. onld the 
ousit e power system.  

Critrrion 19--Copttrof room. A control roomt 
shall be provided front which actions can be 
taken to operate the nuclear power unit 
safely uinider normtial conditions nnd to main
tati it in a safe condition tinder accident 
conitl iot. k, Incluiding loss-of-coolant acci
dents. Adequate radiation protection shall be 
provided to pernit accezs and occtupinncy of 
the control room under accident condtitionis 
without. personnel receiving rdilation cx

l)oSires it excess of 5 retn whole body. or 
its equiiatcilt to any part of the body, for 
the dorut "-in of the accident.  

Equipmcnt at appropriate locatlons out
side tile control room shall be provided (1) 
with a loesign capability for prompt hot shult
down of the reactor, Incltding necessary 
instrunmentation and controls to maintain 
the unit in a safe conditlion during hot slhiut
down. And (21 with a potential capability 
for sut.leiquent cold shutdown of the reactor 
throticlh the use of sutllable procedures.  

lit. Protfr'ion nund r, ''actirily Control 
Syqtc?11.q 

Crit,'rion .10--Piofection. sysicrm jitnrlions.  

The protection systemn shall be designed (I) 
to Initiate autontatically the operation of 
Appropriate systems Including the reactivity 
control systems. to assure that specified ac
ceptable fuel design lim:'s are not exceeded 
as i result of anticipated operational oc
currences and (21 to sense Accident condi
tions and to initiate the operation of systems 
and components important to safety.  

Criterion 21-Proltction system reliability 
and tcstabilitp. The protection system shall 
be designed for high functional reliability 
and inservice testability commensurate with 
the safety ftinctions to be performed. Re

dundancy and Independence designed into 
the protection systemn shall be sumiclent to

issure that (iý no single fidlure results In 
loss of the protection function and (2) re
moval from service of any component or 
channel does not result in loss of the rt
quired minimum redundancy unless the ac
ceptable reliability of operation of the 
proteclioln system ean be otherwise demon
strated. The protection •ystem shall be de
signed to permit periodic testing of Its fune.  
tioning when the reactor IS in olperttion.  
including A capability to test channels in
dependently to determine failures And losse.i 
of redundancy that may have occurred.  

Criterlori 22-Protection system f'adcpcnct
ncco. The prolection system shall be de

signed to assure that the effects of natural 
plhenomena. and of normial operatling. main
tenance. testing, and portnlated accident 
conditions on redundant channels do not 
result in los.- of the protection functlon. or 
aia:ll be demonnsirated to be acccplahle oil 
some other detfiled basis. Design techniquer, 
such a,.s loiction:al diverbity or diversity lit 
componcnlt design and principles of opera
tion. shall be used to the extent pracl lcal to 
prevent lo-s of the protection function.  

Criterion 23-Proteclion ty.ttem itlith r 
modes. The protection system shall Ib de.  

signed to fall into a safe state or In'lto a State 
denioist rated to be acceptable on some other 
cienned basis if conditions such as di.eon
nection of the syatemn, loss of energy fecg..  
electric power, imstrument air), or postulated 
adverse environments (e.g.. extreme hleat or 
cold. lire, pressure. Ateam, water, and radia
lion) are experienced.  

Criterion 24-Scparation of protection and 
control syttrins. The protect.ion system s5s1tl 
he separated from contirol sySLenis to tile e
tent tthat failure o: any single control sy.tenti 
comnelnllt or channel. or failtro or relnoval 
from service of any single protection system 
component or cliannel which Is common to 
tite control sald protection systems leaves in.  
tact a system satisfying All reliability, re
dundancy. and Independence requirements 
of the protection system. Iuterconiiectiln rof 
the protection and control FyssteMtn shtall Ise 
linitted so as to as.ure that Safety is itot sig
niflcantly impairet.  

Criterion 25-Protletlioi! ,.lstent rcutire
mcnt. for reactivtity conlrot "inaljitnritons.  
The protection system shall be designed to 
assnire that specified Aeceptable fur. frstgn 
limits are not excecedd for any sinile nla:
function of the reactivity control bMateils.  
stuch as arcidezttail withdrawal (not ejectionl 
or dropout) of control rods or unplannied 
dilution of soluble poison.  

Criterion 26-Rcectirlty control systrmt re
dundanty and capability. Two Independent 
reactivity control systems of different design 
principles and preferably Including a positive 
mechlanical means for inu3ert lng coni rol rods, 
shall be provided. Each system shall have the 
capability to conttrol tile rate of reactivity 
chaiges retluting from planned, linrinal 
power changes (including xenon burnout; to 
assure acceptable fuel design limits are not 

exceeded. One of the systems shall be capa
ble of reliably controlliing reactivtity changes 
to assure t'tat tinder conditions of normal 
operations. including anticipated operationtal 
occurrences. and with appropriate inargin 
for mtaiftiictions such as; stuck rods. speul
fled acceptable fnel design linits are not ex.  
ceeded. One of the systenis shall be capablc 
of holding the reactor core sAubcritical undler 
cold conditions.  

Cri!erion 27-Combined rrarliri?! control 
systems capability. T"he reactivity control 
systems shall be designed to have a combined 
capability. in coajninction with poison addi.  
tion by the emergency core cooling system, 
of reliably controlling reactivity changes to 

assure that under postulated accident cont
ditlons and with appropriate margin for 
stuck rods the capability to cool the core Is 
mtaintained.
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Critcrion 28-Rcaetiritf! limits. The re
aet' ity control systems shall be designed 
with appropriate limits on the potential 

.,moillnt and ra-te of reactivity increase to as

5 ore that the effects of postulated reactivity 

,cc:iCtidltS call neither (I1 result lit damage to 
Ifll reacIOTr cooltAntt pressure bouindary greater 

h]a 1]iltliCd local ylelding nor (2) uMi.

r ii: lllv dtsturi tile cort. Its stipport strite

lure-, or ailter reactor pressure vessel Inter

"nls ,.. ipnair sliziificanllyi tile Capability to 
coli the core. These postuliated reactivity 

:;Cr.uiittlll shall inthide cont•ltcrationi of rod 

r,,CcC tinu t intlle's prevenited by pou.itive 

n. ieall-i, rod dropoult. steatl li]le rtipttlr.  

cimnc.$ itt reactor cootailt tenilperattire antt 

pre! Filr-. and cald waler addlil-,l.  
crtcrinn 2?9-Proceclion winilt af tici

pjltitl opwralional occurr,-nlc'.. Tile protec
11oll wtid reactisl y colltrol sysreins shaill be 

deslL-ned to assure an exirentely itigh prob

ability of 1eeompitshiitie their sofct, thn(!
thinljs itt the evetut 01 anticipated operationtal 

occ,:rrcitccs.  
IJ. Flu".- •.tctits 

C' trrioon 30--Qii t.i1 o/ rr,,t'tor ri'ololit 
prtli rc boltundaryr. Coripoiietit s whicti are 
p.irt i)f the reaclor coolallt pres•str botitidary 
sihall be designed, fnbricated, erected, and 
tecoed to thre ]highest t 1iiality standtirds prac
tic-1. 'leat-, shall he pritsiled for detectlitg 
sitnd. to the ex, -elit practical. Ideltlifyifsng the 
io-si ott of the Sot-rce (A reactor coolatit 
lena i Ce.  

Crfrrilt 31- Fruit' inr prerientioeu of rc
r'for roolant pmrrysurc bOiuidiuti. The reactor 

ciii-!itnt pre=stlre bolinddiry shall be desil-ned 
. sit. sllfliceitt n ariirti to asxiure thlat when 

stres'rd uinder operatilla. ntatItMettat"cc. lcst
it,•. %lid postulated nceident conditions I() 
ti" t)0llnllda rv tielia e in a iO:hTirIT tic n1iianer 
atud (2) the probabiltty of raplui y propa
pi-: n fraetuire isn mlnimzled. T'lie design 
stilt reflect c,mnideratlonl of service tempera
tntres ahd nlher cotidti oils of tile hotindarv 

ni erial iinder erperat llniz. ntaintricate e. tc.1t

Iiti!. aind pous.iulatcd acritdent ctndills aid 
tii-- ritieertiii'•• itn dletermllinilg itI mate
rIal prilres. (21 the effects of Irradiation 
eti wiaa,(erial prepertICe. I.13 relduial. slead'v
5 t.ne sld tr:ijts.ilt .rrcs!cs. anId (4) .izc of 

Cril'rinrl .l32--sluerrclout of racrtor coolant 
p!, -"lirc hto•r,tly. COllmponIents which are 
p: of the rarc:or cnonlati pre-5ture Itioitiidary 
sh:d, be ,ie. :t'ed 1o permilt tIt I)eril((Ic lin
ril:ctlon intt to s. int of importlint areis slid 
fellmtires to acs- their strn'ural r,1ind leak
tli-ht Itteprilv. aitd 12) an approprliate n.iae
riml smlrveilllice program for tte reactor 
prc .lIre vessel.  

Cri(criont 33-rr,rfer ctoolanft mnkaly. A 
"st:;em to sitpply re iclor coolant tiakeitn for 
,,,-,tection against gtinll brCas itl the re
Li-or coolant pressure boliltdary sltall be 

provided. The system safety fintction shall 
ae to nssuire that specified acceptable fucl 

design limits are not exceeded as a resitlt of 
reactor coolant usq duce to lenkage from the 
reactor coolant prcssltre boundary and it in
tire of stutll piptng or inther small conapo
ncaits which are part of the boutdary. The 
sw-tet shaill be designed to assure that for 

oii!.ite elrctrical poSIcr system opea•won 
ts-ming olTsite power is not as ailhle} and 
for iisf•ile electrical power ',rtlrm operation 
lcsiunling on-ite power is inot avatlalhlel the 

s- il en sfifel" f-tlcy , cit an be accomplished 
11ll he ptiplle , )iil5nps. find valves tired to 
llaiintatii colanit illtenltorn dlurinig rnrnill 
me:•c'or nperaltiot.  

"i1' io ,.1i-Rclirtlul llcit rCeitotl'a. A sys
ti to rrmove resiliial heat shall be pro

id'll lThe svst,-ni F'.fetv funtefiont Sthall be 
1,i tr.:,•sfrr I1is51in r-oillcrt decay heat Amid 
",lipr revihilal heat froin the reactor core at 

a r:i'e srch th1at specified naccptnbhe fuiel 
(I '-it hint11 it i a tile de-.gigt coniditionis of

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

the reactor coolant pressore botlidAry are 
not exceeded.  

Suitable redundancy lit components and 
features, and suitable interconnectlons. leak 
detection, and Isolation capAblilties shall be 
provided to assure that for ,, site electrical 
power system operation (assuming otstite 
power Is not Avallablel and for olisite elec
trical power system operation ins.suming on
site power Is not avalanble) the system safety 
ftictilon can be Accomplished. a•uimnizig a 
single failure.  

Cri•crint. 35 Ent'rgerty vore .(polnrg, A 

syN'.etfl to provide abtlitdatut emlergency 
core coalitng shall be provided, The systeltn 
s, fety fiuction shall be tf) tr.nsfcr heat 
front the reactor core followitir. aniy Iou- of 

coot:lant accident at a rate &lich ihtt t. t I itel 
and clad damnage that could linterfere with 
eoi nt1iited citective core coomiitg is prevented 
attd t2) clad met~al-water reaction is lIintit~ 
to nirgllgible aniottts.  

Sttitable redundancy lit compolnenits and 
feartttre3. and suiltable InvercOnn-etilOits. leak 
dciec~t!tut. istlt• n.tu, and eontailinelt c;l.a
bullles shall be provided to nssire that for 
Olisite electrical power system operatlon (as
sullning oifsite power lIt not available) and 
for oltsite elertrical power system operation 

l,"sutnnttg otitite power is not nvailalWtel the 
sy.•t co safetv funticioi cani be accomplished, 
a.ýsitmtna a single failure.  

Criterion 36-Inspcction of emrrgcney 
core coolini systemn. The emergency core 
cjollig system shall be designed to permit 
periodic Inspection of limportnnt compo
nelits. such as spray rings In the reactor 

pre-ture vessel, water Injection no?2oles. and 
piping. to assure the integrity And capability 
of tlte system.  

Critcrion 37-Trstfn of 0 teCrg1 nyll core 
cooling system. The emergency core cooling 
systetn shall be dtesigned to permit appro

Priae pert dWe pr,-msuire and fiinctiona, test
tin- to Assture (Iw the structural and leak
fight Integrity of Its components., 12 the 
opierability and performance of the active 
cnipn:ments of t0,e system. and (31 the oper
ability of the sstem a As A whole and, tinder 
cmutilitiotts as cloze to design as practical, the 
prrforinance o. the fuli operationa! scettenme 
th.-1 brings the systcins Into operatinn. in
cltidillng operationi of npplicable portiotns of 
the protestion system, the transfer between 
nornmal Atnd emergency power sotirecs, and 
the ,peration of tile assocIated cooling water 
sy.-? en 

Criterion 38-Contaitnlent Ileat rcrnoral.  

A sy.tent to remove heat from the reactor 
Coltttlitnnent shall he provided. The system 
s.fety fuinction shall be to rednce rapidly.  
e.'MlsIs1tei1t with the f(inetloilnig of other 
asiuc.ated systems, the conLalrimeItI* pres
sutre and temiperature following any loss-of

coolant Accident and maintain Ihenm at 
accept.tbly low levels.  

Sulttabie redundancy lit components and 
features, and sui.ltable inttrconneetions. leak 
dletetlo'i, Isolation. And Cotttailnment cara
bltitles shall be provided to nsstire that for 
onnuile eicctrical power system operation (ah
siminlg olT.iie power is not nvallablel and 

for offsite electrical power system operation 
(.sýuintitor onslte power is not available) the 

m.teat snfety futlncion can be atronlfil-Ahe'l.  

aun'ting a single fnilhmrz.  
Criterio• .19--1.spection of contoinncn" 

hnat rintoiol styxtrm. heli contnlinment heiat 
rentov't system shail be designed to permit 

p)eriodic itnspectlon of imnportant compontents.  
stich as the torus, stumps. spray nozzles. ani 
pipling to assure the hititgrity and capability 
of the system.  

Co itrrion 40-T,stinq of cotlfain itent irat 
rrtnioral y.frn,. The , tconttaintment teat re

otoval s;tem shall be Jesigned to pernilt 
Appropriate periodic pressure and Iinctionnl 
testing to assure III the strtietural and 
leakttghtt integrity of its components. (2)
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tite operability and performance of the yctive 
components of the system, And 131 the oper
s~blilty of the system Ao a whole, and, tinder 
conditions as cloe to the design as practical.  
tile performance of the full operational sc
quence that brings the system into opern
tton. Innclding operation of applicable per
tions of the protection system, the transfer 
between nrmral , nd emergency power 
sotnrces. nnd 'he operation of the assoi.aed 
ewdling wmelr .eystem.  

Crierion 41--Containinent at otsph,'e 
clenanup. SY.t ents to control fission prolitclr 
llydrogcn. oxysren. And other siih-)t~lir'ei 
wtirth mnay lie rele.t.ed into tile re.ictor c•ni

t.tillent ;lhall be provided a's ncceesary In 
reduce. c:;Fi - cin*. with tile filtticoloo ,g or 
other a,5oclated ,Ystems. the ConCentritttn 
and l q;.lltly of fs-sion prodticto released, to 
th, eirotitnrcli fOillowing pot-tolated arcm
dvh-. ni, to c.-.ntrol the concentration of 
h'vIrnnen or oxy•en and other -tiblsanees ti, 
the contai1nnient itAtmosphiere fo-:owing p0.*
.ttlated accidents to aýsuire that coni.i;lnmeint 
Ilitieprity is mraltinined.  

Erach systern shnll have ivUliable redrin
(lane:: in rcmprnivnts and feat tre:;. wnd sitit
Able Interconnections. leak deteciloit. lsola
tlnn. and conlavinient cnpabilities to assuire 
that for onnele elect ricalt power systen', oper

ation tnssuminlt oflaite power ts not avail
ablet and for offsite electrical power system 
oprtration (a.ssuming onsite power Is tint 
available) Its Faft.ty fttnction eani be aeconi
plushed. a.w1tllittg a single failtire.  

CrItcrinn 42--tfn.pccttoti of Contiimetlt 
clitno.pterc clrinitnp sii.stCIS. The contain

atelt Atmosphere clennup systems shall be 
desltied to permit periodic inspection of Itt
port-tnt eompofnents, such As filter franies.  
ducts, and piping to a.sure the Interitly nntli 
eanImility of the systems.  

Criterion 43-Tc..tfnq Of confoillncif of
niop,'ere cleanup systiems. The conita:nment 
ntmwo.phere Mrimanup systems slhal le dei.gned 
to permit appropriate periodic pressure and 
finltctioltil ter'lnpn tin ansulre Ill the strtc
tWtrat and leaktI.cht lIle.!rlty of it% eor'po
neiits. (2) the operatMi-,y and rerforumoce 
of tlie actire comnplnents of the systems such 
.is fans. filters, dampers, pumps: and valves 
And 13) the operability of the systems ts a 
whoile And. tinder conditions as cose to de
M a,% ns practlcnl, the performance of tile full 
operational sequencte that hrtngs the sys
tems into operation. incltdilng operatloni of 
applicable portions of the protection sys
tem. th- transfer between normal Anti emer
genev power rotirces, Attd the operation of 
ansocIated Systems.  

CritcriOnt 44--Cooling iroter. A system to 
transfer Heat from structures, systems. and 
components Iniport.nt to safety. to an iiltl
mate lea.t sink shall be provided. The system 
s;fety ftinctinn shnll be to trnnsfer the com
billed heat load or these struct tires, systefi.s.  
And components titnder normal operatinc antd 
accident conditlons.  

Stittahlle redtinul:aneY in components iiiid 
feattires. ntd stilt able literTconneet Ions, leak 
detectlon, and Isolation Capaibilltiet shall 

be provider to assnre thit for olsite electri
cal power Pystlei operatior, InsStniimng ofi
site power Is not alnilablei and for otTsiie 
electrical power system operation insutuntim_ 
ontite power Is not avallablel the s%.steill 
safety fimtretloli can be .ceompli-hed. n
stimi.ng a siicle failure.  

Critcro.nn 45.-intpfellon of n in'irr 

xxieum. 1he eirtllnig water syvtent shill Ile it.  
sirpned to permit periotdic Inspection of tin

,)orTLait compnnetlms. sich is hieit e.chattcer, 
and ptplir., to nssure the luilegritt .nd n -.-t 
pabillty of the .'.slm.  

Criferion 46 -Teslini. 0o cooliv , oi (it..:,*r 
frtil. The tr-ollni water system shall :m dir

Figined to permit appropriate periodli ?re:
s1ure At,(i fuinctional testitig to nari.re I I t i he
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sirtict tral and leal'.ligh1 integrity of Its conm
ponealsn. 121 tile op 't:,bltty and the performt
.incc of tile nctivc components of the systemn, 
.%nd 13) the operability of the system an a 
v~holt and, tinder condiltions Its close to de
s i glt at piratictlnl the perroranitce of the full 
opieraetaonl sequeiice that brings the %Ystcmn 
Into operatioll for reactor shiitdown and for 
lt~ss-of-enolint acc~deilttt. Includinig opera
tion or aipplicable portir-lis of tile protectio'n 

de.tni anld the trainsfer betweeni norrnil andt 
t'ns-rpellcy poNtc'r soiirtt'5.  

V. Peactor Cittt,'l 

(>a~t~fltO--on li~i entde.J,qn liii' .  

The react or con't.1 iflietit str:ict ii it. I ~cti~lti
it%4 nciess prit- p'tr-,raitini. Intd tile 
csr-intittuntt lien', re ironvalty- shall tc 
fcl.itae't s~j that the c,ýitnlanitcit strrti- ire 
and I: s Int rrut' I tmparti mel' cn Ca ti ti'?IZ 

:lc is' e anil. wli' ii 'i ci'-litl iit ti. the 
I Ircifl.,! cc press lire Cini Imi etiprtutr; cr~nolI 

tionusrei'~ili lg fromf n"-v lo...efJ-ciiiltt a'
c-elt-i. 711is ltt'in t'tt rrtt'-cI cri~cIc.iat.
tlon of Ili I he erveris r.f 1 'vtta iiergy 
!.oiurci'; Avietii ha'c nol~t,beeni Incititled lil the 
cieternitiinatofl of thie lpenk cric:Wot''1. slichi 
:'15 vi'crv Ii nena ceneratorS and energy 
fr,4r tact at-water and u' hr vhcrn:~c,, reac

iii Vint ira': r:-s*itt fri, ftte~racn d r: ir 
ctNir Ci7,c cnolifli rnitflt 12, thle 'IIt
ite' rxpc-rienct' and extti'r:m-i~il.r (Iat s t 

'itt liarn rc''i~~. nd 313 i liii colt

sirnlsntjst of thje eil ''t.Illuo'je antd 
inpuit par:mc't'tr 

rat~intrut p'C'Xiu''- Nit'iiletry. 71,.e rea"rnr 

r,,tsjn 'I a ilt'.t hn a' ll*ih e:gtdwt 
i~fltr~cMi mnarcil irs n, %ire 1l'cst wiidt-r ilper 

a ijn. uaiitte'atcr.tet�. ian~d pos*tti'ated 

pi,etntIC In at n-,tit'riiie manner: aid 21t thle 
lri!:lv or rtlrlidtt p~ropR!!atifli fractitrt' 

N r..tilmirii.d. Thte desleli shtitl reflect eon
-idetwns tr of serv:ce tuniiierattlres and other 
ei,.it in tns of tile containmieit boundadry man
tcrial diirinýt operation. mininteflat-CC.ie 
inc7. m~d rnsttitattd ocetdeiit, conditions. all" 
tVic vtiteirrtii itles lIn deterntninit (1l rnnit-
I at propertit's. (2) retlittttn. steftdv-stntte. Arii 
tt-ai,wsttt stresses. arid (3) .-IZ Of f13WS.  

Citc,-:ou S2ý_Capatitrip jilT enniaifyipieflt 

Irakatn' rotc freitfinq. The rractor cohitailoinellt 
attd other equlipment, wIich may hie stibieccted 
to contsaintment tost conditioins shlt he de
stei~el so that, perindic Inte~rfted leakage 
tatec testinig can be coi-dtrted lit contaili

Cr crnn; 5.-Prot-, 'ins Jr' coni d iirii t 
t.-., iii anil insipct-iion. Tile reactor contain
miinii ishal be des~euied to permit (t) ti!!pec
tI ot of all importlant areas. such as penecra

tltont. (2) anl appropriate stirvelitautre pro
rra. %lnd (3) periodlic testing ait Cotitatut
nietici design preqsure ,f the Ie:1 ktightness of 

Izictratios which have re~ililtit seatls anti 
ex:pnn-tiou beltowsS.  

Cat'ii 0ita 5 4-Pji;ii n s-- 't p1 'il'rat in!i' 
entlitali'men I. P-ipin~g systems pen-i rnting 

priniary rea!ctor conitainnieiit Sh113t be pro
Iidel % it h teat: dov'ctln. isotatinn. aind conl

Inidltrint~i cnpabiltltes hiving redulittatcy. re
fliatilli v, andi pctortniiintct cantmbitltit' which.  
reflect tile Importance to satfety of ioaii 
thiese piping systemns. Stich piping systems 
shall *re derstiruie Witht a elpataitilF to test 
pi'r:ntlcahly tile Operabiltity of the Isolation 
% allvc aiid astoclated appiratt it nd to deter
is' n~e If s alt-c lcaIknu'e is withini acceptabile 
11i liz 

Cnrreiult 55-1ractor roolatnt pregsli re 
Is-:gnrtar!, picitctrntuing contaiiimelhi. Each 
linc that. Is part of the reactor coolniit pres.  
stire boundiary and that penctrntcs prinmary 
reaicrr containment shall be provided with 
cull-i Innient isolation valves ai follows. uti

ioti l cakn be irmen lst rated that the coil-

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

tahlntsenl. isolation provistotis for a specific 
chass of Ititle, sucht az Instrumenit lines. are 
acceptable onl sonic other defined basis: 

il) Otie locked closed Isolation valve Ini
side antd onie locked closed Isolatiout valve 
ou't;ldc contalnnicnca or 

12) One tuitomatic Isolation valve Inside 
anld one locked cllored Isolation valve outside 
cotntainmenct;: or 

13) One locked cll)%ed 1-oatlon valve Ilit
slide aitd one atitola'Ilc isnulatinti valve out
.side contniiitt5Clt. A rimple check vailve msay 
not he steed asl the atutonuitic is'ilttiuni valve 

it..tle cnntaitnlinttt; or 
(4) Otne alltuntaic Isolathoit valve Inside 

nntli une austoniatit Ic solatiton valse outsitde 
rotttaiillelit. A simple celc~k valve many not 
he iited as the rititonsatic IISiAtiEl valve oilt
sidle c-ontnitaiieutt.  

I ;ola' Ion valve% otti-de rtonialtimeit -;hall 1)0 
lo-tdai clio-. Is' cci!ahisment as practical 

atid liyoi loss% of actainciir power. au11tioalIer 
i~ulana toasvesl'y shatl be detr~ired to lakte the 
p .);:tIoli -Itat provides itretuier safety.  

Other appfropriate rcquiremlnt, to mlini
nita.e IitiC protsatullity or ooseltt!c' f aus 
accldt'ital rilpttlire o.' these line.; or 1'f lines 
connected to themn shall be prosvidied as 
iicc.ýsary to a~ssure adeqtualte safely. Deter
minnltilin oft the approprirttettess of these 
rtitirirenltq. suich ais hicher qua~ity In 

de-sij,n. falbricttiat. anod 1.0silncr. additional 
p~roviyionls for ltt~ervire Insepction. protec
titoit a'taiiist msore sevore uiatsur.l phenomena, 
'aud niddiiional isolatvioli vaive-t andI conwtat
menet. altall Include conMideratinn of tise pop
illations denlsitY. use chArarter~itti. and 
;itivstcal cliaracteristuca of the site enlvirons.  

C': 1.'inn ennrtit (aitntiiifle't i~spol
'ian. 1IQých ltine that conlieci.1 iforeetiv In the 

cont2'. riuttnt a'nuoswrherro and pe netrate; 
prlitsary reactc'r c'tttiniment shall be pro
v':dcii With eot~~ntnitwitt isolat on vatse% as 

f uos.snless it can he dcrcitnnstratetl Mal.  
the conitosenlnlt isolation proivisiotis fo'r a 
-pe;!t ele vts of tinles, such a% instrumnent 

Imtes. -.rc acttleoil some otlier dcfined 
basis: 

(Ii One locked closed isonlaton valve In
dIde r-:id otte lockedt vo. --d i,.olat'on vislve
oiitt'iCo colitaninen' : or 

COD Q(lte Ailto~nsa'I uc ola'ion valre httielcle 
aind onie tocr.,"'l etired isolation siltve witt
.s1t.e COrItninsnit: ur 

431 Onue loclked closed lsolation valve: In
sale- and onte nitioinn:l heIsoiationt %,alive out
Fide coittainnient. A sinmple che-.k valve niay 
rtot be tued as the atitoturitlc Isotatýiun valve 
oui idi' r--sitau nsent : or 

(4) One automnitc isolatirn valve Ivishde 
and one automiatic isolatiotn vaice otitlde 
contaitimenut. A ximple check valve maty not 
he umed as tue atuitomatic Isolation valve cuit
.side cantitbiuient.  

liotat ion valvs Ioilitside cotttuninent shall 
be located a; close to tise coit~alflhinett as 
practical and upoun loss of actuating pow.er.  
aiitoratic Isolationt valves shall be de~slitncd 
to take tise pos,!t~on that prov~des greater 

nit,; 7. 1:ýichtitle that penet rates primnary re
actor coittainnuient anid Is neither part Of thle 
r'acttnr coolant prenitrt' boundaifry nor coil
1eCCted directly to the containment atmos
phere SIValt 1saVe lit least One ciitlitalinieust 
isolation valve which shall be eithier auto
ritatic, or locked closed, or capable of remote 
niantlil operation. This valve shall be out
side containment and located as close to the 
ct'intaitnihent as practical. A simple check 
valve nsay not be used as the autonlatic 
Isolation valve.  

VI. Fuel antd Pradloa'tiriil Control 

Criterion 60-Couitrol of releases of radio
iletituc materials to tile cnu'irolhtlent. The nu
clear power milt. desIgn shall tocitde means

to colitrul suitably the releas of radioactive 
niaterilas In gaseolus and liquid effluenlts 
attd to handle radioatctive soild Watstes pro
ducedi during normal reactor operation. lit
ciluding anticipated operational ocesurreilces.  
Sufficient holdulp capaicity shalt be provided 
f,)r retention of galseous. anld liqluid ellitienut 
contltsning radioactive mnaterials. par'.icil
larly wtivire unfavorable Bite environmental 
cunditions can be expected to lni:iose xin
tusitiial operational linnitathuis 111)01 the re
leas-e of bticii etiluients to itie eumroliimctit.  

Criterioni 61-Furl sitope anc uit annci:n.7 
andi rudionc'riity contlrol. The file[ stsrnzei 
and li.mndllng. radioactivle waste, anti other 
rysiteinls %thliclt may contain radioactivitv 
Mi.alal lie deigised to assuire adertitaic safety 
mtisdtr imwintil ratid post tim' ed accident contl

dit~t~i%'. T'isese systemus shail lt de~ dýgtied I Ii 
Witli a capability to permit anmpection na:d 
tt-m'iiug of cotipo's'iens inipnc'rtant !ho safctv 
121 st-it suiltable shlielding ii rat',a':,ui 
11itr,,i ci ,. 1:l1 i vll ~lio'ii e cu~ntn
u1teit" coth~ineleistel. anoi tiltertin *.!.1.  
14 p %uitti aI re-idu .1 1 heast rrsi'.*a cat :;,Inl~itY 

livtgr liabifliy and texIrat,:h-v t.iai re.  
lieces tile in ;sri anec to S;I fetv o trllt 
and other ri-idtial heat rertioval, anti 151 
to prevenit Ahitnlfieant retclijolt Ins tint

s:oaecno'titti I live: toirv int' atrc dr% 
collditti 0', 

Crr,tr:nra i;2--I'rrrer'tntu of c**:ZJrai!,: lin 

Iii"! -torana and iinlnhtlr. critt~caitv lIn *the 
fuel a Ion zc atnd hi tnt iii - 5, - ns ti at be 
prevented by physi1cal syseiit', or prrme:-ý, 
preferably by tIle of geometrhia!h:,- Yale
t'onfigiirai lots.  

Cnrtrrinn O.13 _ nnito'finq furl grid it ll, 

s'Poi-ag~. Appropriate sy.t'cms shall Ie pro.  
victed lit fuel storac anod r.adinariivt' Iv:,t'
Fv-temis and assiciated hautdlints areaR 4!i 
In detret ci'ndlIti''ti that m.'ay re-uIit iiiIst 
of resitl al lt-ita rtrfro's itcaI n i: lint tN

crssivc rticlainion lvt sny, 121 to tlit!i.t,e 
apliroprial~e safety actiltts.  

C'ztrrion 6 1-.Itoniton-we rtld'irirUi ;N' cc.  
1,'alev. Means shahl be ptro':itld for moliitrr
lug: the reactor enivaituteht iti'ni-riphtre.  
#.paces contaninitup cots! wIr~encs fur rvccIrc.ila
lion of irn- fccai crudfll ii: llit.. ef. ii
ent. dil-l*.tto_ pa ths. tand ithe pattit rmii ruis 
f''r ra'I:.a I:iv til ia *v 1'" rr~c.tFed ftoni 

nueratintialot rni- aind fr. :it po. tv!:i' d 
accirieiit .  

(Secs. 11131. 1112. G3 :'ia. fi48 , 95 1 ; 42 U3 S C.  
L201. !22,12 

Dated lit Wrislttf-le~ll. D C., t):~s l~tht 
day of Ft'brtiary 19171.  

For the Atomnic F~ncr!y Comm7*issIo.  

WV. 73. MCCOOL.  
Secretarry o1 the Coinmissit oni5.  

IFR Doc.7l 2370 Fit'd 2-19 71:8:48 arui 

Title 14-AERONA'UTICS AND 
SPACE 

Chapter I-Federal Aviation Admniris
tration, Department oF Transportation 

(Docket No. 71-E-4-13: Anidt. 30-11551 

PART 39-AIRWORTHINESS 
DIRECTIVES 

Americun Aviation Corp.  

T'lic Federal Aviation Administration !s 
amending 3 3013 of Part 39 of the Fed
eral Aviation Regulations so as to issue 
an airworthiness ditective IIpiicrIb1C to
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CONTENTION TC-2: EXHIBIT 17 

Letter from Donna B. Alexander, CP&L, to U.S.  
NRC (October 15, 199), enclosing letter from Scott 
H. Pellet, Holtec International, to Steven Edwards, 

CP&L (October 11, 1999)



10-15-99 05:06pe From- T-334 P. 02/06 F-643 

OCT 15 1999 

c o mr m Pc mw A u~ S E R IA L : H- N P -9 9 -1 56 
Hcwvs NudMO rko 

p0 Do. 165 
Nw t,1II NC 27S62 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

AT10MTTON: Document Control D-sic 
Washington. DC 20355 

SHEARON uARRIS NUCLF.AR POWER PLANT 
DOCKET NO. 50-4O0LICENSE NO- NPF-63 
SUPPIEMEWNAL TN*ORMATION REGARDING THE 
LICgNSI AMNDMo.NT RQuEsr TO PLACE TNP 
SPENT FUEL POOLS "C' AND "D' IN SRVICE 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Enclosure 8 of the HNP license amcndm& request (,de. SMLAL lINp-99-198, dated December 
23, lgg8) provided a detailed Alternative Plan For de1MonsraIng complianc with ASME Boiler 
& p'masaure Vessel Codes requiremenms for spent fuel pool cooling and cleamup system piping in 
accordance with 10 O'i 50.55a(a)(3)(i). By letter daii~d March 24. 19M, the NRC issued a 

request for additional information (RAM) related to 0Tht HMiJs Nuclear Plant (fNP) licen 

arnr-ndment requcet to place SpOnt fucl pools C and D in scrvic. Tbh Match 24, 1999 RAt 

included a request to identify each or th" embedded field welds within the scope of the 

Alemative Plan. The IINP response (ref. SWRJAL: HN-99-069, daid Apuil 30,1999) 

provided a field weld matrix which identified ft field welds to be inspected by using a high 

resolution remote video cmeura. The sample A=sc was selected based on a feasibility walkdown 

with the camera vendor. CP&L has continued however. to invSesdpte aiemnadivo inspection 

methods with other vendo. Through theme efforts with another vendor. CP&L has successfulty 

performd a remote camerm inspection of all 15 embedded field welds included within the scope 

of the Alternative Plan. In the course of the Inspection, two field welds (2-SIPI-FW-3 and 2-SF

I. FW-6) which were not smbeddcd in concrete, but within the scope of dth Alternative Plan, 

wcrc cut out to faeilitatc removal of piping to provide wccc€f ffcth. cawca inspections. An 

updated field weld matri* will be provided to reflcct the rcmoval of these two welds and the 

inspection of all 15 embedded field welds.  

In addition, by letter dawed A0ril 29, 1999, tho NRC issud an RAI relatd to tde criticality 

control provisions in the HINP license umndment request. Tmn 1 or this RAT uque!ed 

infoantion regairdng a postulated fresh fuel assembly udsloading evem As a supplement to our 

June 14, 1999 responsc (Cf. SERA•L: IINP-99-094) to requested item I of the RAL we had our 

vendor, Holicc Intern•-ional, perform additional fuel assembly mialoading analyses. The results 

of these analyses arc included as an Enclosuir to this lceer. These analyses demonstiate that 

cricality will not occur as a result of the postulated misloading of a fresh fuel seimbly in the 

spi it fuel sirmago racks for HNP pools C and D.

5413 Shoaon 1onis Rod NewMiR NC



10-15-99 OS:06pu From
-4 I- I. .. -. - .. T-334 P.03/06 F-643 

Docimwer Control Desk 
SERIALz HNP-99-156 
Page 2 

This in formanion is provided as a supplcmcn to our Dlecember 23, 1998 license amndmuln 
reqUcst and does not change ouir initial deiemrination that Che proposed license ainendmnEr 
reprmenta a no signfi4cimtl hazards conslderai~om 

Pleasie refer any questions regarding the enclosd infonuation to Mr. Steven Edwards at (919) 
362-2498.  

Sincercly, 

Donna B. MiAkxder 
Umaner, RgUplawory Arrairs 
Had s N~uclenr Plan 

KWS/kws 

Bnclosuwn: 

C: (all WI Enclosure) 

Mr. J. B. Brady, NRC Senior Resident Jnspcwtr 
Wr. Met Fry, N.C. DEHNR 

Mr. RL . LLaufer. NRC ioject Managar 
Mr. L- A. Rayes, NRC Retional Admnistrawo - Region UI
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Holluc Center, 555 Lincoln Drive VV, Marlkou, Nj 08053 
Telephone (609) 797-0900 

Hr31 (609) 797-0909 

INTERNATIONAL 

October 11, 1999 

jk•. Sewven Edwards 
Mzager of Projects 
Carolina PowIsr & Light Company 

laruis Nuclear Plat 
P-0. Box 165 
Mcw Hill. NC 27562 

Rcfcrenccs: Hoalct Project 70324 
CP&L Contract XtA7000024 

Subjiet: Additional Criticality Analysis Results 

)car Mr. Edwards, 

Per your rcquct and in supporn ofth raccmt NRC RAUs pertaining to the criticality evaluations 

perr'cmod for fuel storage in pools C and D, we have performed additional analyses.  

IA #1 from the NRC stated tha aa evaluaion of a fuel asscuibly misloading event should be 

aualyzed. H1oltec's previous response draw upon earlier spent fuel rack evaluations and stated 

Iha the k.jr would ramain below 0.95 with a minimum of 400 ppm soluble boron in tbe pool.  

Ms a supplapent to this response. Holtec International has performed additional analyses for dhw 

Hani Spent FWe Pools C and D to detemine the amount of soluble boron ruquinrd to maintain 

k1 rbolow 0.95 with a misloaded fresh PWR fuel assembly. The results of this analysis are 

summarizMd herm.  

Tho inadvwtfoL misloading of a fresh PWR fuel assembly into Harris Pools C and D was 

utalyzed using MCNP4A and CASMO-3. A deia'-kor for the misloading event was calculatcd 

using MCNO and this delra-kinx was applied to the maximum klqr in 1he licensiag amendment 

report (LAR.) to daterMinDb the maximuan kbr under the misloading scenario. This accident 

scenario consisted of a single S wt.% ZAU PWR fresh W aiscmibly misloaded into Ift PWR 

racks surrounded by fuel of maximum reactivitY as dewtrznined by the burnup and enrichment 

wurve in the LAIL The kij, for the PWR racks with the misloaded fresh ussembly, wiflout Takng 

c=cdit 'or soluble boron, was determined to be 0.99)6 with a 951/95% confidence levcl.
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A sccond sccnario was also analyzed in which the flesh S wt-% 23sU PWR fuel assembly was 
placed in a PWR storage cell adjacent To the BWR stonage racks. The PWR and BWR racks were 
filled with fuel of maximum permissible reactivity. The km for this scenario with the misk)adcd 
fresh 5 wL% 23,.1 PWR fuel assembly, without taking credit for soluble boron, was 0.9932 with a 
95%090S% confldenco lovel.  

These results c[uarly demonstrate that the spcnt fuel pool will remain subcritical even with a 
fresh 5 wt.% "3mU PWP. fuel assembly misloadcd in the PWR rack.  

Thc April 1978 NRC lettr to All Power Reactor Licensees states that wThs double contingency 
principIc of ANSI N-16.1-1975 shall be applied. It shall equire two unlikely, independant, 
concuncnt eveuts to produce a criticality accidenLt" Consistent with this approach, credit for 
soluble boron, which is normally in the spent Jful pool, was taken when the misloaded fi-esal $ 
*L.% 1U PWR fuel was analyzd. It was dcunnincd wthaethe maximum k, for the misloading 
accident is 0.9352 with 400 ppm soluble baton in the spent fuel pool wata'. Thcrefore, the minimum amount of soluble boron required to maintain )INle than the regulatory limit of O.9S 
under all postulated abnormal aad accident conditions is 400 ppm.  

Additional calculations wcot also performed to determine thb kW for the misloading accident 
with 1000 and 2000 ppm soluble boron in the spet W pool water. Tho maximum k-rr was 
calculated to ba 0.8671 and 0.7783 for the 1000 and 2000ppm respoctivoly. These results 
dcmnmrrc that thcrc is considecrablo un-crited maqin in tdhe criticality analysis of Hmis 
Spent Fuel Pools C and D.  

If you have any queshons'please fel free to contact mc.  

Siacerly, 

Scott . Pelet 
Project Manager 
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